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EISTORICAL COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLES
TO THE CORINTHIANS.

1.

INTRODUCTORY.

IN the following notes it will be necessary from time to time
to refer to the writer's Historical Commenta,ry on the Epistles
to the Galatians. It would be absurd to say again anything
that is sufficiently said there, and the method which was
gradually developed in the writing of that commentary will
here be presumed from the outset. The same chronology also
will here be assumed : this is not the place to discuss again
the old questions that have already been sufficiently treated.
Without desiring to force opinions on others, we have to
assume the system which we think probable in points that
lie outside of, but close around, our present subject.
It must also be clearly understood that, where theological
or doctrinal points are touched upon, that is not done for
their own sal,e, but for the sake of historical facts underlying
them. The present writer has neither qualification nor wish
to write on such points; but it is sometimes important to
establish a date or some other part of history in connection
with them.
Our main purpose is to estimate the light thrown by the
Epistles on the state of Corinth in the first century after
Christ. Here we have a Roman Colonia in the heart of
Greece, capital of a Roman province, commercial and administrative capital of the whole country of Greece, containing a certain proportion of Roman population, descendants
of the Italian colonists of 46 n.u., and a much larger
proportion of purely Greek population. What can we learn
about society in that great, and wealthy, and luxurious city
on the great highway of imperial communication, a meetingplace of many roads, thronged always by travellers and by
resident strangers in addition to its own proper citizens?
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THE CoNTRAST BETWEEN

Galatians

AND

Corinthians.

The Epistles to the Galatians and to the Corinthians were
written at a short interval from one another. There is no
reason to think that there was any change of the slightest
importance in Paul's plans and methods during the interval.
1t is not as in the interval between Thessalonians and
Galatians : during that interval, shorter though it was,
there is good reason to think that Paul attained clearer
consciousness about his method and order of· placing his
Gospel before the Roman world: his Gospel remained the
same, but his plans for appealing to the Gentile world had
become more fixed and definite. 1 But, on the contrary, between GalaUans and First Corinthians, there is no ground
for imagining that Paul's views and method had altered a
jot. Yet, amid a general agreement in the point of view,
how profound is the difference between the two Epistles !
The reason for this difference lies partly in the different
character of the races addressed, and partly in the varying
dangers to which they were respectively exposed.
The people of Galatian Phrygia and·Galatian Lycaonia
were essentially an Oriental race, with an admixture of the
western element strong enough to serve as a model and a
stimulus to the native population, and thus to affect them
greatly, but not strong enough to change radically the people,
or to eliminate the Oriental spirit, but rather destined to
melt into the native element.
The people of Corinth were a typically European people,
familiar with every device and invention of an over-stimulated
civilization, essentially a worldly and material set of persons,
seeking money and pleasure and success, excellent representatives of the worst side of rich " civilized" society, with
little of the highest elements of Grmco-Roman civilization.
In Galatia Paul had to deal with a somewhat backward
1

St. Paul the Trat·eller, p. 260.
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race, but one recently touched and stimulated by contact
with Greek art and literature, and with Roman organization
and practical skill, a race naturally rather slow, simple,
readily disposed to admire the bold and confident and
educated foreigner. In Corinth he addressed himself to a
people of diametrically opposite type, among whom a too
prematurely developed civilization was entirely divorced
from morality, a people keen-witted, pushing, self-assertive,
conceited, highly trained, criticising all men, questioning
all things, not apt to believe in anything or anybody.
True religion has to steer a course equally far removed
from the barbarism of primitive savagery and the barbarism of precocious material civilization. Christianity
found the Galatians on their way up out of the former, and
the Corinthians far on their way down into the latter.
Hence the contrast in many respects between the respecPaul uses the tone of authority with the
tive letters.
Galatians, of compliment and reasoned argument (though
claiming official authority) with the Corinthians: he urges
on the naturally self-willed Greeks the virtue of obedience,
and on the "slavish" Phrygians the importance of freedom; he bids the Corinthians punish the violation of law,
and warns the naturally " unpitying " Phrygians not to be
too severe in punishing transgression. He loves the Galatians : he esteems the Corinthians.
Again, we observe everywhere that the difficulties and
dangers besetting those early Gentile Churches belong
mostly to one or other of two classes : they spring either
from the influence exercised by Judaism, or from the
influence of Pagan society and surroundings and early
training. Every one of the Pauline Churches was exposed
to both kinds of danger; none were wholly free from either
influence. But some were exposed more to the one kind,
some to the other.
Among the Galatic _Phrygians we saw that, when Paul
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wrote to them, the great and pressing danger lay on the
side of Judaism: a part, apparently a majority, of the
Galatian congregations were inclined to adopt the Jewish
ritual. But that imminent danger did not blind Paul to
the other danger that was equally pressing on them; and
part of the later chapters is devoted to the dangerous
influence of Pagan society and religion and education.
In Corinth it was precisely the opposite. Paul's special
purpose was to ward off the forces of Paganism-chiefly in
education and society-which threatened to unbalance and
unhinge the constitution and morality of the Church. Yet
J udaism was also able to exert a dangerous influence in
Corinth, and he had to turn his attention to that side
also, especially in the second Epistle.
But the grand difference between Ga,latians and Gorinthians lies in the general character of the thought. The
Galatian letter, when properly read, is found to be full of
allusions to the practical facts of society and life, though
from N orth-Galatian misapprehension these facts are little
noticed by the commentators. Paul explains to the readers
his position and doctrines, and his attitude towards opponents, by illustrations drawn from the sphere of practical
life. From that short letter we can restore at least some
outline of the system of family law, of inheritance, of the
external organization of education, of city life, and so on,
familiar to Paul's Galatian readers. The attention of his
readers must have been, naturally, turned more to that
side of things ; and Paul takes advantage of their special
interests to put his ideas before them and to rouse in them
the emotions and recollections which he desires.
In the Corinthian letters it is very different. A Historical
Commentary finds much less to seize upon in them. They
largely treat difficulties in practical life, and yet these are
discussed from the speculative, philosophic, thinking side.
Illustrations drawn from the external side of social organi-
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zation are rare. Even where questions of society are
referred to Paul's decision he judges them so purely on
general moral principles that we learn little about specially
Corinthian society.
Here, again, we see the contrast between the Phrygian
people, with its Oriental cast of mind, and the Greek race.
This may seem strange and even self-contradictory to some,
who have not lived among these races, for business, trade,
skilled workmanship, would seem to be the inheritance of
the Greeks as contrasted with the Orientals-now and
always. But one that comes in close contact with the
Oriental villagers learns how entirely wrapped up they are
in the matters of material life. You need never talk to
them of ideal motives; they can neither conceive them
nor believe in them. They know of no motive for action
except a materi~l one (apart from religious enthusiasm).
But amid a group of the humblest Greek villagers, you are
safe to talk of ideals, and you readily enlist their interest in
them: in fact, unless you take them on this side, you will
never succeed with them.
We have once more to repeat the remark that the right
interpretation of Paul's Epistles-Romans being a partial
exception-must be founded on a vivid conception of the
contrast between the Greek and the Oriental character,
and of the eternal conflict between the two, which has
always been going on in Asia Minor, and is now being
waged there in a more marked and acute, and therefore
more easily intelligible, form than at any previous time
except during the early centuries of the Empire. The two
periods of acute conflict in that land, when the natural
forces of society are struggling towards the establishment
of a balance between themselves, and the realization of a
higher form of expression, have been about n.c. 25--A.D. 200,
and since A.D. 1878. 1 The two periods ought to be always
1

In order to show that this is not a mere random statement springing out
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together in the student's mind; and we read in Paul's
Epistles to the Churches the outlines of the ideal reconciliation between the Greek and Oriental nature in the borderlands, as he explained it to each in the way that they could
most easily apprehend.
It is often asserted that a description of the Corinthian
Church is given in i. 26. That view we cannot accept.
The context plainly shows that the verse is to be taken as
a description of the Christian Church in general, rather
m contrast to rich, clever Corinth; see § VIII.
III.

PAuL's ATTITUDE TO JuDAisM.

A word is here required about Paul's attitude towards
J udaism. It is absolutely necessary to bear in mind, though
many are too apt to forget, that Paul was not an opponent
of true J udaism. He could say to the end of his life with
perfect truth and with a clear conscience, "I am a
Pharisee, and a son of Pharisees," and assert that he was
"as touching the Law blameless." He held fast to all the
spiritual side of the Law ; he fully appreciated its moral
elevation; he was (as we hope to show more fully elsewhere)
throughout his life the great champion of the true Law in
the Roman Empire, and a firm believer in its ultimate
triumph over the Empire. But he hated the formalism,
the dead works, of the Law ; and he fervently believed that
in the Law nothing except its formalism was opposed to
Christ, and that, when the Law was set up as an opponent
of Christianity among the Gentiles, the life bad gone from
it ; it could not resist Him and live. "'When we read some
of the harsh things said about the Law, for example, to the
Galatians, we are apt to lose sight of the fact that Paul
is there speaking of the Law as it appeared to the Galatians
of the attempt to illustrate the Epistles, we may be permitted to add that the
main thought and intention in the writer's Impressions of Turkey is to illustrate
this principle in detail.
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-as a series of hard and fast rules of ritual, as a system
of observing days and months and seasons and years, as
identified with belief in the moral efficacy of physical and
bodily ceremonies. Paul would not even desire to abolish
the mere ritual of J udaism ; his action to Timothy, difficult
as it is for us to sympathize with, proves that he would
retain it. Only the most heartless and unprincipled of impostors could have acted as Paul did to Timothy, unless
he were fully persuaded that the Jew must be always a
Jew in the fullest sense, that he is always "a debtor to do
the whole Law." But Paul would prevent the Gentiles
from incurring that debt.
It is not here the place to dilate more on this topic,
still less to debate whether Paul was always philosophically
consistent in his attitude to Judaism. But it is urgently
necessary to protest against the too common exaggeration
of Paul's hostility to Judaism. He certainly believed that
he was the true friend and champion of his nation and
his father's religion, and that his words addressed to the
Sanhedrin were entirely consistent with his words addressed
to the Galatians.

IV.

Tm;

OPENING ADDRESS

(r. 1-9).

We can now better appreciate the special characteristics
of the opening verses of the Epistle. We take together
the introductory address-the heading of the letter, so to
speak (i. 1-3)-and the opening paragraph (i. 4-9).
Much in them belongs to the ordinary forms of politeness in letter-writing: it was necessary and invariable to
state at the beginning the names of the writer or writers
and of the recipients of the letter, along with some courteous greeting and good wishes: titles were commonly
added to the respective names by the Romans (who were,
to a large extent, the inventors of titles) : then followed
regularly an invocation or an expression of thanks to the
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Divine power. In cases of haste or in unusual circumstances some of these polite accompaniments were often
omitted.
Paul adopted the ordinary forms of epistolary courtesy,
with similar occasional omission of some of the forms in
special circumstances; only he gave a Christian expression
to the titles and sentiments. On the subject see the remarks and references in Hist. Comrn. Gal., § V. Here we
need only notice any details that are special to the Corinthian letter. These are three :
1. Sosthenes is named as joint author of the letter. It
has been pointed out that 1 the occurrence of a name in
the superscription of any of Paul's letters, attaches far
more importance to the person so mentioned than the
sending of greetings from him at the end of the letter. It
is extraordinary that this so obvious truth has been disputed. The case is exactly as when we find the superscription in a Roman letter : 2
Balbus et Oppius salutem dicunt M. Ciceroni.

Both Balbus and Oppius take responsibility for the contents and sentiments of the letter, though probably one
of them alone is responsible for the exact language. So
Hellmuth points out with regard to the above letter, showing that Balbus is the author, and Oppius merely the
joint-author. 3 So we have pointed out with regard to such
letters as this. 4 Canon Evans has also stated the point
with perfect accuracy and clearness in his admirable Commentary on 1 Corinthians (to which I am more indebted
than to any other work on this Epistle) : "his name is
2 Cicero, Epi;;t, ad Att., IX. 7A.
Ili•t. Cvnun. Gitl., ~ Il.
Hellmuth, Sprache d. Epi,;tulogr. Galba u. Bulbus, p. 30. He says, darau.~
schliesse ich dass Bulbus der alleinige Verfasser des Brirjes ist, und dass Oppius
seinen Namen nur beifiigtc, wn seine Zustimmung zu dem Inhalte der Wor/e zn
erklii1·en.
4 Hist, Comm. Gal.,§ II. p. 238.

1

3
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associated to show that he shares, if not in the Epistle"
[i.e., presumably, its composition], "at least in the views
and counsels contained therein, and indorses them."
The superscription of the Epistle is lengthened by titles
and epithets from the simple form, which would be

Paulus et Sosthenes Corinthiis salutem dicunt.
But the bare technical simplicity of Roman usage was
alien to the warm and emotional nature of Paul.
2. He associates with the Corinthians "all that in every
place call on Christ Jesus our Lord." The question has
been much debated why this addition is made to the
common type of introductory Pauline formulre, and many.
varying opinions have been maintained. On our principles
of interpretation there can be no hesitation. The words
stand in close relation to the burden of the letter. The
Corinthians are in the process of losing unity. They have
not yet split into religious parties and schisms; but Paul
sees that the process has begun, which, if unchecked, must
result in that; and a great object of the Epistle is to stop
the process in its beginning. Hence he refers to the unity
of the entire body of Christians.
A very similar thought occurs in the famous epitaph of
Avircius Marcellus, written about A.D. 192 as a protest
against the Montanist schism. The Phrygian Saint lays
great stress on the unity in feeling and practice which he
had found prevailing everywhere from Rome to Mesopotamia.1
3. Paul compliments the Corinthians on their knowledge
of truth and their ability to express it: "that you, namely,
were in every way enriched in him, in all skill of discourse
or argument, and in all kind of intelligence," as Canon
Evans renders the words.
1

Cities a11d Bis/wprics of Phrygia, Pt. II. pp. 711, 723.
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Gnosis, which is here the Divine gift to the Corinthians,
is apparently distinguished from Sophia (which is spoken of
so frequently in the Epistle). Gnosis is the apprehension of
the truth, i.e. knowledge united with moral power to carry
it into action. Sophia is the empty and powerless wisdom
of mere verbal philosophy : add an idea, and you have the
true Sophia of God, which Paul so often mentions.
Considering how severely Paul is about to inveigh against
philosophy, and considering the character and interests of
the Corinthian Greeks, it was peculiarly important to compliment them in this way at the outset. They have the
true knowledge, and are advancing in it: why should they
spend time and energy in empty philosophizing? The
importance of this will become clearer in the sequel.

V.

THE PARTIES IN THE CORINTHIAN CHURCH.

It is declared by the Apostle that .in Corinth "every one
of you saith 'I am of Paul,' and 'I of Apollos,' and 'I of
Cephas,' and 'I of Christ.' " The attempt has been made
by many commentators to specify the character of four
supposed parties which used these four expressions as signs
and badges of their respective views ; but it may be doubted
if the attempt has been made on the proper lines, or if it
can be successful. Especially, as Alford says, "the German
commentators are misled by too definite a view of the
Corintbian parties," p. 464; and " much ingenuity and
labour have been spent in Germany on the four supposed
distinct parties at Corinth, and the most eminent theologians have endeavoured, with very different results, to
allot to each its definite place in tenets and practice,"
p. [45]. Such attempts are on a radically false principle.
Let us rather attempt to determine in what way Paul
conceived that the divisions arose. This be shows very
clearly.
Perhaps the most obvious quality in the Greek race is its
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disposition to criticise and to argue. Paul makes it clear
that the Corinthians had been fond of criticising their
teachers, of comparing them with each other, of discussing
all their qualities and characteristics, of arguing about
them.
Out of this quality arises factiousness: those who compared Paul favourably with Apollos joined battle with those
who exalted the style of Apollos above that of Paul; and
gradually the rival disputants were forming themselves
almost unconsciously into factions, just as in later times
the admirers of rival colours in the circus formed themselves into hostile parties. That is the fault which Paul
regards as the fundamental evil in the Corinthian Church,
and sets himself at once to combat.
Hence he begins (i. 10) by beseeching them all to speak
the same thing, to have the same mind and the same
judgment, i.e. to be on their guard against the tendency
to argue, to dispute, to see always the difference in their
neighbours' views and remarks from their own, and never
to have sufficient perception of the agreement between
them. As they discussed and criticised the teaching of
their teachers, they almost came to maintain that Christ, as
expounded by Paul, was different from Christ, as expounded
by Apollos or by Peter, and that all three expositions of the
Christ differed from the true idea of Christ.- ·
It is obvious that Paul has in his mind a similar thought
to that which is stated in Galatians i. 6, 7, where he speaks
of the "other gospel" preached by the Judaistic emissaries
in Galatia: there he maintains 1 that, while the gospel set
forth by the older and leading Apostles may be called
1 Such is the interpetation of that difficult passage advocated in Historical Comm. Gal. p. 265. I should now say that that interpretation gives
the thought which was implicit in the mind of Paul, but which was not
expressed by him explicitly to the Galatians, though now it is iully stated to
the Corinthians. The interpretation of the American Revisers, towards which,
on p. 264, I indicated a leaning, must be adopted : it contains in embryo the
same thought which is matured in this passage of 1 Corinthians.
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"another gospel," it is practically identical with his, except
when it is perverted by the errors of their would-be
followers. We see elsewhere the evidence of the presence
in Paul's mind of an idea that the Corinthians were too
prone to see in the teaching of his successors " another
Jesus" and "another gospel" from his (see 2 Cor. xi. 4).
But, as Paul declares (i. 13), Christ cannot be made into
shares in that way, i.e. it is the one identical Christ whom
Paul and Apollos and Peter preach. If you consider that
they set before you different Christs, then you are making
Paul or Apollos or Cephas your Saviour, and (if one may
say so) believing that your special favourite, whether Paul
or one of the others/ is your crucified Redeemer. The
absurdity of their position is set forth in the indignantly
ironical questions of i. 13, which are given as sufficient
disproof. As soon as the Corinthians cease to say the same.
thing, and dwell on their differences of opinion, they go
astray and "pervert the gospel" (as it is expressed in
Galatians i. 7).
The third of these ironical questions is remarkable" Were ye baptized into the name of Paul? " This is coordinated with the other, "Was Paul crucified for you?"
The Saviour's death for them, and their reception by
baptism into the Name, are selected as the two great facts.
The impossibility and absurdity of any teacher being put
in Christ's place in these two relations is taken as too
patent to need words. It is certainly a noteworthy point
that these two ideas should be, as it were, bracketed together; but the importance lies in a direction foreign to
our purpose and subject.
1 Of course in i. 111 we must undel'stand that in the question "Was Paul
crucified for you? " we have to take Paul merely as the first go{ the list, and to
add in thought the others-" Was Paul, or Apollos, or Cephas,· crucified for
you?"
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THE DIGRESSION ON BAPTISM.

Here, in a very characteristic way, the allusion to baptism
suggests to Paul a digression. He had rarely taken part in
this office. He had baptized none of the Corinthians except
Crispus and Gaius-Crispus, the former ruler of the synagogue in Corinth; and Gaius, who was deputed by the
Church to entertain all guests (a highly honourable duty in
eastern lands, delegated to some distinguished member of
the community). And then he recollects, as an afterthought, that Stepbanas and his household were also
baptized by him-perhaps Stephanas, who was with him
in Ephesus as be wrote, reminded him-and so, to guard
against any possible slip of memory, be adds, "Besides, I
know not whether I baptized any other" ; but, if so, they
were an insignificant number.
The rite of baptism Paul did not count as part of his
work. There are diversities of gifts and ministrations,
but all come from the same source (xii. 4 ff.) : "Christ sent
me not to baptize, but to preach the gospel." Paul
delegated this duty to his assistants and companions. He
now expresses thanks to God that it had been so ordered
that be bad as a rule delegated to others this duty-a duty
so important that his own performance of it might have
caused misapprehension among the Corintbians.

W. M.

RAMSAY.
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Doubtless every one who has obeyed the invjtation of
God and set sail for the new world with an honest heart
shall come at last into the fair haven of peace, whatever
storm and head winds he may meet on the way ; but all
will not come in after the same fashion. Some ships
will make the harbour mouth with difficulty, with torn
sails and bare decks, and heavy losses-hardly saved ;
others will enter the harbour with a flowing tide and a
following wind, their sails full set and showing white in
the light of the sun, and they shall have an abundant
entrance into the heavenly kingdom. Some believers may
only escape to the shore on broken pieces of their ship,
humiliated and half-dead, like David; others, like St. Paul,
will .come in as treasure ships, bearing with them the
argosy of sacrifices and of services beyond all human
reckoning, and at the very sight of their coming the inhabitants of the other land shall gather to bid them
welcome and to escort them into the presence of the
King.
JOHN WATSON.

HISTORICAL COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLES
TO THE CORINTHIANS.
VII.

RELATION TO PHILOSOPHY.

THIS digression on baptism leads on to another. Paul
has been led to affirm that his special duty and gift lay in
preaching, and he again goes off to state emphatically the
principle in his preaching. He bad not trusted to philosophic argument, for to do so would be to distrust the
power that lies in simply preaching the Cross.
But this second digression brings him back to the
original and main topic. The strength and at the same
time the weakness of the Greek intellect lay in its acuteness, its capacity for making delicate distinctions and re-
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finements, and its philosophic subtlety. The Corinthians
shared in this Greek characteristic, and their habit of
discussing and philosophizing about the doctrine of Christ
was distracting their view from realities to unimportant
distinctions. Just as it had led them to make that vain
and dangerous distinction between the Christ of Paul and
the Christ of Apollos and the supposed real Christ that
lay behind them, till they forgot that Paul and Apollos and
Peter were mere instruments of the one Christ, so also it
prevented them from properly seeing and feeling the power
that lay in the Cross and in the simple preaching of the
Cross. While they discussed and cr.iticised the style and
the content of Paul's preaching, and subtly analyzed it, and
delicately weighed its philosophic value, they lost sight ·of
the one and only reality in it-the Cross of Christ.
On this topic Paul enlarges at great length and from
various points of view (i.-iv.). In this theological discussion
we notice only the following features, which suggest certain
historical inferences.
1. Paul is continually striking at the philosophic vice of
the Corinthians. They have not learned that the first step
in the true philosophy is to strip from themselves every
shred and scrap of their acquired knowledge, like Descartes
in the beginning of his Discourse on the Method of Using
the Reason Aright: they must begin as bare as they came into
the world, and build up their nature anew : they must make
themselves babes, and grow into strength through weakness: they must cease to feel themselves to be philosophers,
and recognise that they are fools, in order that they may be
able to commence to learn. The beginning of true knowledge lies in the recognition of one's ignorance. Mere
words of philosophic insight are absolutely inefficacious:
the Corinthians must seek for that which has in it force
and motive power, which can move the will: "for the
kingdom of God is not in word, but in power" (iv. 20).
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This state-the fully realizing and simply confessing of
one's ignorance and natural incapacity-is called by Paul
"folly," for to the clever Corinthians and the sophisticated
man of the world it seems the character of a fool and a
simpleton. But Paul only says all the more emphatically
that a man must become a fool, a simpleton, in order that
he may become wise (iii. 18) : to become simple is the
necessary and unavoidable first step on the road to the
Divine Sophia.
On the moral side that same quality of "folly" would be
the character that, from an innate rightness and healthiness, revolted against the impurity and frivolity of surrounding society, and declined to make pleasure, wealth,
power, the absorbing aim and end of life. In the most
corrupt state of Roman society we observe striking examples of this simplicity and purity, examples that gather
lustre and beauty in contrast to the worldliness around
them, but which were liable to be ridiculed in refined
and fashionable society as "folly."
2. Paul distinctly has in his mind, as he thinks of the
Corinthian position, the Stoic paradox that the philosopher
is everywhere sufficient for himself, always master of his
circumstances, rich, powerful, free (though he be in prison
or in a hovel), wise, everywhere king.
Libm·,

Sapiens 1mo mino1· est Jove, dives,
pulche1·, 1'e:ll denique 1·egum.

honorat~ts,

The sage is half divine,
Rich, free, great, handsome, king of kings in fine. 1

Throughout the Epistle that thought recurs.
The
Corinthians "have knowledge." To them all things are
lawful. 2 They are masters of their world. Especially,
Horace, Epist. I. 106. f., translation by Conington.
1 Cor. viii. 1 ff., as excellently interpreted by Prof. W. Lock, see El'J'OSITOR, July, 1897, pp, 67, 73.
t

2
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the thought gives point to the sarcastic contrast between
them and the apostles (iv. 8 ff.r: "Now ye are full, now
ye are rich, ye have reigned as kings without us 1 •
We are fools for Christ's sake, but ye are wise in Christ;
we are weak, but ye are powerful ; ye are honoured, but
we are dishonourable." The thought which was stated
in a complimentary way in i. 5, "Ye were enriched in all
utterance and in all knowledge,'' is here given in a sarcastic form in iv. 10, but the word changes from ryvwut~
to !f>pavt""o~.
The same thought underlies the remarkable language of
iii. 21 f. : " All things are yours, whether Paul or Apollos
or Cephas, or the world, or life or death, or things present,
or things to come-all are yours." But here it is neither
ironical, as in iv. 8 ff., nor complimentary, as in i. 5; it is
the word of a. seer and a mystic.
3. The most remarkable feature of the whole passage
(i.-iv.) is the ease and deftness with which Paul turns to
his own purposes the ideas of philosophy. While he draws
out in long detail the sarcastic contrast between the clever,
able, successful Corinthians, and the foolish, helpless, hapless
apostles, or between the grace and skill of Greek philosophy
and his own humble, simple, unadorned preaching, he is
really handling the deep topics of philosophy with a
mastery that no other could have shown. And the most
marvellous fact .about the modern appreciation of these
marvellous four chapters is, that many commentators and
writers take his sarcastic humility with perfect seriousness,
and almost pity this wretched, uneducated, narrow, bigoted
Jew, who has, "with stammering lips and insufficient
tongue," to stand before the polished Greeks.
In truth Paul is here creating a Christian philosophy, and
constructing a philosophic language to express it. It was
not so difficult a task to make the Greek tongue express
1

The Revised Version is much inferior here to the Authorised Version,
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this new philosophic theology as it was 150 years later for
Tertullian to re-express the Christian philosophy in the
hard and intractable and anti-philosophic Latin, for Greek
lent itself naturally and readily to the expresssion of high
and ideal thought. But still it was by no means an easy
task; and only a mind trained both in ~Greek philosophy
and in Hebraic theology could have achieved it with the
perfection that Paul has attained-a perfection so complete that the words become living, and brand themselves
in the readers' hearts.
Paul is fully conscious of the nature of his task. He has
to express the Sophia of God (i. 21; ii. 7), i.e. Christ who
is the Sophia of God (i. 24, 30). So far is Paul from
objecting to Sophia; his special work is as much to set
forth the true Sophia, as to destroy the false Sophia. He
is the uocf>o~ apX£TE!€Tr»v, the philosophic architect, who lays
the foundation for others to build upon (iii. 10). He has
to create the language in which to express that true Sophia:
the Sophia and the words in which to express it are both
the gift of God : " We received . . . the Spirit which is
of God, that we might know the things which are freely
given to us by God : which things also we speak, not in
words which man's wisdom teacheth, but which the Spirit
teacheth, fitting spiritual words to spiritual ideas" (ii.
12 f.). So also, "We speak Sophia among the mature; we
speak the Sophia of God, the Divine system of true philosophy, the hidden scheme in which the intentions of God
in the world find expression; and we speak it in the form
of a mystery" (ii. 6 f.).
To set forth that Sophia was the work of Paul, the duty
for which he was sent; and to that work he must necessarily devote his whole attention, leaving to others the
work of baptizing (with all that was implied therein, much
more than the performance of the ritual act), as we have
seen in § VI.
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4. Paul's severity towards Greek philosophy must not
be misunderstood or exaggerated. It implies neither
ignorance nor mere stolid resistance to education. One
may inveigh against bad education, without being an
opponent or depredator of education. Just as, to the
J udaizing Phrygians of the province Galatia Paul inveighs
against the evils and dangers of J udaic formalism, so here
to the disputatious and sophistic Greeks of Corinth he
inveighs against the evils and dangers of philosophic
verbalism and juggling with arguments; but, in regard
alike to Judaic ritual and to philosophical education, there
was another side to Paul's opinion which is revealed in
his life and work and in other parts of his letters. He held
both that Jewish birth and blood implied the obligation to
observe and practise the whole Jewish ritual (1 Cor. vii. 18),
and that the Christian must learn from the world around
all that is best in that world. 1

VIII.

THE EARLY CHRISTIANS AS A PART OF SOCIETY.

In attempting to understand aright the position and
character of an early Christian community, we must be on
our guard against the idea that all that was best in contemporary society tended toward Christianity. That was by no
means the case. Those who were the most educated-in
the best sense- those who were most refined and highminded-those who w~re purest in life and aspirationswere often entirely content with their theories of the world
and of the Divine nature; and, in spite of the general corruption of Pagan society, there were many striking examples
of noble purity of spirit and life in the Roman Empire at
the time when Paul was preaching.
In Roman official life, too, there were many admirable
officers, devoted to their work, honest and incorruptible,
with a splendid ideal of what a Roman official should be
' St. Paul the Trav., p. 149,
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and should do. 1 It was by no means the case that these
tended to become Christians. The routine of official life
made many of them quite incapable of assimilating such
new ideas as that men should think for themselves, and
should refuse to accept the State worship which was the
very essence and criterion of loyalty to the Empire.
There were undoubtedly many of those early Christians
who, taken in the naked reality of human character, were
not equal in tone and spirit to many of the best Pagans,
and in themselves were incapable of rising to the same
high level of life, or the same sanity and clearness of
judgment. I am not thinking of mere hypocrites, who
may have joined the Church from· mere selfish motives;
there were such, we may be sure, even though Christianity
offered little worldly inducement. The fire of persecution
under Nero and Domitian and later emperors, doubtless,
cleared the Church of them, to a large extent, from time
to time, though peace would always bring them back.
But we cannot doubt that many of the genuinely devout
Christians in Corinth and Ephesus and everywhere were
very commonplace individuals; some were naturally of low
and vulgar nature in many respects. They represented
the average, imperfectly educated stratum of ordinary
society. They had by no m-eans shaken off all the habits
of thought instilled into them by Pagan parents and surroundings when they became Christians. They required
to be constantly watched, corrected, incited, guided, reprimanded, encouraged. Their history was certain not to
be a steady, uniform progress towards excellence: no
human progress ever is so, except in the imagination of
some theorists on religious history. There would assuredly
1 The letters of the younger Pliny about his uncle show us a thoroughly
conscientious, hardworking, and humane officer; and the fact that he was far·
from brilliant intellectually makes him all the better a representative of the
average.
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be frequently a tendency among them to slip back into
their old Pagan habits and thoughts, to mix up old superstitions with new religious ideas. Some of them were quite
unable to rise to the Christian ideal. Paul must often
blame them for faults utterly unworthy of the religion
they professed ; and in this letter we find many proofs that
much patience and much hopefulness were needed in treating the Corinthian Church.
Paul gives a brief picture of the general social standing
of the members of his Churches in 1 Corinthians i. 26.
This picture is not intended (as has sometimes been assumed) for a description of the Corinthian Church specially,
but we may safely assume that that Church was not widely
different from the other Pauline Churches. In that passage
Paul bids the Corinthians (i. 26) observe the principle that
lies in the calling of Christians out of the world into the
Church : not a large number of those whom the world counts
its philosophers-not a large number from the official class
clothed with the authority of the Empire or of the municipalities-not many out of the old and aristocratic familieshave been selected. No one within the Church should
plume himself in his advanced education or his official rank
or his long descent, for though a few Christians possessed
these worldly advantages, the reason of their calling lay not
in those, but in very different qualifications.
This passage is often misinterpreted as proving that the
early Church was mainly drawn from the dregs of society.
No such implication lies in it. To the historian the fact
stands out clear that the work of the Christian Church in
society was to create or to enlarge the educated, the
thoughtful middle class ; and that those who were most
suitable to form such a class were those who tended to drift
towards the Christian Church. Hence the Church, when it
was at its best, represented the force that stood in opposition,
but in perfectly loyal opposition (as it always maintained), to
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the imperial government, because the government claimed to
think for its people as a parent for his infant children, while
the Christians claimed to think for themselves. 1
It is probably true that the class of freedmen and
slaves was strongly represented in the Church. But the
freedmen, as a class, were set free because their natural
ability and character had made them more useful to their
masters free than as slaves; they were to a remarkable
degree a moneyed class, and their money had been made
amid great disadvantages by sheer force of character and
conduct. At the . same time they were also, as a rule,
devoid of the higher education (which was almost entirely
restricted to the free citizens), and as rich and uneducated and unpolished parvenus, they were often exposed to
the ridicule of satirists and the contempt of the aristocratic
and free born.
But they were also a class in which the average of
ability and natural gifts must have been high ; a class of
self-made men, many of them possessing considerable aspirations, all of them endowed with much enterprise and
energy-distinctly· a vigorous stock. They were not separated from the free population around them by any obvious
barrier of colour and race, as are the emancipated coloured
population in the United States of America at the present
time. Hence the stigma of slave descent could not be
permanently maintained through generations, and neither
law nor custom tried to do so. 2 Yet this vigorous, able
class rested under various disabilities and disqualifications, which rendered it an element of real danger to the
1

This is one main thought of The Church in the Roman Empire.
The son of a freedman was ingenuus, and free from many of the disabilitie8
of his slave-born sire; the grandson of a freedman was free from all disabilities,
and could rise to all honores in the State (Claudius introduced a stricter rule,
but did not maintain it ; see Sueton. Claud. 24). This was true only of the
most representative classes of freedmen-viz., those ·set free by the most complete and legal methods, vindicta, etc.
2
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state. Augustus, with his marvellous power of foreseeing
and guarding against possible sources of disturbance in
society, recognised and provided against this danger by
creating a special sphere for the activities and ambition
of that large class. A career was provided for freedmen,
subordinate in character, yet opening to them distinctions,
outward show, official dress and equipment, and abundant
opportunity of gratifying vanity, and parading before the
public eye their wealth and ostentatious liberality; and,
like all Augustus's provisions, this special career was directed into the Imperial service and worship, so as to
attract the feelings of the whole class towards the person
of the emperor. 1 But, like almost all the Imperial arrangements, it had one serious evil. It appealed to the worse
side of man's nature: it tended to develop and employ the
freedmen's energies on the side of personal vanity and
empty show alone : it was absolutely without educational
effect : it was killing to the loftier impulses, while it gave
free play to the more contemptible qualities. It was part
of the general Imperial policy-food and amusements to
the poor, dress and parade to the freedmen-which, while
it made them loyal at the moment, inevitably degraded
and debased in the course of generations the tone of society
in the empire.
The slaves who were attracted to the new religion were,
doubtless, for the most part of similar type to the freedmen,
and may be classed along with them. They were those
who were on the way to earn emancipation.
The freedmen were, as a rule, engaged in trade, and
were, on the whole, a moneyed class. All of them, of
course, used Greek as their ordinary speech in Corinth.
The wealthy parvenu freedman was often satirized for his
unsuccessful attempts to ape the manners of higher classes
1 Such seems a fair account of the theory underlying Augustus's institution
otthe Seviri Augustales.
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in society. In that Greek city he would imitate Greek
fashionable society with a strain, perhaps, of Roman
manners added, for the freedmen, as a body, owed their
position to Roman law.
In Corinth the names Fortunatus, Achaicus, Gains,
probably indicate freedmen. Fortunatus was a characteristic servile name. ' Achaicus belongs to the class of
geographical names, which (when not titles of honour
bestowed on Roman conquerors) were commonly servile.
Gains was a prcenornen, and the right to bear a pramornen
was the distinguishing mark of freedom: hence a freedman
loved to be addressed by his prcenomen, as Horace says,
" Good Quintus," say, or "Publius " (nought endears
A speaker more than this to slavish 1 ears).
'' Quinte," puta, aut "Publi" (gaudent prrenomine molles
.Auriculre).

Gaius, of Corinth, then, was probably a rich freedman,
. to whom the honourable duty of entertaining the guests
of the Church was assigned (Ram. xvi. 23). In his Pagan
days he would have aimed at the honourable position of a
Sevir Augustalis. 2
After the preceding paragraphs were in type, an excellent
illustration recurred to my memory. The freedman Gaius
Pompeius Trimalchio in Petronius's romance (which furnishes the only surviving picture of contemporary Pagan
society of the freedman class) is regularly spoken about and
addressed, both by his household and by his friends, as
" Gaius " simply. " Gaius N oster" was the name that
pleased and flattered him. He was Sevir A ugustalis at
l i.e., the ears of one who has been a slave, but who is now marked by the
pramomen as free. Hor. Sat. II. 5, 33.
~ In Asia Minor a name like Gaius or Lucius was often assumed by a provincial as his single name of the Greek fashion. In such cases Gaius or Lucius
is no longer a pramomen, but has become a non-Roman name. That custom
was, however, not common in Greece at this time, but belonged rather to the
less educated cities.
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Cumae, and a leading personage there in his own class and
set. The contrast between Christian and Pagan society
at this time could not be more strikingly and pointedly
brought out than by a comparison between the two contemporary Gaiuses in the surroundings amid which each
moved and lived. Petronius was writing unly a very few
years after Paul (earlier than A. D. 66), and he lays his scene
about A.D. 47-57. 1
Tertius and Quartus are also names which, perhaps,
point to freedmen : in that case they would be actually
names of slaves, who would retain them, as cognomina,
after being set free. But they might equally well belong to
provincials, especially resident strangers, not pure Greeks
by birth, who settled in Corinth for purposes of trade.
The inference from these facts, and from the whole tone
of the Epistle, is that the Church in Corinth contained a
very considerable number of persons belonging to the
well-to-do class of busy traders, many of whom were
actually freedmen, some of whom probably were still
slaves. But, when we read of slaves, we are not to think
of oppressed and degraded human chattels, like those of
the cotton plantations in modern Mississippi before 1860,
or of the similar class in the ancient ergastula, where the
gang-system was practised on great estates, but of the
household slaves and town slaves, well treated, on the
whole comfortable, and enjoying considerable privileges
according to an unwritten code of customs. These persons
constituted, not indeed the majority, but certainly the
strength, of the Christian community in Corinth; 2 and
besides them there were also a few persons of the higher
classes, philosophers, officials imperial or municipal (such
as, at Athens, Dionysius the Areopagite) ; and around the
1 So Friedliinder, Gena Trimalchionis, p. 7.
Some place the scene under
Augustus or Tiberius. On the name Gains, see Friedlander, p. 207.
2 There are certain dangers, liable always to arise from the predominance of
this "middle" class; and these can, perhaps, be observed in this letter.
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Church there was a fringe of persons interested, but not
actually converts (such as the friendly Ariarchs in Ephesus,
the proconsul in Cyprus, and so on).
To all these there must, of course, be added a large
number of the really poor, the suffering class in society.
There was plenty of opportunity for the well-to-do Christians in Corinth to exercise charity among their associates
in the Church as well as outside of it, and perhaps to
plume themselves a little on their charity and virtue. But
the tone of ironical admiration of the rich, clever, influential Corinthian Christians in iv. loses all its effect if it is
taken as addressed to a congregation of the poor and needy
and humble only. It is addressed to persons who prided
themselves not a little on their success in life and on the
skill with which they had assimilated the manners of the
most highly-educated and aristocratic classes.
Such was the Corinthian Church; and, as we have said,
the other Pauline Churches were not widely different. But
this first Corinthian letter conveys a stronger impression
of wealth and ease, and of the faults incidental to them,
than any other of Paul's letters.

IX.

SosTHENES AND CHLOE.

Sosthenes (i. 1) is a doubtful personality. The name was
a common one ; and Sosthenes of Corinth, who is mentioned
in Acts xviii. 12, need not necessarily have been the same
person. But, if the two were the same, then certainly the
History would be found very illuminative of the Epistle.
Sosthenes of Acts was a Jew of rank, still unconverted in the latter part of Paul's stay in Corinth; and if
he be the Sosthenes of the Epistle, he must have been
converted, possibly by Apollos ; and his influential position
in Corinth would be the reason why he is named as associate author of the Epistle. If he were one of Apollos's
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converts, there would be special reason why he should be
associated as joint author to stamp with his authority the
warnings against criticism and faction.
We can, however, be certain only of one thing, viz.,
that Sosthenes, the author of the Epistle, was a person
known to the Corinthians, and standing in some position of
authority as a teacher or preacher among them. Such was
necessarily the case with an associate author of the letter
to the Corinthians. 1
Chloe (i. 11) is unknown. Nothing can be affirmed about
her; and yet some probable inferences follow from the reference to her. We cannot suppose that Paul quotes the statement of messengers sent by one of the factious Corinthians
as trustworthy evidence about the factions. It is clear that
" the representatives of Chloe " are quoted as being in themselves good and sufficient witnesses,-and therefore they must
have stood outside the factions as external observers. Paul
does not desire that Stephanas, or Fortunatus, or Achaicus,
should be taken as his authorities; they were Corinthians,
probably affected by the common fault of Corinthians; and
it could only cause ill-feeling, if they were understood to
be his authorities. Chloe, therefore, was not a Corinthian.
She was an outsider; and her representatives were unprejudiced witnesses in the matter.
Again, when we observe the important position of this
woman, who was evidently head of a household, and perhaps of a business (like the Lydian woman from Thyatira
at Philippi), we must recognise that Chloe was much more
likely to belong to Asia Minor than to Greece. In Asia
Minor, particularly in the less Grrecized inner parts, women
occupied a much more influential position than in the
Greek cities.
Probably, therefore, Chloe was a native of some city of
1

Hist. Comm. Gal., § II. p. 239 f.
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Asia Minor, 1 head of a business whose agents were passing
to and fro between Corinth and Ephesus.
X.

THE TITLE "CoRINTHIANS."

It is noteworthy that Paul does not use the Latinized
adjective Corinthiensis, but the simple Corinthius. In the
case of Philippi, on the other hand, he uses the Latinized
adjective Philippensis, ~£A£7r7r~tJwr; in Greek.
Now, it has been pointed out in Hist. Comm. Gal.§ XXV. 2
what an important and characteristic feature is that use of
the Latinized form of the adjective. It is exceedingly rare
in Greek, and occurs only where the city is distinctively
Roman and Latin. When Paul addressed the people of
Philippi as Philippenses, he signified by this term that he
regarded them as "men of a Roman Colonia," Latins, not
Greeks. We are reminded of the pointed description of
Philippi in Acts xvi. 12 as a Colonia; and we remember
how many Roman features appear in the incidents narrated
at Philippi. 3 Paul and Luke illustrate one another as usual.
Each mark-s out Philippi as a city that prided itself on its
dignity and its Roman character ; and Paul, by addressing
his converts as Philippenses, shows that he did not regard
their pride in their own city, their patria, as either dead in
their hearts after conversion, or as wrong in itself. The
address is strikingly analogous to that in Galatians ii. 1,
where the citizens of four cities in South Galatia are addressed as " men of the province Galatia."
But Paul does not address the Corinthians as Corinthienses, he writes to them as Corinthii. Both Corinth and
Philippi were Roman colonies : why, then, the difference?
1 Macedonia, where also women occupied a higher position than in Greece,
is out of the question, because in that case the agents would rather travel
between Corinth and a Macedonian harbour.
2 Compare also § XIV.
3
St. Paul the Trat'., pp. 218-224.
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Is it that he saw the Church to be thoroughly Greek, and
not Roman? Or is it that the adjective Gorinthius, not
Gorinthiensis, was in regular use in the city? The Latin
adjective, in fact, seems to be known only from a quotation
from the grammarian Festus, who mentions it as specially
used to indicate a foreigner (or a Roman colonist) residing
in Corinth. But all other evidence points to Gorinthius as
being the form used invariably by Romans ; and the Latinized Greek form, KoptvO!ww;, seems never to occur. 1 Paul
therefore probably followed the Corinthian usage, which
was Greek, and the Philippian usage, which was Roman.
That implies that Corinth had not become so thoroughly
Romanized a place as Philippi; it was distinctively a Greek
city, though a Roman colony.
We remember that in Acts xviii. the incidents at
Corinth have not a strong Roman tinge. The presence
of a Roman governor and his tribunal is a feature that
belongs to Corinth, not as Golonia, but as capital of the
province. We find the purely Latin name Titius J ustus
and several other Latin names, especially of freedmen ;
but otherwise the local colour is on the whole Greek rather
than Roman. There is little to remind us that Corinth
was a Golonia, and its colonial dignity is not alluded to.
Its rank as capital of Greece entirely outweighs its rank as
a Roman city ; and in the Bezan Text and the Textus
Receptus the population are called Greeks in xviii. 17.
This is an important point, deserving further notice. It
has elsewhere been argued that the reading Hellenes is
correct and necessary there (St. Paul the Trav., p. 259) ;
and we shall now see how much meaning the term carries
with it.
Here we notice that in Acts the term Hellenes, or Greeks,
is used with noteworthy propriety : the people of Thessa1 Taken alone, the failure of the Greek form (necessarily rare in our
authorities) would be unimportant.
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lonica, of Berooa, of Ephesus, of !conium, of Syrian Antioch,l are spoken of as Hellenes. Those were all cities
which had no claim to be Roman (except in the general way
of being parts of the Roman provinces Macedonia, Galatia,
Syria): they were counted Greek cities, and reckoned themselves as such. But the people of the Colonice Antioch,
Lystra, Philippi, are never called Hellenes. Even though
in point of blood, and rank, and stock, the majority of the
population were not Roman Coloni, but Greek-speaking
natives (who in so far as they had a Greek education and
knew the Greek language were, according to the current
designation, Greeks); yet, where the Roman idea was vigorous, these persons preferred to hear themselves designated
as residents in a Raman Colonia (or members of a Roman
province), rather than as Greeks. The only doubtful Colonia
is Corinth, and in that case we see that Luke and Paul
agree in thinking of it as the capital of Greece rather than
the Roman Colonia, and we can observe some probable good
ground for that view.
This may seem a slight point; and some of my critics
will perhaps ridicule me for dwelling so much on it. But
it is precisely in such little details of ·custom and usage
and politeness that truth to life can be judged.
There are, of course, at least two other uses of the word
" Hellene " which must be distinguished from the above :
(1) the generic contrast of" Jew and Greek," where" Greek"
is representative of a class, and the antithesis is almost
equivalent to" Jew and Gentile": (2) the use of "Greek"
to imply the non-Jewish blood and descent of an individual:
Timothy's father was a " Greek" (Acts xvi. 1, 3), Titus was
a " Greek " (Gal. ii. 3).

1 Corinth is doubtful (see preceding paragraph), but should probably be
added to the list, if we are right in discrediting the authority of the great MS8.
in Acts xviii. 17, and believing that the Received Text is nearer the truth.
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XI. THE CRIME.
Paul now proceeds to a crime which had been reported
to him, and had roused his extreme indignation. One of
the Corinthian Christians had taken to wife his stepmother.
The circumstances are not described, because they were already known to the readers; and it is not easy to attain any
certainty about them. From 2 Corinthians vii. 12 it would
appear that the father (assuming him, as seems inevitable,
to be the " wronged man " there mentioned) was still living
and known personally to Paul, and therefore presumably
a Christian. On the other hand, the entire silence about
the woman's conduct and about any punishment for her
is hardly reconcilable with the idea that she was a Christian. If she were not a member of the Church, her conduct did not fall under the cognizance either of the Church
or of Paul.
On the whole, then, it would appear probable that the
Pagan wife had separated from her husband, and that her
stepson had thereupon married her. Any other supposition seems excluded by some of the conditions of the case.
We notice that ingenious special pleading could set up
some sort of defence or excuse for this action, which
would not be the case in a more aggravated form of the
crime (e.g. supposing it to have been brought about by
the stepson tempting the woman to leave the father for
the sake of the son).
It is evident that some such special pleading was
possible in this case, and was actually practised, for it
seems implied without doubt that the Corinthian Church
was palliating the act and acquiescing in it. The Corinthians had not reported it in their letter to Paul ; they had
not asked his advice about it, yet they were quite aware
of the circumstances/ which were not concealed from the
world. It must have seemed, therefore, to them to be a
1 aKOVf1'aL

iv V/J.tv,

V,
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thing which concerned only the individual, and with which
the Church had no right or call to interfere.
The expression by which Paul indicates the blackness
of the crime-" such immorality as [is] not even among
the Gentiles "-has been misapprehended, as if Paul meant
that such an act either was unknown or at least was
universally disapproved among the Gentiles.
But it was not the case that such marriages were univer~
sally disapproved among the Gentiles. On the contrary, it
must have been well within Paul's knowledge that marriages
between even closer relations, and blood relations/ were
regular and customary in eastern Asia Minor, near his
own city of Tarsus, and were widely practised elsewhere.
Nor was it true that Paul is thinking of Greek and
Roman feeling specially, taking those two peoples and
civilizations as standing for " the Gentiles." Are we to
suppose that the Corinthians had become laxer in their
moral judgment when they adopted Christianity, and were
now ready to condone an act which in their Pagan days
they would have regarded with horror? Or can we believe
that Paul said so or thought so? I think not.
The real question that has to be answered is this : Would
ordinary society in Corinth, or any other of the Greek
cities of the lEgean coasts, have been shocked and outraged
at a marriage between a man and the divorced second
wife of his father'? No one that has studied the state
of Greek society will answer that question in the affirmative.
Every one knows that there was not in those cities such
strictness of moral judgment. Greek custom and law
had always been very lax as to restrictions on marriage.
Marriage of uncle and niece, or aunt and nephew, had al1 Marriages between parent and. child., or between brother and. sister : Eusebius and. Basil speak very emphatically about these customs in Asia Minor
(eastern), and I have pointed out in the Quarterly Review, Oct., 1897, p. 425 f.,
various facts bearing on this.
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ways been freely permitted in Athens. Stepbrother and
stepsister might contract marriage with one another, if
their relationship were through the father (though not if
it were through the mother). When certain marriages are
stigmatized as barbarian and offensive to Hellenic feeling,
(as e.g. in Euripides, Andromache, 174 f.), they are those
of near relatives, alluded to above. It would be hard
to find proof of any Greek objection to this Corinthian
marriage even in the strictest period of Greek morality,
if there ever was any strict period. 1 Certainly moral
judgment was laxer in .A!Jgean lands in A.D. 56 than in
n.c. 450-400.
In short, the Corinthian Church, when it condoned
this crime, was simply judging as the Corinthians had
always judged. It was not sinking below its Pagan level.
It was standing contentedly on that level.
What then does Paul mean? He is, beyond all doubt,
referring to the Roman and Imperial law, which (though
not the immediate ruling law 2 in the Greek cities) was
certainly known in a general way in the Corinthian Oolonia.
He means, not that such a marriage was condemned by
all Gentiles, but that it was condemned by the law which
was most authoritative and supreme among the Gentilesthe law of the great empire.
Now Roman marriage custom was very much more
severe than Greek. The old Roman laws had been extraordinarily strict in its prohibition of marriage between
relations, forbidding even second cousins to marry one
another. But the rule was relaxed by degrees. By the
I When one asks for proof of the statement (made in many books on Greek
Antiquities) that such a marriage would have offended Greek feeling, one finds
that the proof reduces itself to this passage of Paul-misunderstood, as we
contend.
2 It is pointed out in Hist. Comm. Gal., p. 181, that Rome did not try or
desire to destroy existing civilization and law by forcing her own on the Greek
cities. Rome made it a rule to " let well alone."
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beginning of the second century B.c. marriage between
first cousins had become legal, and in 49 A.D. marriage
· between an uncle and his niece (if she were his brother's
daughter) was legalized in order to admit the marriage
of Claudius and Agrippina. 1 Again, marriage with a stepparent or stepchild or parent-in-law, etc., was never
allowed in Roman custom or law; affinity, in the direct
line, always was a bar to marriage. Stepbrother and stepsister could never marry. This Corinthian marriage was,
and always remained, illegal in Roman law.
The Corinthians, in practice, stood on the Greek level
of moral feeling in regard to marriage ; but Paul could
count on the knowledge of Roman custom, which was to
be expected in a Colonia, even an eastern Colonia.

W. M.

RAMSAY.

JOSEPH: AN ETHICAL AND BIBLICAL STUDY.
LECTURE

II.

DuRING the seventeen years of his boyhood and youth,
Joseph's life was being equipped and fitted. He was, in
those childhood's days of shelter and seclusion, like a ship
that is being rigged and manned within its harbour. Shape
was being given to his life by outward circumstances, and
the spirit was being developed in the lad which would make
headway or leeway or no way at all whenever the time
came for him to be launched on the world. The sea, with
its tumult of voice and motion, was awaiting him; but,
whilst his father's house was his home, he knew only the
safe seclusion within the gates.
So it is with every youth in every home. With some
quiet years, shut off from stress and strife, the lives of all
J But marriage between an uncle and his sister's daughter was never allowed
by Roman law nor between a nephew and aunt.
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XII.

RELATION OF THE CORINTHIA.N CHURCH TO THE
CRIME.

THE view stated in § XI., that the crime was a proof of
failure to rise above the level of Corinthian Pagan society,
and not of declension from the Greek standard, is entirely
confirmed by Paul's language in the sequel. It is plain
that, in the letter which the Corinthian Church had se_nt to
Paul, the crime was not mentioned.
The Corinthian officials 1 had written to Paul a report of
their present condition and prospects. So far were they
from feeling any humiliation at the crime and any righteous
anger at the criminal (such as Paul considered proper in
the circumstances), that the report was full of self-gratulation. They felt how much they hg,d gained by their
conversion, how they had advanced in knowledge, in insight, in sympathy with divine things. They were full of
hope, and joy, and confidence, and prosperity. They were
"puffed up" (v. 2) 2 and full of "glorying" (v. 6).
The former of these two words is often in Paul's mouth
during this letter: elsewhere he only once uses it (Col.
ii. 18). The second word and its derivatives express the
idea that is most typical in both 1 and 2 Corinthians. 3
The tone of Paul's mind, a> he addresses the Corinthians,
is greatly determined by their attitude. As he faces them,
the thought suggested to him is of persons rather presumptuously and dangerously self-confident and boastful;
and he is continually talking of the false and the true
grounds for glorying.
2 .Puo-wD,ucu, iv. 6, 18, 1!); v. 2; viii. 1; xiii. 4.
See § xiii.
Kaux.,.ua, Kauxao,ua<, Kaux'Y/<r<s, 34 times in Oorinthians ; 16 times in all the
rest of the Pauline Epistles.
1

3
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The Corinthians boasted of their prosperity, primarily
of their spiritual prosperity, but also of their worldly success : the hand of God was with them, and aided their
enterprises. The paragraph, iv. 6-13, and the references to
their wealth, both the true and the fa.lse wealth, 1 show this
clearly.
It is impossible to suppose that the Corinthian officials
suppressed all reference to the crime from desire to conceal
their own faults. That is not compatible with other evidence of their character and conduct. It is plain that
they had no idea that there was any crime. Had the act
been one which was beneath the standard of surrounding
Pagan society, the Church must have felt that there was
something about it requiring defence, and they would not
fail to speak of it, to explain it, to justify it. But their
silence shows that they were quite unconscious of anything
wrong about it. Their moral judgment remained, in this
respect, on its old level, having neither seriously risen nor
fallen. It is their callousness, their utter insensibility, that
Paul rebukes.
It appears from iv. 18 that one cause for the Corinthian
self-gratulation was that Paul was not going to visit them
a second time : "some are puffed up, as though I were
not coming." This can only mean that a message had
been sent, or an impression conveyed to them, that a
visit from Paul was not needed-that the Corinthians were
doing well, and could go on without a visit to confirm and
strengthen them. We have already observed 2 that the
repeated mention in Acts of visiting and thorough confirmation of the G.1latian Churches implies the strong need
there was for strengthening those Churches; and, conversely, Paul seems to have so put his previous letter, 3
stating that he was not at present intending to visit Corinth,
1
2

See the quotations and remarks in the ExPOSIToR, Feb., p. 94.
8 ·v. 9, a lost letter.
Hist. Comm. Gal., p. 403 f.
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that this was felt to be a compliment to the strength of
that Church. We get the distinct impression that during
his first two years' residence at Epbesus Paul bad been
receiving very good news from Corinth, but that at last bad
news came to him and immediately called forth the Epistle
which we are studying. Timothy was already going to
them by way of Macedonia; a letter also was now sent to
them by special messenger; 1 and Paul himself was coming,
iv. 19.
It may be observed that this is the same procedure which,
as we saw reason to understand, occurred in the case of the
Galatian Churches. Bad news came from them: Paul at
once sent on a letter by a speedy messenger, and himself
followed at a short interval. In the Galatian letter be did
not so clearly intimate his intention of coming; but his
expressed wish that be were now among them (Gal. iv. 20)
was supplemented by a verbal message.

XIII.

SOURCE OF PAUL's KNOWLEDGE OF THE CRIME.

In studying the difficult questions that arise in connexion
with the crime, we ask how and where he got his information about it.
As was stated in the preceding section, be did not get
his knowledge from the letter of the Corintbian Church ;
but be does not state who informed him. It is clearly
shown in the Epistle which we are studying that Paul derived information from at least three different sources; and
the s4are of the different sources is marked out with unusual distinctness. Hence this Epistle is specially valuable
as a study in regard to Paul's sources of information, and
his way of using them and referring to them. The situation
is more clearly put in this Epistle than in any other ; but
1

On the messenger, see § XVI.
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much that we see in it may be taken as applying to the
others. Paul's sources here were three.
1. Information from third parties, travellers who were
coming and going. These may without doubt be understood to be Christians : Paul was not likely to discuss with
Pagans the conduct of his own "children." In the constant lively intercourse that was going on between Ephesus
and Corinth-two neighbouring stations on the great route
between East and West-he must h9.ve had many opportunities of acquiring information in this way. In some
other cases he would not be likely to have such frequent
opportunities. There would be far less intercourse between
Corinth and Philippi than between Corinth and Ephesus.
But travelling was wonderfully common, easy, and certain
at that period. Until a very recent time there has never
again been in Europe anything comparable to the means
and frequency of travel under the Roman Empire.
To this class belonged the representatives of Chloe, i. 9.
2. Paul had received from the Church at Corinth an
official letter, reporting good progress and success, asking
his advice on various practical questions, stating the
opinions held in the Church, and urging certain arguments.
We shall find frequent references made to this letter, and
quotations from it; for Paul often quotes Corinthian opinion.
before he corrects or completes it. His advice often must
be regarded in the light· of their opinions and arguments,
before we can properly understand it. He did not require
to advise them to do what they were already doing rightly.
He directs his advice towards the subjects in which they
have to be corrected. Unless this is borne in mind, his
advice would sometimes appear one-sided.
A single letter taken apart from a continued correspondence must always be difficult to comprehend. The receivers
are on the outlook for a reply to their questions and arguments. They catch the retort which depends for its effect
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on their own previous statement. Much in Paul's Epistle
is obscure for that reason; and we must always be on the
outlook for any hint as to the character of the letter which
the Corinthians had sent him.
We shall be ready to suspect quotation-in the first
place when an idea recurs over and over ag9.in without
being one that is obviously and characteristically Pauline:
such are the allusions to knowledge, to the freedom which
knowledge confers to do all things, to wealth, to boasting
and being puffed up-and, in the second place, where any
statement stands in marked contrast either with the immediate context or with Paul's known views.
The letter from Corinth was brought by three messengers,
Stephanas, Fortunatus, and Achaicus, who are marked out
by their names as probably freedmen and men of business
(see §VIII.). It is not necessary to suppose that they were
sent for the express and single purpose of carrying the letter.
It is much more in keeping with ancient custom that some
or all of them were going on business to Ephesus, and
were entrusted with the letter. This mission gave them
additional honour and importance. The Greek cities often
employed such envoys (1rp€cr(3w;) to Rome, using their
services and so economizing expense : the envoys were
rewarded with a public inscription recording their services
and with the increased dignity at the time.
We may confidently assume that the letter was composed
by the officials of the Church. There was not yet, apparently, a single Episkopos; and the Presbyteroi/ or a small
committee oftheir number, would most probably be charged
with the duty. The view has been stated elsewhere that
the institution of a single Episkopos was due in considerable
degree to the importance and necessity of maintaining the
unity of the entire Church by constant intercommunication
1

They a.re doubtless meant a.s
is not Pa.uline).

(~roup.£vot

Kv{3epv~<ws

xii, 28, 1rpwnap.evot 1 Thess. v, 12
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between the scattered parts. A letter, in the last resort, is
likely to be mainly the composition of one man.
Considering the character and institutions of a Greek
city, we need hardly doubt that the letter was finally submitted to the approval of the entire Ekklesia or Church;
but this probably was merely for acceptance or rejection,
for no amendment or discussion was now permitted in the
meetings of the whole body of citizens under the Empire,
while the Christian Ekklesia may be assumed to have felt
entire confidence in its directors, and to have forthwith
endorsed their composition.
3. The envoys who were honoured with the duty of bearing the letter were doubtless charged with many verbal
messages, and practically would give a report to Paul of the
state of the community. This would be understood by the
whole Church at Corinth; and, where Paul mentions any
fact which was not in the letter, the Corinthians would
naturally presume that Stephanas and the :others were his
informants, unless he expressly mentioned some:third party.
We must, therefore, conclude that the envoys gave Paul
the information which called forth the strong language of
the fifth chapter. Probably they showed themselves as
unconscious of the serious nature of the crime as the other
Corinthians were, and exemplified that lowness of moral
standard which Paul rebukes.

XIV.

THE JUDGMENT OF PAUL.

After censuring strongly the laxness of the Corinthian
judgment on the crime (v. 2), Paul contrasts their indifference with his own severe judgment (v. 3-5). This remarkable passage is a striking example of the difficulty that the
nineteenth century must sometimes experience in attempting
to understand the thoughts of the first century. It plunges
the reader into circumstances and ways of thinking which
it is hardly possible for him to comprehend : and he is apt
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to interpret the passage by reading into it the ideas of
a later time. Some serious misconceptions of it can be
cleared away; but we may despair of being able ever fully
to understand the meaning that it bore either to the writer
or to the original readers.
The exact words are so important that they must be
quoted in full: the form differs a little from the Revised
Version. "For I, at any rate, being absent in body but
present in spirit, have already, as if really present, formed
the decision in respect of him that bath so wrought this
thing, in the name of the Lord Jesus, you being gathered
together and my spirit, in association with the power 1 of
our Lord Jesus, to deliver such a one unto Satan for the
destruction of the flesh, that the spirit might be saved in
the day of the Lord."
1. This passage must be connected with the preceding
verse, not with the following. The particle !Lev, with which
it opens, is not here to be understood as pointing forward
to a following 8€ (understood or expressed): we must take
fL~V ryap together and "connect with the last verse." 2 It
expresses the contrast between the attitude of the Corinthians and the attitude of Paul towards the crime.
2. This passage has been frequently interpreted as describing a formal judicial decision and sentence passed on the
offender in the most solemn and awful fashion. So far as I
have observed, that grave and solemn sense is universally
taken from the words: they are read as carrying with them
excommunication and worse, or even, as some say, a miraculous punishment. The fact that here Paul speaks without
consulting the Corinthian officials has even been regarded 3
1
To bring out the distinction of O"iiP rii ouva/1-H from the usual iv ouva/1-H,
which would imply acting "in and with the power of God."
2 Quoted from Alford's note on 2 Cor. ix. 1, where he refers in illustration
to the sentence now before us. Compare Meyer-Heinrici " das 11-ev solitarium
ist zu fassen: ich wenigstens.
3 So e.g. Wordsworth.
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----------------------------------------------as a proof that they had no power in the matter, but that
Paul alone, without their presence or assent, was empowered
to judge and decide and condemn the guilty person to the
extremest penalty both spiritual and physical, merely intimating to the Church the sentence which he had passed.
Any such view can hardly stand the test of reasonable
consideration.
(1) It supposes that Paul judges and condemns on mere
hearsay evidence-eYidence of whose nature he gives the
Church no account-without hearing any defence, without
giving the accused party any intimation that he is being
tried. Such a parody of justice could be paralleled only
by the very worst acts attributed to the Inquisition in its
worst period.
(2) The supposed sentence of excommunication, and
worse than excommunication, remained a mere brutum
fulmen, which was never put in effect. The Church in
Coriq~h judged the case, and decided on a much milder
sentence, which Paul entirely approved (see § XVI.).
(3) Paul does not here represent himself as pronouncing
a formal sentence: he continue& his remarks in a tone so
different as to constitute an extraordinary imticlimax, if
the decision and sentence were already pronounced. He
discusses the principles involved in judging such a case
(assuming that the Corinthians will judge it). He concludes
in v. 13 by quoting froni Deute1·onomy xxiv. 7 the sentence
to be pronounced on the man who is found guilty; and the
sentence is very much milder than that stated in v. 3-5.
But it is merely irrational, and unjust to Paul, to suppose
(as some practically do) that he first expresses in violent
anger too strong a sentence, and then cools down so far as
to demand a much milder punishment a little later.
Alford sees that v. 3-5 does not actually convey a formal
sentence, and interprets it as "a delegation to the Corinthian Church of a special power, reserved to the Apostles
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themselves, of inflicting corporal punishment or disease as
a punishment for sin." But there is no word in v. 3-5
that suggests delegation of Paul's power to others: there
is merely a statement of Paul's own opinion.
The clue which must guide us is the grammatical construction. We saw that v. 3-5 is to be connected with
v. 2. Paul contrasts the indifference of the Corinthians
with his own vehement. condemnation, not of this man, but
of any such person, i.e. any person guilty of such conduct
as has been attributed by rumour to this man. This is not
a case for inaction: it is a case for instant action, but action
according to the rules of justice and moral principle. The
lazy, contented, self-satisfaction of the Corinthians must be
sharply checked.
The words "I have judged him" (KeKpuca), then, do not
imply a legal judgment, but an expression of Paul's opinion
on a mere report of the case. It is the first step, as it were,
in a legal case : the matter has been reported, so to say, to
the prcetor, and he decides that there is a case, and sends
it for investigation before the proper tribunal, stating the
severe view which the law takes of such cases, if proved.
3. What exactly does Paul mean, and what did the
Corinthians understand him to mean, by the terrible words
in which he ex-presses his opinion? Here I confess my
inability to decide. It is a case where the habits and
ways of thought in another time and amid another people
are peculiarly hard to understand or to sympathize with.
But we must try at least to place before ourselves some
analogous cases.
The expression "to deliver such a one unto Satan" is
also employed by Paul in 1 Timothy i. 20 about Hymenreus
and Alexander, who had made shipwreck concerning the
faith, "whom I delivered unto Satan that they might be
taught not to blaspheme." But the circumstances there
are too obscure to afford any help in the present case.
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A path which at least seems promising-though possibly
the appearance is only deceptive-is to inquire what meaning the Corinthian readers would attribute to the words.
They had been accustomed in their Pagan life to very
similar formulro, in which a person who had been wronged
by another and had no other way of retaliating, consigned
the criminal to •the god, and left the punishment to be inflicted by divine power. These forms played a great part
in ancient life, and many examples of them have been preserved to our time. We find divine wrath and punishment
thus invoked against thieves, slanderers, poisoners, assassins,
an adopted child who bad raised his hand against his foster
mother, users of false weights, persons who refused to restore money deposited in . their care, and so on : even a
mere advertisement of lost property was accompanied commonly by a curse consigning to divine punishment any one
that found and did not restore the lost article.
In such cases the sufferer, who entrusted his vindication
to the divine power, was s1.1,id to make way for the god as
his champion. 1 The god was conceived as a judge, whose
power was set in motion by this formal supplication. We
know of such actions in two ways-sometimes from the
invokers of divine aid, who wrote out and left at the temple
a formal statement of their appeal with the reasons for it, 2
and also regularly commemorated by a dedication and inscription the aid that they had received and the punishment
inflicted on the wrong-doer-sometimes from the wrongdoer, who, when punished, recognised his fault, and dedi1 npa.xwpiiv TV 8<ciJ : the goddess is often mentioned instead of the god in
these inscriptions, but we need not observe the distinction of sex.
2 This class of invocation passes by insensible steps into the class of magical
devotiones, consigning one's enemies to the gods of death. The essential dif·
ference between these classes is that in one the god is invoked to avenge real
injury, in the other to gratify personal spite. That is a real and serious difference, and was recognised in ancient times, the latter class being illicit and
secret. Yet it is impossible to say where one ends and the other begins.
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cated an inscription (accompanied doubtless by a gift),
confessing his sin and glorifying and propitiating the divine
power which had punished him. 1
In these invocations, the god was asked or tacitly expected to punish the wrong-doer by bodily disease ; feverin which the strength wastes through the effect of " subterranean fire" without special affection of any part-was
regarded as the favourite weapon of the god; but any
bodily affliction which came on the accursed person was
regarded, alike by the invoker and by the sufferer, as the
messenger or weapon of the god.
The Corinthians who read Paul's judgment, v. 3-5, could
hardly avoid, interpreting it by the analogy of that Pagan
custom, which had been familiar to them and doubtless
often practised by them until about two or three years ago.
Even yet they were not very far removed above the old
Pagan level. One must ask the question, Would they not
take Paul's judgment as a Christianized form of the ;pagan
usage? The criminal is handed over to Satan (who, however, is here treated as the instrument in divine hands) ;
and, if there subsequently befell him any bodily suffering,
it would be regarded as the divine act to the end that he
might repent and learn.

XV.

PRINCIPLES IN JuDGING THE CRIME.

Paul proceeds to point out two important considerations
which must be taken into account by the Corinthian
Church in judging this case.
1. "A little leaven leavens the whole lump," as the
proverb is. One sin and one sinner, if regarded with indifference, may ruin the whole Corinthian -Church. The
old leaven of their Pagan ways must be completely cleared
1 Some account of this interesting class of "confessions" is given in Expository Tiilles, Oct., 18;}8-Jau., 1899-" The Greek of the Early Clrqrch and
the fa,gan Eitqal,"
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out, and they must devote themselves to Christ, to live His
life.
The allusion to leaven, at first a mere figure of speech,
leads Paul to work out the figure into an allegory. If sin
is the leaven, then Christ is the Unleavened, and the life of
Christ is the Unleavened Feast; and we Christians ought
to keep the Feast, and live the life, in all perfection and
purity (v. 7, 8).
It is unjustifiable to find here an allusion to the season of
the year when Paul was writing, as if the celebration of the
Passover at the moment suggested to him the comparison
of Christ with the unleavened Passover bread. As we see,
that comparison is suggested by the proverb which he
quoted in v. 6.
Moreover, if Paul had been giving instructions to the
Corinthians as to how they should celebrate the Passover,
he would have done so beforehand, and not in a letter
whichcould not reach them until the feast was ended. It
is probable that Paul did write this epistle in the end of
winter or the early days of spring, and that xi. 18-34 and
x. 1-11 were written with a view to the coming Passover
of the year 56 (Friday, March 19, according to Lewin). 1
2. Christians must not associate with immoral persons.
Such was the instruction given by Paul to the Corinthians
in his previous letter; he now explains (evidently in reply
to some criticism on their part), that the rule 2 must not be
taken in the sense that they should exercise a censorship
over their Pagan neighbours (v. 12, 13), and refuse to meet
them in society.
1 The date in the autumn of the preceding year (St. Paul the Trarelle1·, p.
275), is erroneous. The two Epistles were not separated by so long an interval
as that dating would require. Paul, when once his attention was directed to
the unsatisfactory state of the Corinthian Church, never relaxed his efforts (as
we hope to show in discussing the Second Epistle: see also § XVI.).
2 The rendering of vv. 9, 11 in R.V. seems correct. It takes the aorist in 9 as
referring to the old letter, and in 11 to the new; but this harshness is mitigated
b,Y the context (especially vuv) and the general sense of the passage.
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The tone of society and the code of morals in Pagan
cities were of so low a standard that, if the Christians
carried out that extreme principle, they would have to
go out of the world altogether. But it was always part of
Paul's teaching that his converts should not retire from the
world, but should live their life in the State, and try to
conquer the world around them. The Corinthian Church
should confine its judgment and censorship to its own
members. But within its own bounds it must exercise
strict supervision, maintain a high standard of morality
and conduct, and expel any unworthy member. Christians
must refuse all intercourse with a Christian who has sunk
from (or failed to rise to) the necessary standard of Christian morality. They must not even eat in his company:
this implies that they are not to invite him or accept his
invitation, but not that they are to go away from any
society in which be appears (for that is covered by v. 10).
Such are the chief principles involved in judging the
crime; and the judging of it is a duty that must be discharged.

XVI.

THE RESULT.

It would be interesting to know what was the issue of
this case. The references which are made to it in 2 Corinthians are too vague to show exactly what occurred, but
they throw some light on the progress of the case.
It was, probably, not very long after sending off this
letter to Corinth that Paul left Ephesus. He had intended
to remain there till Pentecost was past, but the riot of some
of the trades connected with the temple forced him to leave
prematurely. He was at this time feeling very anxious and
despondent about the Corinthians, as he says in the opening of 2 Corinthians; and this feeling lasted through his
stay at Troas, where he went on leaving Ephesus. He expected to meet Titus irl Troas, with news from Corinth ;
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but in this he was disappointed, and his anxiety drove him
on to Macedonia, where he found Titus, and was cheered
with a good report. 1
Titus was able to assure him that the Corinthians had
been deeply touched and stirred up by Paul's letter. Their
insensibility to the serious nature of the crime had disappeared; they realized its true nature ; they were full of
sorrow and of repentance; they apologised for their conduct, explaining how they had only failed to see clearly, but
had not wilfully erred; they were eager to judge the case
and to punish the offender (2 Cor. vii. 7-11).
But now a new consideration came in. The offender
had been as unconscious of the crime, and as free from
deliberate intention to err, as the rest of the Church. He
proved this by the profound sorrow and humiliation which
he felt. In those circumstances, when the trial was held,
the sentence inflicted was not so severe as Paul had indicated. But, clearly, this result was not unanimous; a
minority were of opinion that they should implicitly obey
Paul, and inflict the full sentence.
This situation was reported by Titus; and Paul replied
(2 Cor. ii. 6-10) that the punishment inflicted by the
majority was sufficient, and a severer one was not required,
as suggested by the minority. 2 They should now feel able
to forgive and console the offender, lest in his humiliated
position he might despair and "be swallowed up with his
overmuch sorrow."
Paul had regarded this as a case testing whether the
Corinthians were obedient (2 Cor. ii. 9); i.e., probably,
obedient to God rather than obedient to Paul. Now he
knew that the Christian idea was raising them gradually to
1 Titus was making the coasting voyage from Corinth to Troas along the
Macedonian shores, and hence Paul could count on meeting him all the sooner
if he sailed along the coast in the opposite direction.
2 This is implied by " contrariwise" and 11 the more" (marginal reading
rightly) in 2 Cor. ii. 6-7.
.
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its level. He cordially accepts their decision, and forgives
him whom they forgive.
Incidentally we remark that it is hardly possible to avoid
the conclusion that Titus carried to Corinth Paul's letter
(1 Cor.) 1 and was to bring back an answer and to report on
the case. Then, when Paul had to leave Ephesus suddenly,
he must have sent a message to Titus bidding him come
round by the coasting voyage to Troas. Finally, when his
arrival was delayed, Paul went on and met him in
Macedonia, perhaps at Neapolis, the harbour of Philippi.

w.

M.

RAMSAY.

JOSE PH: AN ETHICAL AND BIBLICAL STUDY.
PART III.
" THE BLANK IN THE TENT."
(GEN. XXXYII.

29-35.)

THE most absolutely interesting track in all this world to
follow is that of a good man's life. The Bible leads us
often along such tracks, and no book does this so enticingly ; but at no point does its spiritual genius beguile us
to a finer interest than when it leads us into the life of
J oseph. It gives us here a delicate and genial narrative
and makes a soft appeal to our heart. It inclines us to love
J oseph with an immediate impulse, so chaste and goodly
he is !-a streak of true light shining in a little world of
wildness and license, where the darkness not only does not
comprehend but hates; and it pleasantly entangles us with
concern as to the working out of the purpose which was
to make him a man. For from the first some higher
harmony seems to find and touch the strings of his life and
to set them vibrating. He comes before us with a spiritual
rhythm in his life, and he is at once intensely interesting.
1

St. Paul the TraP,, p. 284.
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XVII.

LITIGATION IN THE CORINTHIAN CHURCH, VI.

1-11.

subject of chapter vi. had evidently been suggested,
not by a formal question addressed to Paul by the Church, 1
but by some information which reached him. For the
reasons already stated, we may assume with every probability that the information came to him through Stephanas and his two companions. 2 From them Paul learned
that it was usual among the Corinthian Christians to take
legal action against one another in the ordinary Pagan
fashion, with Pagans to decide the points at issue, and
that public feeling in the Church did not regard such
procedure as unsuitable or unbecoming.
As before, the fault of the individual here springs from
the tone of the Corinthian Church in general; aud Paul's
remarks are directed more to produce a healthier tone
in the community as a whole than to rebuke the action
of individuals. In fact, his expression in vi. 1 is put
in such general and vague terms as to leave it uncertain
"whether any particular case was in the apostle's mind
at the time." 3 Dare any of you, having a matter against
his fellow-Christian, 4 go to law before the unrighteous (i.e.
the Pagans) instead of before the saints, the Christians?
Paul's words have not been correctly understood by
THE

1 It is not till chap. vii. that Paul takes up the questions laid before him by
the Corinthians, though he has always in mind their words and arguments,
i.-vi.
2 See above § XIII.
8 Quoted from Ellicott.
4 Tov lnpov, another of the same species or class, therefore a fellow- Christian,
a good example of the strict sense of lnpos, contended for in Hist. Comm.
Gal., § XI. For an exampl; (in addition to those there quoted) of the same
distinction between lnpos, "a second of the same class," and 11"1\"1\os, "belonging
to a different class," see Demosthenes' Olynthiac iii. 18 (where Dr. Sandys has
the note, ll"l\"1\os, "anyone else," in general, lnpos, "a second speaker"). I am
indebted to Mr. A. Souter for the quotation.
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most commentators. Some seem to think that he orders
the Corinthia~ Christians to appeal to Church courts
instead of to the ordinary courts of law. But that is
quite out of keeping both with his language here and
with the whole tone of his teaching. He never expresses
disrespect for the established institutions of the country
and the empire, or advises that the Church should create
a rival organization. He always teaches his converts to
accept and make the best of existing institutions.
Others think that the alternatives in vi. 1 are different
in character, and that the process before the Christians
would be in the form of arbitration, while before the
heathen it would be according to the legal forms then
prevailing. But the expressions describing the two alternatives are SO exactly parallel-Kp£veCT8a£ brt TCdV a0£KcoV Kat
oux£ brl TWV aryicov, where both Pagans and Christians are
designated by terms expressive of moral and religious
character-that we cannot fairly think they describe different processes.
Paul here is not thinking of serious questions of crime
and fraud so much as of the small matters, which persons
of a litigious character-such as the Greeks were-are
always ready to make into causes of disagreement and
legal action. Now such small cases were ordinarily
decided in Greece by umpires or arbiters chosen by the
parties themselves. The expressions used throughout the
passage suggest rather informal proceedings than formal
trials on legal principles before judges (DtKaCTmt).
The
terms used are Kptvco, Kptvop.at, KptTIJptov, Kplp.a, all of
which are appropriate to cases tried according to the
least strict procedure by umpires whom the parties select
(a[peTot Kptmt, DtatT'T}Tai), and who 'decide, not according
to formal written law (vop.or;), but according to their own
conception of right and wrong.
That Paul is not here thinking of serious and grave
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matters, is clear from vi. 4, where, unfortunately, the
Revised Version is far from good. (1 ) The subjects brought
up for decision are called "matters of everyday life"
({3twTuui)/ the trumpery details of common life, which
afforded many opportunities for the Corinthian Greeks to
quarrel about prices and ownership and so on. (2) The
litigants set any persons they please as arbitrators to judge
the individual cases; 2 the place where the arbitrator takes
his position becomes the «ptT~ptov; the proceedings are ex
tempore. Nothing suggests the "Public Arbitrators," who
were chosen by lot in Athens by the magistrate in court
from the permanent Daitetai («AI1JpwTo~ OtatT1JTat).
Some commentators, who insist that Paul is here referring throughout to formal legal procedure before courts
of law, maintain that the word «ptT~ptov in vi. 2, 4 means
"courts" or "tribunals." That is inconsistent with vi. 4,
{JtWTtKa Kptn]pta €av eX7JT€ 1 Where the nominative is the
litigating parties-" If ye have matters of common life to
set before a krites for decision, select as arbitrators persons
of no account in the Church."
But, Paul proceeds, vi. 7-11, It is quite a fault in you to
find provocation to suits among yourselves. You ought
rather to ~cquiesce patiently in (what you consider to be)
unfair treatment or inadequate recognition of your rights.
And along with that fault there always goes the other
fault of unwillingness to recognise adequately the rights of
others : " ye yourselves act unfairly and defraud, and that
1 Modern commentators rightly reject, though in a somewhat hesitating way,
the rendering that {J<WTIKa means" matters of this life," "secular," as distinguished from "matters of the other world" (implied, on that view, by the
reference to judging angels) : {J<WTIKa means trivial, commonplace (Luke xxi. 34).
2 TOVTOV~ Ka0£!;<TE does not mean "make these (permanent official) judges,"
but "set these as arbitrators in the various cases, as they arise." Those
commentators who hold that courts of arbitration among the Christians are
here counselled, speak of such courts as if they were a purely Jewish institution
But Paul is not here trying to induce the Greeks to accept a Jewish custom ;
he is referring to the ordinary Greek usage, only advising them to choose a
Christian as an arbitrator in each case.
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your brethren" (vi. 8). In the preceding paragraph I bade
you refuse to associate with any one guilty of crime (v. 11).
Now I remind you that all such are rejected by God.
Those are the sins and faults of your former Pagan life ;
and in your new life you ought to have risen above them.
The fault to which the Greek nature was and is most
prone is that which Paul calls 7r'Aeove~ta (rendered " covetousness" generally in the Revised Version, 1 and identified
with "idolatry " in Colossians iii. 5), the tendency to insist
on getting at least one's full rights, and therefore often even
more than one's fair share. Carried to an extreme and
combined with a low moral standard of action, it becomes
that grasping, greedy, cunning kind of dealing which is, in
modern estimation, associated unfairly with all Greeks,
because it is a marked characteristic of some of the race.
But even with a higher spirit and principles, the fault is
not eliminated, and the Corinthian Christians had not
shaken themselves free of it; they still, in their mutual
dealings, were apt both to think that others were denying
them a fair share, and, in their eagerness to get their full
portion, to claim more from their neighbours than they bad
a right to.
In this passage it is clear that Paul is thin~ing rather
of Greek than of Roman procedure. A similiar custom
of using and choosing umpires to decide small cases
existed originally in Rome; but in the more developed
Roman procedure the umpires (judices, arbitri) were
appointed by a. magistrate, and even very simple cases
involved a stage of formal legal procedure. Such was the
almost universal rule under the empire wherever procedure was of the Roman type. But, as has elsewhere
been pointed out, 2 the Romans never tried to force their
own system of law and society on the Eastern provinces,
Extortion in 2 Oorinthians ix. 5 (covetousness in the margin).
• Hist. Oomm. Gal., p. 206 f.

1
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which had an old-standing civilization of their own ; and
doubtless even in Roman Oolonice in the East procedure
in unimportant civil cases was more Greek than Roman
in the time of Paul. 1 Just as in South Galatia we found
that the law presupposed by Paul's letter seemed to be
of the Seleucid type (i.e. Greek modified by the conditions
of an Oriental kingdom), so in Corinth we see that the
law in private cases is of the Greek not the Roman
character, freer and less formal. The people of Corinth
would be likely to know more than most Greeks about
Roman imperial law in great matters (see § XI.); but the
ordinary life of the city at this time was evidently Greek
rather than Roman (see § X.).
XVIII.

SEQUENCE

oF ToPICS, v.-vu.

It is characteristic of Paul that often, while treating
one subject, he already has the following topic in his mind,
and in the treatment of the first he is preparing and paving
the way for the next. Thus he passes from one to the
other, and even returns to the first after or during the
discussion of the second. Every one of his Epistles has an
extraordinary unity, as of a living body; each topic seems
·to be vitally connected with every other, and they melt
into one another, so that the reader feels he cannot treat
the Epistle except as a single organism where every part
must be studied before any one is fully comprehended.
Galatians is the most striking example of this ; but all
show the same characteristic.
The first Epistle to the Corinthians treats a far greater
number of separate and distinct topics than any other of
Paul's letters. Much of it is an answer to a series of disconnected questions addressed to him ; and along with these
are included a number of topics suggested to him in other
1 There is a gt·eat lack of evidence about such matters in Eastern ColoniaJ;
but the above statemei!t gives the probable fact. See Hist. Comm.. Gal., p. 206 f.
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ways. Yet the epistle holds these various topics together
by a bond of unity. It becomes a unified whole; and the
unity lies in the strong, overpowering, determining idea in
Paul's mind of the Corinthian nature and needs. The
Epistle has the unity amid variety of Corinthian Church
life as Paul saw it.
A good example of this is seen in chapters v. and vi.
and vii. In v. the subject is a certain serious crime committed by one of the members of the Corinthian Church ;
in vi. it is the litigiousness of various members of that
Church, and their fault in bringing their cases for decision
by Pagans; in vii. the topic is marriage, celibacy, and immorality. But in v. 12, 13, the duty incumbent on the
Church of judging the crime is mentioned in such a way as
to slide into the topic treated in vi., while v. 9-11 touches
the topics of vii. quite as closely as they do the main topic
of v. Again, vi. 9 glides into a subject preparatory to the
topics of vii. (which were already foreshadowed in v. 9-11),
and vi. 12-20 discuss that subject at length.
XIX.

JuDGING THE WoRLD.

When we take these parts together, it is apparent that a
certain discrepancy arises between vi. 2 f. and v. 12 f. In
v. 12 f. Paul declares that the Church has nothing to do
with judging the outer world: it judges its own members,
and expels the unworthy from its midst, and it leaves the
outer world to the judgment of God. But in vi. 2 f. he
asks, "Do you not know that the saints shall judge the
world? And if the world is judged by you, can you not
find among your fellow-Christians persons worthy to judge
the insignificant matters of everyday life about which you
dispute before heathen arbiters? In reality, you should
choose the humblest members of the Church to arbitrate
in those small matters." 1
t Follow the marginal translation of the Revised Version, taking Ka.O£;-Ere as
an imperative.
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But the passage vi. 2, 3 is not entirely serious. In vi.
4, 5, the Apostle goes on to say that they ought to choose
those who are of no account in the Church to act as
arbiters in such insignificant matters, which are unworthy
to occupy the time and attention of more important members of the Church. And then he explains that he " says
this to move you to shame " ; his words are not to be
The undertone of sarcasm,
taken as serious advice.
almost of banter, is to be understood as ruling throughout
vi. 2-4.
This becomes all the clearer when we remember the
principle already laid down, 1 that we should be ready to
suspect Paul is making a quotation from the letter
addressed to him by the Corinthians whenever he alludes
to their knowledge, or when any statement stands in
marked contrast either with the immediate context or
with Paul's known views. These criteria mark vi. 2, 3
as an allusion to some very self-satisfied expressions in the
Corinthian letter : "Of course you know that the saints
shall judge the world, and even angels (is it not written in
your letter?)."
The commentators who take vi. 2, 3 as a serious description of the future powers and duties of Christians are hard
pressed to find any really satisfactory explanation of the
words as expressing a principle to which Paul attached
any importance. Any one who works out for himself a
connected conception of Paul's views about the place of
man in God's universe must either tacitly leave out of
sight those two verses, or must say, as we do, that they
are not to be taken as a serious philosophic enunciation.
It is usual among those who take vi. 2, 3 seriously to
quote Matthew xix. 28 and Luke xxii. 30 in illustration;
but those passages only show how impossible it is to attach
t

See § XIII. p. 207 (Feb.).
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any serious importance to this one, though they may have
probably been in the mind of the Corinthians when they
wrote the sentences which Paul is quoting or alluding to.
XX.

PURITY AND IMMORTALITY, VI.

12-20.

Throughout the letter Paul has before his mind a clear
picture of the general position and difficulties and surroundings in which the Corintbian Church was situated. He is
never so occupied with any of the details which be successively takes up, as to lose sight of the bearing of each on the
general state of the congregation. He sees that the prime
necessity is to raise the general standard of moral judgment;
and that the correction or punishment of isolated errors and
crimes can do little good, until the Church as a whole is
placed on a higher moral level. Some members of the
Church, at least, bad been criminals of the worst kind in
their Pagan days (vi. 11), not so very long past; and,
though they have washed themselves/ and been sanctified,
yet the past habit and the pressure of surrounding society
make a serious and continual danger.
Especially was the danger great in tlle direction of purity
of life; and to this subject Paul returns time after time.
The obligation to a pure life must be constantly urged on
the Corinthians. The frankly confessed and universally
held theory on the subject in Pagan society was that every
requirement of the body was in itself natural and right and
ought to be satisfied fully and healthily in whatever way
and time and manner the individual found convenient, the
only standard applicable for judging the individual's conduct
t It is hard to see why Canon Evans and several other commentators should
insist that lXovlr(l.lrO< cannot mean "washed yourselves," but must be rendered
" washed away your sins." One can understand that the Corinthian Christians
"washed themselves," but it is not easy to see how any but Divine power could
be said to " wash away their sins." That "'Aovop.a< means lavo me, lavor, is a
general belief of scholars, and rule in lexicons ; and even Canon Evans, excellent
scholar as he was, cannot, by a mere dictum unaupported by proofs, overturn it.
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lying in considerations of physical health and beauty. The
same principle was applied to purity of life as to food
and nourishment : in neither case was there any standard
according to which the conduct of men should be judged
except consideration of the physical health of the individual;
so long as any action was pleasant to the individual and did
not injure in any way his physical well-being, it was right.
Against this theory, accepted in all Pagan society, and
perhaps not quite obsolete in the Church at Corinth, Paul
argues in the paragraph before us, and his argument is that
of a mystic. It is true that the standard of judgment as
regards feeding is purely one of physical health and beauty
(vi. 13) ; but food and the body as an organ for assimilating
food are alike transitory and perishable. On the other
hand, the body as a vehicle of life and spirit is eternal and
imperishable; and its proper function in this respect lies in
its relation to God, not in individual satisfaction.
This doctrine must be taken in connexion with the
teaching of chapter xv. on the immortality of the body.
The physical body is not immortal, but the body as spiritual
is immortal. Purity of life is in the closest relation with the
·spiritual character of the body, and is the prime condition
of spirituality: other sins do not affect the spiritual nature
of the body, but impurity destroys it (vi. 18).
The ·doctrin,e is also closely connected with Paul's conception of true marriage as the most perfect symbol of the relation
between Christ and the Church, between the divine and the
human life (see Eph. v. 23, 29 f.); and thus the paragraph
before us forms the natural transition to the subject of
chapter vii. (according to the custom of Paul, p. 277 f.).
That the outspoken naturalism of the Pagan theory
against which Paul argues was not entirely abandoned in
the Corinthian Church is, perhaps, proved by his opening
words, vi. 12 : "All things are lawful to me," as you
say in your letter, but one should add that it is not true
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that all things are advantageous. "All things are under
my power," as you say, but one should add that, " I will
not let myself be brought under the power of anything."
The Corinthians had boldly stated in their letter, and
had turned to their own use-of course with a view to full
Christian freedom-the philosophic doctrine that " man is
the measure of all things," that the individual is master of
his surroundings and of his fate. Turned to a Christian
application, this doctrine naturally suited their exuberant
satisfaction with themselves and with their steady development and improvement. Along with it they had used the
other expression quoted by Paul in viii. 1: "We know that
we all have knowledge," to which he so often alludes
throughout the Epistle. 1
Paul saw clearly the dangerous extremes to which this
doctrine was liable to be pushed ; and the fact that he
quotes it at this point suggests that he believed it to have
been used, or to be likely to be used, by his correspondents
in the way indicated and combated in vi. 13 ff. In fact, it is
natural to suppose that the words, "meats for the belly,
and the belly for meats," are quoted from the mouth of the
Corinthians ; and the argument is turned aside by Paul thus :
"You say that each part of the body has its natural function, and is rightly directed to the performance thereof, but
you forget the distinction between what is perishable, and
what is permanent in the body." If that be true, then the
Corinthians must have mentioned that naturalistic theory,
either urging it as true or professing their inability to refute
its logical consequences.
The commentators quote various passages from ancient
writers to show that Corinth was a specially vicious city. It
may be doubted, however, whether there was much difference
between the tone there and in the JEgean world generally.
1 Wherever Paul says" you know," or "know ye not?" the Corinthians
woultl be reminded of their claim to possess universal know ledge.
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The serious danger lay, not in any excess of vice there 1
-for excess tends rather to produce a reaction in the
opposite direction-but in the low moral standard that was
practically universal in society. Paul is not arguing against
the criminality of a Nero, but against the naturalistic
theories of educated, thinking, and comparatively wellliving men.
XXI.

MARRIAGE.

Chapter vii. is difficult and, to the historical student, disappointing. It is disappointing because, though it treats
of marriage-a subject peculiarly well adapted to throw
light on the state of society in Corinth-yet the treatment
is so general as to give little information about the Corinthians in particular. It is difficult, because Paul is here
answering a question which had been addressed to, him by
the Church in Corinth, and his reply and arguments are
evidently influenced much by the terms in which the question was stated and the ideas on the subject revealed thereby among the Corinthians ; yet the reply gives no very
clear evidence as to the terms and tone of the question.
There are not many passages in Paul's writings that have
given rise to so many divergent and incorrect views as this
chapter. Some of those views relate to the practical conclusions to be drawn from the chapter, as, for example, that
celibacy and monasticism were recommended by the Apostle
as the ideal system of life for those who are strong enough
morally. Others relate to his own situation in life. Was
he a widower, or had he never been married? In the
course of the chapter he several times mentions his own
example and his own condition ; and it is still a matter of
keen debate whether his words imply that he had been
1 In all the great centres of travel and trade, the same results were likely to
be produced in an age when every inn was also practically a house of ilUame
but that state of things lasted into late medireval times.
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married or not. Now, if Paul had been discussing the
question whether it is better to marry or remain single, it
is hardly conceivable, in view of his direct, uncompromising
and emphatic way of stating his opinions, that he should,
in quoting his own example, speak so vaguely as to leave
such an issue uncertain. He would either make no reference to his own example, or he would so speak of it as to
leave it clear on which side his example told (see§ XXII.).
But it is clear that the question which was in his mind
was not whether marriage or celibacy is the better way
of life, and that he does not quote his own case as an
example and pattern whether one should marry. When
he mentions himself here, he is not thinking of that, and
therefore his words do not permit any sure inference on the
point. To treat this chapter as if the question under
discussion were the comparative advantages of marriage
and celibacy, is to approach it from the wrong point of
view, and misinterpretation is unavoidable.
Moreover, on that commonly accepted view, the whole
passage, vii. 1 ff., suggests a conception of the nature and
purpose of marriage that is very far from lofty or noble, as
if marriage were a mere concession to the weakness of
human nature, to save mankind from worse evil. But such
a conception is irreconcilable with Paul's language elsewhere: such was not his attitude towards marriage. As
we have seen in the preceding section, marriage was in his
estimation the type of the union between Christ and the
Church, and therefore on the highest plane of ideal excellence and purity.
Now, as we have seen, 1 we must be disposed to suspect
quotation or allusion to views and arguments of the Corinthians, when we find in this Epistle statements that stand
in marked contrast with Paul's known opinions elsewhere.
He expressly mentions in vii. 1 that he is taking up a topic
1

See above, p. 207and p. 279.
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at the point where the Corinthians had left it; and his
words would be so understood by them. We must try to
take the subject up at the same point ; but it is not easy to
restore the words of the lost letter.
The crucial point in the whole passage is the opening
statement : " It is good for man not to come into connexion
with woman." 1 Evidently this is said in relation to a
Corinthian statement or question. In rightly catching the
nature of that statement or question lies the key to the
interpretation of the crucial point.
Comparison of two other passages will throw some light
on this statement, alike through the resemblances and
through the differences.
(1) vii. 38. So then both he that giveth his own virgin
daughter in marriage doeth well ; and he that giveth her
not in marriage shall do better. 2
Here there is a distinct, positive statement, followed by
a comparison between two courses of action: -one is good,
but another is better. But to express the comparison a
comparative degree is necessary. Now in vii. 1 there is
only the positive degree, KaX6v: and we must infer that the
meaning is not (as many readers assume), "it is better for
man not to marry, but by a concession to weakness marriage is permitted." Such a meaning would require the
use of the comparative degree. In fact the analogy of
vii. 38 would rather suggest that vii. 1 implies "it is good
to avoid marriage, but better to marry."
We observe, also, that a wrong meaning is often drawn
from vii. 38. Paul does not there say, "it is good for a
maid to marry, but better for her not to marry." What he
says is very different : "it is good for a father to seek out
a husband for his daughter, but better not to seek out a
1

Ka)\/w avfJptfnrljJ ')'VVaiKOS p.'/j lf.7rTE!TfJal.,
Kal
-yap.l~wv T'/jv 7rapfJ{vov iavTofi Ka'l--ws 'ITOIEI, Kal
'lf'OL?!ITEI,
ll

o

o p.'ij

-yap.l)wv KpE'itTtTov
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. husband for her: there is no reason why the father should
regard it as his bouuden duty to give her a husband: he is
quite justified if he leaves her in her unmarried state: it is
good, it is not wrong, for a woman to be unmarried."
Must we not see here a gentle plea for individual right of
judgment? Paul would not interfere with the established
rule of society, that it is the parent's place to seek a
husband for the daughter; but he adds the proviso that
there is no inexorable duty placed on the parent to find a
husband for her: it is even better if the father puts no
compulsion on his daughter.
(2) vii. 39, 40. If the husband be dead, the wife is free
to be married to whom she will ; only in the Lord. But
she is happier if she abide as she is, after my judgment. 1
Here again we observe that when the two states, second
marriage and avoidance thereof, are compared, the comparative degree is used. Also, the avoidance of second
marriage is declared to be, not better, but happier. Paul's
own judgment-which he believes to be influenced by
Divine inspiration (vii. 40)-tells him that such is more
likely to lead to true happiness ; but he will place on the
widow no shadow of compulsion in the way of duty.
From these cases the inference is clear. In vii. 1 :ff. Paul
lays down the principle : "it is good, it is permissible, it is
not wrong, for man to remain unmarried provided absolute
purity is observed." That condition, however, was so
difficult in Greek society, that the Apostle is obliged to go
on, verse after verse, urging the immense advantage of
married life from that point of view, but not at all implying
that the essential feature of marriage lies therein.
The point of view, then, which Paul assumes in vii. 1 is
that marriage is not an absolute duty, but is relative to

' <a•

iU KOL/l"!()if o lw~p, t!l..evOlpa t!url• <f Oli..EL -ya!l"'()fi•a•, !l6•o• .l• Kupllfl.
!laKapLI>Jdpa i!l EITTI. eav OUTWS wtvv, KaTa rl]v f/ll]V 'Y"W!L'Y/P' OOKW i!~ Ka-yw
ITnulla eeou i!XELV.
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the individual nature and character. Each individual
man or woman must judge for himself or herself whether
it conduces to the perfecting of their life to marry. There
is no moral principle constraining them to marriage : on
the contrary, it is a fine thing, an excellent thing, to
remain unmarried (vii. 1-8).
That point of view seems to imply that the Corinthians
had put the question whether the view widely entertained
alike among Jews and Pagans-that every one ought to
marry in the ordinary course of life at the proper age
-was correct. Paul strongly discountenances that view :
marriage is not an obligation imposed by society and by
nature on all persons. The individual is here master of
his fate, and ought to judge for himself, and be answerable
only to his own conscience. We see here a claim for
the emancipation of the individual judgment from the
bonds that society had imposed on it. Freedom is Paul's
ideal ; but he dare not use the word so much to the
Greeks-always predisposed to lawlessness, to the overexaltation of the rights of the individual, and to overassertion of the principle that "all things are lawful unto
me "-as he could to the submissive and slavish Phrygians.1
It is not improbable that the Corinthians actually quoted
the public law, as it existed under the Roman Empire.
It is at least highly probable, and indeed practically inevitable, that they were thinking of that legal duty. The
legislation of Augustus had been directed to encourage
marriage. By a succession of laws 2 that Emperor had
endeavoured to make marriage universal, had imposed
penalties of growing severity on the unmarried, and had
bestowed honours and privileges on the parents of a family.
The Emperor's aim was, undoubtedly, lofty and noble :
I

2

See Hist, Comm. Gal. p. 443.
Lex Julia B.c. 18, repeated in severer form as Lex Papia Poppaea.
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he sought to check the modern tendency to immorality
and profligacy, and to restore the old Roman purity and
simplicity of family life. Society approved in theory his
principle, which in practice it disregarded. His method
was that of compulsion. 1
So also the Jewish practice not merely urged marriage
as a universal duty, but attached honours and privileges
to marriage ; e.g., one could not be a member of the
Sanhedrin unless one were both married and a parent.
The theory of the empire was that the Emperor was
the father and director and counsellor of all his subjects :
the Emperor told them what to do, and it was their
pa.rt to pay implicit obedience to all his orders. Against
that theory Christianity protested : it claimed the right
of individual judgment. Paul fully sympathized with the
aim of Augustus, and he also entirely recognised that
family life is the most effective check to immorality
(vii. 2-9). But, as in all his teaching, so here, he advocates
freedom. All should judge for themselves, and undertake
voluntarily the duties of marriage only after full consideration, if they think it best : no compulsion should be
put on them, either by giving superior honours to the
married, or by putting discredit on the unmarried : the
only discredit lay in profligacy : it is quite honourable to
be unmarried, if one lives a pure life.
If we have rightly a.pprehended the character of the
question addressed to Paul by the Corinthians, then it
follows that the common view is erroneous. . It is commonly said that the section of the Church in Corinth which
" was of Cephas " upheld marriage because Cephas was
married, while the section which "was of Paul" argued
that single life was better, because Paul was either unt Marriage was a condition, undoubtedly, for the priesthood in the Imperial
cultus: man and wife were appointed high priest and high priestess, as is
shown by many inscriptions.
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married or a widower ; and their dispute was referred to
the Apostle for decision. We have already seen that much
of the theorizing as to the doctrines held by the four supposed parties in Corinth proceeds on a wrong interpretation
of Paul's words; and that the parties were not nearly so
definitely opposed to one another as those theories assume.
Now we find that the question propounded to Pa.ul by the
Corinthians was not "is it better to marry or not? '' but
rather "is it to be regarded as a duty incumbent on Christians to marry, as the Jews and the Roman law maintain?"

W. M.

RAMSAY.

JOSEPH: AN ETHICAL AND BIBLICAL STUDY.

IV.
" THE CHOICE OF A SIDE."
(GEN. XXXIX.

1-20.)

IT is interesting and suggestive to reflect that this
picturesque moral story, before it was in a.ny book, would
be doing for generations the same work as, within the
verses and leaves of our Bible, it is now doing for us. The
larger event and the lesser incidents of the life of Joseph
were divinely arranged and grouped by time and place, so
that the mark of God's presence and purpose in it might
be seen plain and indelible. The tale, as it was told from
lip to lip, would carry God with it into people's thoughts
and lives. It would educate the human soul. Children
would receive from it their earliest sense of a world where
there is peril and pain, and their "first mild touch of
sympathy " ; and the youth would be taught by it that
goodness and purity and truth are a. safe defence. The facts
would fall into the memory like seeds, and the spiritual life
which they contained would there germinate and strike ;
VOL. I.
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sible. The inner separation is the spiritual wellspring of
the social energy of holiness ; and if the springs be not
constantly replenished, the streams will inevitably run dry.
JOHN W. DIGGLE.

HISTORICAL COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLES
TO THE CORINTHIANS.

XXII.

THE CoRINTHIAN VrEw REGARDING MARRIAGE.

IN the preceding section we take the view that the Corinthians had proposed to Paul the question whether the right
principle of life was that all persons ought to marry. We
must now ask what was their intention in putting this
question.
The answer has already been distinctly indicated in the
reasoning which led up to the determination of the question
which they proposed to the Apostle. · The letter of the
Corinthians was (as we have seen already at various points)
a decidedly ambitious performance. They discussed, with
much philosophic acumen and with strong reforming zeal,
the nature of society, the character of man, the relation of
man to God, and other similar topics, and they were well
satisfied with the letter which embodied their opinions.
It was (as they felt) able, religious, and on a lofty plane
of morality. They were eager to regenerate and reform
society, and they were satisfied that they knew how to do
so. The questions which they put to Paul on this subject
were calculated to show clearly what answer must, in their
opinion, be given to them.
In no part of the Roman Empire was there current at
that time any idea of the advisability and the superior
purity of monasticism and the permanent separation of
the sexes. The Corinthians were entirely under the in- '
fluence of prevailing views, and were as firmly persuaded
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as all the leading official moralists were, that the admitted
and palpable degeneracy of society was connected with the
unwillingness to marry, which was spreading widely among
the most fashionable and corrupt section of society in the
empire. The most vicious part of society was the one
where celibacy was commonest. The classes which were
purest in life-the Jews and, at a long interval behind
them, the old-fashioned Pagans-were those among which
marriage was almost universal. They drew the obvious
conclusion: make marriage universal, and vice will disappear.
That such was the drift of the Corinthians' argument is
clear from Paul's reply. He fully admits (vii. 2-5) the truth
that lies in their reasoning, and is involved in human
nature. Among other things they had evidently referred
to the preference for childlessness, which was characteristic
of fashionable society under the Empire, and Paul quite
agreed with their views on this point. Marriage should be
a real union. A married couple ought to live together
regularly. They may, by mutual consent, live separate
occasionally for a time 1 with a view to religious and
devotional purposes : such temporary separation was a
recognised custom in society, and Paul saw no reason
to interfere with it, but rather inclines to commend it.
Still he safeguards himself by adding (vii. 6) that he only
allows, but does not enjoin, such periodic temporary
separation. 1
But this view of marriage as a safeguard from evil is not
a high one: it is not Paul's. "I would," says he (vii. 7),
1

Canon Evans rightly sees that vii. 6 refers only to the custom alluded to in
vii. 5. It is an unfortunate result of the prevalent misapprehension of the
question discussed by Paul, that many interpreters take vii. 6 to mean, "I
permit, but am far from enjoining, marriage." Canon Evans, though sharing
that misapprehension, felt the inevitable sequence. of thou,ght between the two
verses 5 and 6, as every one must to whom Greek has become a living tongue.
Could we hear Paul read aloud his letter, the tone of voice would permit no
doubt on the connexion and the sense.
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" that all men were even as I myself" ; and that they
needed no such safeguard, but could live on a higher plane
and look on marriage from a nobler point of view. But
such is not the case, and men must guide their life according to their own nature. They have "each his own gift
from God," each his own special weakness and special
strength. Paul never legislates as if all were like each
other or like himself. All must judge according to their
own nature and conscience-in the spirit of God.
In vii. 10 ff. the subject is taken up afresh from a different
side; but, as we shall see in a following section, the tone
of advice is the same. Every man is quite justified in
remaining in his present condition, unmarried or married :
in other words, the suggestion, which was evidently made
by the Corinthians, that the unmarried should be urged
to marry, was strongly repudiated by Paul.
It was the insistence of the Corinthians on that lower
view of marriage that led Paul to devote some attention to
it. They were not able to rise above current philosophy
and popular morality. Their zeal to reform society opened
up to them no lofty or mystic views, but kept them on a
strictly utilitarian level. Marriage was a useful thing for
the purpose on which they were bent, and was deserving
of every encouragement. Ardent reformers usually have a
nostrum, and the Corinthians had their complete cure for
the ills of society. They were ready and eager to take the
laws of nature under their own special care, and see that
they were carried out. Many people have shown the
same zeal to protect nature and her laws, since the Corinthians wrote.
But, indubitably, the prominence which-in his desire to
acknowledge fully the proportion of truth in their letter-Pan! gives to the lower view of marriage, led to much misapprehension. Misapprehension was exaggerated, not long
after his time, by another cause. The revolt from the
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impurity of common society led to an exaggeration of the
spiritual value of mere physical purity of life, however
attained. The distorted views of life which spread widely
in Christian circles inevitably produced complete misconception of Paul's views. His language to the Corinthians
lent itself readily to misinterpretation, and the age was not
one which would wait to compare passage with passage, and
weigh each, in order to form a reasoned theory of Paul's
views as a whole. Many sentences in this chapter, taken
by themselves, could easily be read as inculcating that
marriage is an evil, permissible only because it saves the
world from still greater evils ; and they have been so read.
But to suppose that the Corinthians could have been
thinking of the problems of monasticism, and could have
questioned Paul as to whether the virtues of celibacy were
not such as to render it a specially laudable and meritorious
course, is quite anachronistic. People on their plane of
thought and knowledge could not have entertained such
thoughts.

XXIII.

WAS PAUL MARRIED?

We have seen that, on the commonly accepted view as
to the question which is here discussed by Paul, it is not
possible to find any distinct evidence as to Paul's own condition. Good and trustworthy authorities read different
meanings in the passage. But, as we have now determined
the form of the Corinthians' question,- the case is changed.
It appears hardly probable that, if Paul had never had a
wife, the Corinthians would have put to him the question,
"Is it to be regarded as a duty incumbent on all Christians to marry?" Had he been unmarried always, the
question answered itself.
But it must be acknowledged that this argument is subjective, and depends much for its value on individual feel-
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ing. There is little real argument on the point to be
deduced from Paul's own words here or elsewhere. He
often urges his own example on his converts, but never in
reference to such a matter as this. He urges on them to
live a life as entirely devoted to the Divine purpose as
himself: he was absolutely certain that the Divine will had
wholly occupied his mind and powers, and he wishes that
others were like him in that respect. But he never could
hold, he never held, his own action to be a pattern to
others in such matters as marriage. He never would have
said, "Marry as I have married," or "remain unmarried,
like me."
To my individual judgment it appears that Paul's mind
shows a peculiar power of universal sympathy, which is
more characteristic of a man that had been married. But,
on the other hand, who can venture to set any limit to his
marvellous power of comprehending the mind and feelings
of his converts ?
The question of Paul's marriage or celibacy has considerable importance for the interpretation of the chapter which
we are now studying. Evidence on the question has usually
been sought from vii. 7 and 8. This, however, seems to
misconceive the force of those verses. When Paul wishes
(vii. 7) " that all men were even as I myself," he is not
thinking of his condition as regards marriage, but of his
nature and character. His words carried more meaning,
doubtless, to those who knew him personally than they do
to us; those who had been acquainted with him knew how
impossible to him an impure life was, how inevitable purity
was to him. But even to us the words are full of meaning,
as is set forth in section XXV. on "Marriage and the Divine
Life." 1
When one looks at the case dispassionately, it seems
altogether inconsistent with the context that Paul, who is
1

See also p. 382 at top.
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here emphasizing the injudiciousness of laying down any
universal law, and the necessity of conceding much to the
individual varieties of situation, should express the wish
either that all men were married and widowers, or that all
men were unmarried. 1 It is reasonable and natural that be
should wish that all men were of such character that a
perfectly pure life was as easy to them as to himself; but
it is altogether absurd that be should say, "I would that all
men were widowers," or" that all were celibate." The first
of these two alternatives is so supremely absurd that we
may almost sympathize with those many interpreters who
have recoiled from it and have championed the less absurd
alternative "that all should be celibate." The latter has
been the more dangerous interpretation, because it is less
palpably absurd. But no one who has any real sympathy
with Paul's spirit can imagine him expressing, even in the
most abstract fashion, the wish that there could or should
be one universal rule-no marriage, no union between man
and woman in the world.
The expression in vii. 8 is not to be taken as a new subject and a new paragraph ; it is only a summing up of
vii. 1-7, as we shall see in the following section. The rendering of the Authorized Version brings. that out clearly. 2
The Revised Version takes a view, and emphasizes it by an
arrangement of the paragraphs, which we must think false.
It is peculiarly unfortunate that in a Revised Version there
should be so many cases in which we must recur to the
older version, even while we acknowledge that in the overwhelming majority of cases the changes made in the Revised
Version are either needed, or, at least, not wrong. But it
must be granted that paragraph arrangement is often in1
According to the two theories, which alone are possible as to Paul's con.
dition: either he was a widower, or he had never married.
2
As Canon Evans simply gives the Authorized Version without criticising it,
we may claim him as holding the opinion stated in our text.
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adequate to express the closely welded thought of Paul's
Epistles.

XXIV.

REMARRIAGE.

The question of " the unmarried and widows " comes up
in vii. 8. Who are "the unmarried"? (aryaJLot.-), and why
are they thus mixed up with the question of remarriage?
There is no question that in classical Greek &ryaJLo.- meant
"one who has never been married," and aryaJLta "celibacy."
It would not be easy to find any justification for taking
&ryaJLo" in the sense of one who, after being married, has lost
his wife. Yet that sense has been championed in this passage by many commentators, who have been misled by the
desire to make aryaJLo£.- the masculine corresponding to
x~pa£.- the feminine. Some of these champions of a false
Greek even allege that there was no Greek word for
"widower," and therefore that Paul had to press the word
&ryaJLo" wrongly into his service for the occasion. But Paul
knew Greek better than those commentators, who had not
troubled to consult the lexicons before they asserted a
negative.
Paul used x~pat.- preferably to x~pot.--though generally
a masculine term is used when both sexes are to be
included-because the feminine is much the more characteristic idea in this case, just as English "widow" is the
simple and" widower" the derivative (contrary to the usual
practice in such pairs of terms). He here sums up "those
who have never known marriage (aryaJLot.-) and those who
have been married and widowed." In vii. 8 the Apostle
sums up and repeats the advice {)f vii. 1-7: to remain without a consort is a respectable, honourable course of life, if
they remain pure in that situation "like me " : 1 otherwise
marriage is their only way of living rightly .

.

Here, as before, all attempts to deduce from the personal reference evidence whether Paul was a widower or celibate rest on misunderstanding.
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Moreover, in vii. 39, 40, it is clear that Paul thought the
question of marriage was not altogether the same f-or a
widow and a widower. A widow occupied, in his view, a
distinct and peculiar position as regards remarriage, and he
is much more decisive in his advice to widows than to any
other class of persons. As we have already seen, 1 his
opinion was that, though a. widow was perfectly free and
right in marrying again, yet she was "happier" to remain
in her widowhood (vii. 40). That is the only case throughout this much misunderstood chapter in which he expresses
a distinct opinion against marriage.
But, as to widowers, Paul evidently thought that the
question to them was not essentially different from the
question in the case of unmarried men. The widow
occupied a special and peculiar position; not so the widower.
There was therefore no special advice needed for him.
Thus, from every point of view, we see that Paul in
vii. 8 sums up his advice as affecting (l) all as yet unmarried persons; (2) widows. There was no third class
requiring special treatment. If in any small degree widowers
differed from the first class, they may be taken under the
second class.
The opinions stated in this cha;pter, so far as we have
yet seen them, must be pronounced eminently sensible and
practical and suitable. But, at the same time, there is an
evident want of the loftier tone that is characteristic of
Paul's mind. We have seen that the prominence of the
plain but rather commonplace tone is due to the necessity
under which Paul was placed of considering the Corinthians'
questions from their own point of view. But we must proceed to ask how far his conception of the Christian life as
the Divine life was permitted to appear, even in addressing
the Corinthian "wise" men, a not wholly sympathetic
W. M. RAMSAY.
audience.
t

See § XXI. p. 286.
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the 30th verse, "the Son of man," must be comprehended
in the fulness of its meaning. It is the human Jesus, Man
among men, who is to be a sign to His generation. Those
who can see nothing wonderful in the human will see
nothing wonderful in Him. With this interpretation of
these verses before us we see how fitting it was that a
passage concerning signs should be followed by a passage
concerning seeing. To Jesus the two were always indissolubly connected. 1
To bring a somewhat lengthy discussion to a close. We
maintain that three pleas may be urged for the suggested
exposition of the passage. Firstly, that it is the least
forced of any. It does not arrive at the meaning of Christ's
sayings by importing anything into them, but rather by
developing them unto their natural and proper issue.
Secondly, that it makes the meaning of various sentences
in the passage much more clear and free from difficulty.
Lastly, that it makes context and te:x:t mutually helpful in
explaining one another.
A. T. BuRBRIDGE.

HISTORICAL COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLES
TO THE CORINTHIANS.
THE attempt made by Prof. Findlay, in the EXPOSITOR
for June, p. 401 ff., to restore the terms of the letter
addressed by the Corinthian Church to St. Paul, has proved
exceedingly useful in studying the Apostle's reply. I had
often wished that some one would have the courage to
1 The remark in verse 33, immediately preceding the passage in Luke xi.,
may be thus briefly interpreted. No man hides a lamp away, but his object in
lighting it is to give light and to give light continuously in the house. A
lighted lamp not used, but hidden away, is a bit of foolishness. Let a man
having once lighted his lamp, having once learned to look on things, events,
persons in the right way, in the light of God and of eternity, keep that light
burning in a prominent place, not using it only on the Sabbath and hiding it
away for the other days of the week.
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undertake the task, which is one that I felt my own
inability to perform; and it would not be easy to find any
person to whom one would have more gladly entrusted the
difficult task. That it should be achieved to the perfect
satisfaction of every one is, of course, not to be expected.
Probably Prof. Findlay's reconstruction will be improved
in many points through subsequent study, both by the
author himself and by others. But his work will be the
firm substructure on which others will build. If in the
following sections of these papers any additions or changes
are proposed for Prof. Findlay's and the reader's consideration, it is hoped that they will be understood in the
proper light, as tokens of gratitude for the help gained from
the reconstruction.
XXV.

MARRIAGE AND THE DIVINE LIFE.

In writing to a community of recent converts from
heathenism, St. Paul's expression was necessarily controlled and guided throughout by the consideration of what
should be most easily intelligible to them. He was not
composing a formal religious or philosophical treatise,
where the writer might aim at an ideally complete and
philosophically clear exposition. He was writing about
immediate practical needs to persons whose views and
power of understanding were strongly affected by their
past experience as Pagans, and it was useless to write except as they could understand.
Paul would never have been the great teacher of the
Gentiles, unless he had been in complete sympathy with
them, unless he had been perfectly conscious of their needs
and how to meet them, unless he had been perfectly able
to drive home his ideas into their minds. That does not
imply that he could make all the thoughts and sentiments
and truths of this Epistle perfectly intelligible to all the
Corinthians. On the contrary, there were in all his
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Epistles many things that none of his readers would
understand at the moment, some that they would probably
never come to understand fully. There were probably
even things that he himself did not fully understand in
all their bearings as he wrote them, 1 things truer than
even he knew, things which he saw dimly with the
prophet's eye, and could not measure precisely with the
philosopher's intelligence.
But still, Paul always had his audience clear before him.
He was writing in each case a letter to a definite group of
persons in a definite situation, and he wrote with a view to
their powers of comprehending what he said. We cannot
doubt that he often chose a mode of expression because it
was specially suited to the comprehension of this particular
group of persons, and that he would have selected a different expression to a group in another quarter of the
world. 2 We should therefore never lose sight of the
audience which he had in mind. We should always ask
what meaning they would be likely to take from the words
used; and if we can satisfy ourselves that they would
naturally have taken the words of Paul in a certain way,
we may be confident that Paul must have foreseen their
understanding. It does not follow, of course, that the
meaning which they would naturally take from his words
was all that lay in them ; but at least it was within Paul's
consciousness as he wrote.
That men and women should devote themselves, at least
occasionally for a short time, to the "divine life," separating themselves from the ordinary life of society during that
period, was a common practice in the ancient world. That
some should devote themselves permanently to that life in
the divine service was also an accepted fact in all the more
enthusiastic and deep kinds of religion. The prophets
among the Hebrews, and " they that abode for ever before
1

Compare Hist. Comm. on Gulatians, p. 387.
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the Lord,'' 1 had their analogues in the pagan cults. But
religions differed widely in their conception of the sphere
and character of" the divine life." In some of the pagan
forms of religion the divine life was one which, from our
point of view, was lower morally even than the low standard of ordinary pagan society, 2 and yet it was often from
real religious devotion that people consecrated themselves,
temporarily or vermanently, to such life.
The Corinthian converts, therefore, were quite conversant with the idea that individuals might temporarily or
permanently arrange their life, not according to the common
rules and practices incumbent on the majority of human
beings in society, but according to a special rule of service
to the Divine will. They would easily and naturally take
the further step, and realize that the rules of Christian
service would be very different from those which they had
known in their pagan days. They would then desire to
understand what were the Christian rules of service.
But, on the other hand, the people of Corinth were not
an Oriental race with an almost infinite capacity and yearning for the more enthusiastic and self-forgetting forms of
religious sentiment. They were partly dominated by the
practical, hard, matter-of-fact Roman spirit; but still more
they were Greek in character, with a natural temperament
which loved clear scientific definition and gracefully ordered
expression in action a,nd in language, 3 which was so unfavourable to anything like extravagance or enthusiasm or
disorderliness in religion as to be fatal even to vitality and
reality in it. I do not mean that the Greeks were as a race
1 Sam. i. 22, 28.
Hist. Oomm. Gal., pp. 38, 40, 201 f.; Church in the Rom. Emp., p. 397 f.
s This is not inconsistent with their weakness as a law-making and lawabiding race. Where they failed was not in disinclination to law, bnt in
unwillingness to accept law imposed from without; the individual right to be
a law to himself was too much emphasized in the Greek mind; even the law
of the city was liable to seem an outrage on the freedom of eo.ch individual to
carry out his own conception of order and law.
t
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non-religious. No race is. Time after time m Greek
history the craving of human nature for religion favoured
the introduction of Oriental forms of worship ; but in every
case the Greek character gradually toned down the Oriental
fervour and self-forgettingness of the new cult, smoothed
away its excesses, lightened its spirit, imparted order,
regularity, harmony, artistic character to its natural free
exuberance, and ended by depriving it of vital power, so
that the same process of introduction, assimilation, and
destruction was soon free to begin in respect of another
fresh Oriental cult.
The pressure exercised on St. Paul by the character of
the people whom he was addressing is specially strongly
marked in the chapter in which he replies to their questions
about marriage. He is, of course, only answering questions, not propounding a general view as to the nature of
the marriage relation and its place in religion and life; and
what he has to say is to some extent limited by that fact.
But still there is observable often in the chapter a pragmatical and commonplace character, a restriction of the
view to mere details, a want of life and warmth, and a
poverty and dryness, which can be explained in a letter of
Paul's only by the necessity of adapting his explanations to
the power of understanding in his audience.
In the chapter now before us it is apparent that "the
divine life" is much in Paul's mind, and that in many sentences he is thinking of the relation of marriage to the
divine life. Is marriage consistent with the divine life, or
favourable to it? The general impression which the
chapter would convey to the Corinthians, undoubtedly,
was that Christians who aimed at living " the divine life ''
might try whether they were able to rise above the need of
marriage, and that those who devoted themselves for only
a brief season to " the divine life " might separate themselves for the time from their consorts, with their consent,
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in order to concentrate their undivided attention on " the
things of God," But these are the exceptions which Paul
makes to the general rule of marriage, which the Corinthians have been advocating, and which he tacitly acceptswith these exceptions. As in various other cases, the fact
which fills the mind of both writer and reader is not expressly mentioned, just because it is so strongly present to
his readers. See § XXVII.
But what is " the divine life''? It is obvious that Paul
vibrates between two conceptions of "the divine life."
(1) In the mystic view, in which Paul commonly lived and
moved and wrote, every Christian must be living the divine
life, for he becomes a Christian only when Christ lives in
him. The life of faith is the life of Christ, "the divine life";
and all true Christians, whatever be their outward position
in the world, are equally living that life. In this more
mystical view the marriage tie between two Christians is
not inconsistent with "the divine life," for it is compared
by St. Paul to the relation between Christ and the Church. 1
So far from either party to the marriage tie being a hindrance to the other in " the divine life," each is a help to
the other: each, living for the other, is raised out of self,
as the Church lives in Christ, and Christ in the Church.
Such is the spirit in Paul's letter to the Asian Churches
(Eph. v. 22, 23). Such, too, seems to be the thought in his
mind in the enigmatic words in a later part of the present
Epistle (xi. 11) : "Howbeit neither is the woman without
the man, nor the man without the woman, in the Lord."
In the previous verses the Apostle has been showing that man
and woman are not two exactly similar and equal things :
1 This view was the natural development in the Jewish mind.
As Mr.
Abrahams, Jewish Life in the Middle Ages, p. 86, says: "The Scriptures had
used the relation of husband to wife as a type of God's relation to His
world. Jewish mystics of the Middle Ages compared a man's love to God
with a man's love for his wife." Probably no one that has any true sympathy with the Oriental mind could doubt that the Song of Solomon is an
allegory, though the Western mind can hardly see it.
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man is the primary, and woman the complementary, created
to complete and perfect the primary, meaningless and purposeless without the primary. But, he adds in v. 11, the
primary, man, also is equally imperfect without the complementary, woman, "in the Lord," i.e. in the divine life. 1
The divine life lies in the perfect realization of the nature of
these complementary things through the mutual tie that
binds them. If our view be right, then that sentence (xi.
11) may be paraphrased thus : " While woman is dependent
on man, man equally is incomplete apart from woman,
when they are regarded on the plane of the divine life."
To understand chap. vii. properly in its relation to Paul's
thought, we must take it along with ix., or, rather, we must
take it in connection with the living thought of the whole
Epistle. It is characteristic of Paul's torrent-like pouring
forth of his mind in a letter 2 that frequently in the present
Epistle he does not exhaust, by a formal exposition, what
he has to say on one topic before he passes to the next.
The reader must go on to the end before he can fully gather
Paul's mind on any of the questions that were put to him.
To him they are all parts of one whole ; each one works
into the other ; and he passes from one to the other as they
touch one another. Thus, in x. 16-22, he begins to speak
of the communion of the Christian with Christ, and his
exposition rises to a higher plane. He becomes more
immediately and presently conscious of "the divine life."
He feels that some of the topics which he has already
touched on require to be raised to this loftier plane in order
that their full significance may be set before the Corinthians.
In x. 23-33 he resumes the topic of chap. viii., and in xi. 3-16
he resumes the topic of chap. vii. He shows how the mystic
idea of "the divine life " must be taken into account before
1 Did St. Paul conceive the analogy as perfect?
Was the Church to him the
complement of Christ, essential to the realization of His nature?
2 Hist. Comm. Gal., p. 474.
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either topic can be properly seen. Then he takes up again
and completes the subject begun in x. 16-22.
(2) In chap. vii. the thought of" the divine life" is present
in a more commonplace, non-mystic form. The immediate
practical fact-which doubtless was involved in some of the
questions addressed to him by the Corinthians-was that
the life and occupations of the various members of a Christian congregation varied much, and that some had their
minds more fully occupied with the actual ordinary business
of life, while others turned their attention more to the work
of the Church. It is clear from other passages in the Epistle
that this diversity of duties caused a good deal of care and
hesitation to the Corinthians, and filled some space in their
letter. There was considerable competition in Church
service, and some argument as to the comparative importance and honour of the various duties (xii. 4 :ff.). Already
at this early stage the bro·ad distinction was becoming clear
in Corinth between ordinary business and Church workof course not, as yet, between clergy and laity (which distinction was much later in growing up), but rather between
work for the common good and work for private interest.
The distinction arose naturally among Greek or Roman
citizens : it was the obvious and inevitable development of
their previous ideas about the way of conducting societies
and municipalities. The Corinthians, in putting their questions and suggestions to Paul, took the natural view that
the work for the common good was among " the things of
the Lord "-in short, was a branch of " the divine life " ;
while work for private interest was restricted to " the things
of the world."
In the seventh chapter Paul moves on this lower plane
of thought, as his readers required : he treats their questions on the same level on which they were conceived.
Consequently the whole impresses the reader as lacking
distinction and finality and philosophic clearness, and as
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rather shrewdly practical and containing much good plain
common sense. " He that is unmarried is careful for the
things of the Lord, how he may please the Lord : but he
that is married is careful for the things of the world, how
he may please his wife." A saying like that is undeniable
-on one side and in a certain coasiderable degree-but it
is insufficient, it is disappointing, it touches sharply the
weakness of human nature, and it touches nothing more
-one might almost say, it approximates to the level of
Lord Chesterfield's Letters to his Son.
Yet, in the struggling life of the young community of
Corinth, it was unavoidable that these questions should
emerge and should demand treatment in this practical,
commonsense spirit. This chapter is a remarkable proof
of the many-sidedness of St. Paul's nature, of his capacity
for guiding his young Churches in every part of their life,
of his intense practicality where the practical mind was
needed. At the same time it is a remarkable proof'of the
danger of taking any passage of the Epistles by itself as a
complete exposition instead of judging it in relation to the
circumstances of the audience to which it was addressed.
How misleading a conception we should gather of St.
Paul's ideas on this subject, if we could not turn to other
passages and compare them with this chapter!
It follows necessarily from the nature of Paul's letters
that they insist most on what is lacking in his readers,
that the writer tries to build up his readers, to complete
their character, to lay stress on whatever is weakest in
them. To the servile spirit of the Phrygians Paul emphasizes the importance of freedom; to the self-assertive
and unruly spirit of the Greeks he emphasizes the need of
obedience to laws and institutions and general principles of
conduct ; 1 to the Corinthians, who had suggested that
compulsory marriage might be a useful thing iu the Church,
1

See Hist. Comm. on Galatians, § LIV.
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and "gravely doubted whether a fixed condition of celibacy
was right in itself and according to God's will for man," 1
he insisted on the inexpedience of enforcing marriage on
all, and on the advantages that celibacy might offer, amid
the practical difficulties of their situation in Corinth, to a
certain limited number of persons. The Corinthians had
referred to " the perils and suspicions 2 to which the nuwedded were exposed " in Corinth. Paul replied that "in
view of the straitness now imminent," the principle is
justifiable "to be as one is,"-an enigmatic expression in
the Greek,-for the time is shortened, and the day will soon
come when all temporary distinctions shall be obliterated,
when "the fashion of this world passeth away." It is
remarkable that here marriage is ranked along with the
merely ephemeral differences, such as comfort or misery,
wealth or poverty. But wherever marriage is discouraged
it is regarded on that lower level ; where Pauls thinks of
man in his relation to God, free from the shackles of sin,
he sees marriage in the loftier aspect.
But, while we find the other side of Paul's thought in
passages like 1 Corinthians xi. 11, Ephesians v. 23 ff.,
in the Pastoral Epistles we find much the same side
as here in 1 Corinthians vii. There, as here, Paul is
concerned with the practical needs of young and growing communities of Christians amid the society of GnecoRoman towns. It h(Lppens to be forced on him there
to insist more on the positive side, and to urge the
importance of marriage. The danger which be foresaw
was "that in later times some shall fall away from
the faith
. forbidding to marry, and commanding
to abstain from meats" (1 Tim. iv. 1 ff.). It was, therefore, just as necessary for his purpose to emphasize the
1 See Prof. Findlay's restoration of their letter in ExPosiTOR, June, p. 404.
See also ExPoSITOR, April, p. 287 f.
2
On these suspicions see, e.g., Lane in Manners and Custom< of the Modern
Egyptians, chap. vi. (below p. 300).
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practical value of marriage in Christian society, as it is
here to point out that individuals should be free to follow
the bent of their own nature, if it leads them to avoid
marriage and devote themselves to the " things of God."
There, men and women are, on the whole, advised to marry
once. Those who are to devote themselves to work in the
congregation and among the poor as widows, or as deacons,
or as bishops, will be all the better fitted for it by the
experience of marriage, but are to avoid a second marriage.
Hence the repeated and much discussed rule that all those
class officials are to be "the wife of one man," or "the
husband of one wife." But no reference is made to such
officials as Apostles, Prophets, etc., who were not chosen
by the Church, but marked out by the Divine will. Paul
has them much in mind when he pleads to the
Corinthians for the right of celibacy: his view is that,
if God has put celibacy in their mind and nature, they
should not be urged by Church rules (such as the
Corinthians proposed) to marry. But, when he wrote
to Timothy or Titus about the practical work of governing a Church, it was unnecessary to speak of those personages who lay outside the range of ordinary government.
We see thus the essential identity of the teaching on this
subject of St. Paul in all his Epistles, in spite of apparent
differences, due to his emphasizing most the part that was
most needed for his immediate purpose. In one respect
only there is any development or change, and that is in the
principle that those who are to engage in the practical or
administrative work of the congregation, male or female,
as bishops (i.e. presbyters), deacons, or" widows," ought to
be married, but should not be a second time married. But,
while this does differ from the views expressed in 1 Corinthians vii., the development is an easy one. The experience
of married life is regarded as an aid in the practical working
of Christian society. But there is nothing to show that
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Paul ever came to regard it as an aid to the prophet, or the
teacher, or the speaker with tongues in the congregation.
On the contrary, there is every appearance that in those
callings, which may more truly be described as "the divine
life," the teaching of 1 Corinthians vii. continued till the
end of his life.
In vii. 17 Paul asserts the identity of his teaching in all
his Churches. The assertion applies, in the first place, only
to the principle that every one should accept the lot in
which he is placed-the principle which he could never
utter too strongly. Here he devotes 17-24 to a very full
and emphatic statement of it. But, in a secondary sense,
it applies to his whole teaching. Rightly understood, it
was the same everywhere. Acts xiv. 23 and xvi. 4 are to
be applied to all his later Churches.

XXVI.

APoLoGIA PRO VrTA SuA.

Before passing from this subject I may refer again to one
point in regard to which further thought has changed my
view. The view was stated above in § XXIII. (May, p.
383 f.), that, while very little of the supposed evidence
really bore on the point, the Corinthians would hardly
have ventured to suggest to Paul that all Christians should
marry, if he himself had never been married. This view
seems to me now to be a mistake, and this chapter appears
hardly quite fully intelligible except on the supposition that
Paul had never been married. If I now alter the view
formerly expressed with hesitation (seep. 384), it is evident
that at least I had no prejudice in favour of the view which
is now stated here.
It is not that I think the interpretation of vii. 7 which is
given on page 384 is incorrect or doubtful. It still seems
necessary. Also the interpretation of vii. 8 as referring
to " unmarried " persons in general (not restricted to
"widowers," as many think) still appears to me to furnish
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no argument bearing on this question. It is true that the
advice given them to "abide even as I" cannot be taken
as exactly parallel to " were even as I myself " in the
previous verse. In vii. 7 St. Paul speaks of permanent
personal nature and character; but in v. 8 the word
" abide " shows this to be impossible. When the unmarried are advised to "abide even as I," the alternative
is clearly implied that they might, if they chose, cease to
abide so and change their condition. Hence the idea in
Paul's mind is a changeable fact, not a permanent and
unalterable quality of nature. The meaning must therefore be, " I say to the unmarried and to widows, it is a way
of life worthy of all respect to remain without a consort
(as I myself do)." But that affords no distinct criterion
for deciding the question: Paul could equally well say that
whether he were celibate or widower.
The decisive consideration seems to be in two arguments.
The first is founded on ix. 5, where Paul claims that he
has as full a right to be accompanied by a wife when he
goes round his Churches as the rest of the Apostles. If he
had been a widower, his words would imply that he is
maintaining his right to marry a second wife, but it seems
more in keeping with his character. that, in that case, he
should have given a different form to his retort. It is a
reasonable retort to say, "I have every right to marry,
and take about a wife with me, like the other Apostles,"
while the readers know from chap. vii. what were his
reasons for remaining unmarried. But it seems a somewhat tasteless and unsuitable retort, if his wife was dead,
to say, "I have every right to marry a second wife."
But, if this be too subjective or hypercritical, the next
argument seems much stronger.
The second consideration lies in the relation of chap. ix.
to the preceding. The strength with which Paul there
asserts his rights as against the other Apostles seems
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hardly explicable, unless it were called forth by something
in the Corinthians' letter which he felt to be a slight. The
reference to his own example in viii. 13 leads on
naturally to the assertion of his right to be a model to
them ; but it does .not explain the tone of the assertion,
which is distinctly that of defence against attack or disrespect. Now there is not the slightest appearance either
in viii. or in x. 23-33 that the remarks or questions of
the Corinthians about meats contained anything which
cou!d be so construed. Paul answers in such a way as to
show that their questions were sensible, well-conceived,
and practical; while his reply is entirely in the line of
explanation and defence of the teaching of the Apostles
generally on the subject, 1 not of difference from them in
any respect. Yet he goes off immediately afterwards into
a vindication of his rights over against the other Apostles.
That becomes explicable only when we bear in mind that
in their questions about marriage the Corinthians, tacitly
or explicitly, had contrasted St. Paul's conduct with tliat
of the other Apostles, and had indicated their view that the
other Apostles had taken the course which Christians ought
to follow. ix. 1 resumes the topic of vii. (see p. 293).
Now, though to our modern ways of thinking, such a
difference of opinion may seem too unimportant to rouse
any feeling on either side, yet, if we judge by what is the
best modern representative of the old J ewisb opinion
on the subject, viz., Mohammedan and especially Arab
opinion, we shall find that Paul must always have been
sensitive on this subject. Lane, in the passage referred to
above, p. 296, mentions that his neighbours in one quarter
of Cairo would not permit him to live there because he bad
no wife with him; and that in another quarter, where the
people were less strict, they were constantly urging him to
make himself respectable by marrying; and the advice was
1

see Section·xxvrn.
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not jocular, but given in all seriousness. Mr. Abrahams, in
his Jewish Life in the Middle Age.~ 1 speaks very strongly of
Jewish ideas on this subject (though his words refer to a
later time, yet they are not untrue of earlier times) : the
rabbi was expected and even compelled to marry, and
hence his "home became at once the centre of a bright,
cultured circle, and the model which other homes imitated."
So strong must this compelling force have been in
St. Paul's time that some modern scholars have even
maintained that he must necessarily have been married.
That is not justifiable, however, for his point of view was
not wholly unknown in Jewish circles. As my friend,
Prof. Paterson, pointed out to me,:l "Rabbi Asai took no
wife: my soul, said he, cleaves to the Law, let others see to
the upbuilding of the world."
Moreover, it is evident that Paul was often accused by
his Jewish opponents of being a Sadducee, or no better
than a Sadducee. Hence, when he was brought before the
Sanhedrin in Jerusalem, his first words were directed to
disprove that charge. "I am a Pharisee, and the son of
a Pharisee." 3 Now, celibacy was a Roman practice, and
the unmarried Jew exposed himself to the charge of imitating Roman manners like a Sadducee. 4 In that age the
charge was annoying and even serious.
In the circumstances one can understand why Paul was
touched on a sore point by the Corinthian question,
whether it would not be advisable that all Christians should
be married like the Apostles and the Jews generally. Incidentally it may be added that one desiderates in Prof.
See pp. 91, 131.
He quotes the words (from Weber, Jud. Theol., p. 30) in Hastings' Diet.
Bib., art. ''Marriage," iii. p. 266.
3
Acts xxiii. 3; compare Philippians iii. 6.
4
On the charge of Sadduceeism brought against Paul there is much to say
which needs a paper to itself.
t
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Findlay's reconstruction of that part of the Corinthian
letter to St. Paul some clearer expression contrasting
him with the other Apostles.
If Paul chose celibacy, he must have done so while still
a Jew, and there can hardly be any doubt that he chose
from similar motives to Rabbi Asai. Much of chap. vii.
reads like an expansion and wider application of the
Rabbi's principle, especially vv. 29-34, where the obvious
meaning is that marriage prevents the concentration of
one's whole powers on "the divine life" and the things of
the Lord. St. Paul, like Rabbi Asai, had resolved, even
before he became a Christian, to devote himself to the
work of God ; and his conversion merely changed the
direction of his activity and his conception of God's
demands, but was not the first cause of his devotion. He
believed, while he was persecuting the Christians, that he
was as entirely concentrated on God's work a.s afterwards,
when he had become a Christian.
And now, in writing to the Corinthians, he makes in
chap. vii. his defence of his original choice. His defence
throws a new light on his pre-Christian life, showing him
"cleaving to the Law," and renouncing the ordinary life of
society for his own conception of the divine life. This is
a subject on which much remains to be said, but which is
out of place here.

W. M.

RAMSAY.

"UNTO THE GREEKS FOOLISHNESS."
A STUDY IN EARLY APOLOGETIC.

Christianity made its appearance, it was an age of
scepticism and superstition often strangely mingled. Rome
was the mistress of the world, and the ancient polytheism
remained the official religion of the Empire. It still had its
priests and temples, but it was the jest and scorn of reason-

WHEN
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to know for certain that neither need we be the least
afraid of that.
RAYNER WINTERBOTHAM.

HISTORICAL COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLES
TO THE CORINTHIANS.
XXVII.

THE CoRINTHIAN PHILosoPHERS.

THE questions put by the Corinthians to St. Paul were
suggested to them by the pressing calls and difficulties of
their present situation-a scanty, needy group, almost submerged in the surrounding ocean of Paganism, k_eeping their
heads above it only with difficulty, and with a constant
tendency to sink again beneath the surface.
The Christians in Corinth had just risen out of the dead
level of Paganism. The first effort had carried them clear
above the surface; but reaction was inevitable, and with it
many of them were in danger of sinking back again-·probably some actually did sink.
We all know how difficult it is to sustain one's self permanently above the moral level of society, and with what
force surrounding society continually presses us into itself.
But if we feel this when we are trained up from infancy
amidst influences and exhortations reminding us that it is
our duty to try to rise above the level of society, how much
more must the Corinthians have felt it when this idea of
moral elevation had been presented new to them after they
were grown to mature age, and still more after the voice of
their first teacher was withdrawn from them and they were
left to struggle alone !
Again, we have grown up amid an atmosphere and spirit
in society and in education which Christianity has created.
Even those who now strenuously resist Christianity cannot, if they would, free themselves from what it has planted
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in them and fashioned around them; in fact, they do not
wish to free themselves, for they have never realized that
they owe to Christianity much of what they most value in
themselves, ·and, especially, that they owe to it the spirit
which leads them to regard religion from the moral point of
view and to probe and test it as a moral influence.
But those converts from Paganism were suddenly brought
into contact with this Christian spirit as a novelty. Nothing in their past experience had prepared them for it.
They were beginning to attempt to live a life which had to
rest upon a totally new and strange basis of thought and
ideas and philosophy. The need for some such basis was
forced even on the least thoughtful among them. In the
present time many of us contrive to pass through life without thinking much about the philosophy on which our life
and conduct rest ; but that is due to the fact that, in our
early training, and amid the pressure of society and education and home influences, some such philosophic basis has
been made part of our nature by so insensible a process that
many of us never become conscious that we are practical
philosophers: we solve the philosophic problem by walking
where we have been taught to walk, and never know that
we have been solving it.
But it was different in Corinth, where the incongruity
between their old mental equipment and the conduct which
they were now aiming at was constantly forced upon the
new converts. They must think : they must try to frame
some scheme to co-ordinate their life : they must try in a
groping, blind, tentative way to make a new philosophy
:fitted to their new life. Yet their old ideas and ways of
thinking could not be easily got rid of, and were constantly
liable to cause them perplexity when they tried to reason
about life and conduct. In many practical questionswhere we will unconsciously and unintelligently choose the
right way because we do what our mothers taught us from
TOL. II,
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infancy-the new converts, if they acted unconsciously and
unintelligently, doing what they had learned from infancy,
would choose the wrong way ; and the only method by
which they could enter on the right way was by conscious,
deliberate choice. It is always easy to err: it was doubly
easy for the Corinthians to err, when they were trying to
reason about the right course in many of the situations in
which they might daily be placed. Yet they must reason
and weigh arguments about matters which afterwards were
gradually settled by the experience and errors of generations.
They were beginning to put together in practice the first
planks of the platform on which Christian society should
rest, or rather to try how much _of the existing pagan platform could be used and how much must be destroyed
before a Christian society became possible.
Slowly a new fabric was built up. Names, forms of
politeness, social customs, methods of address, and so on, in
time became settled in Christian forms, partly inherited
with little or no change from pagan society, partly remade
in substitution for rejected parts of the old. pagan fabric.
The older forms had been leavened deeply with Paganism,
and the question was continually forcing itself on every
Christian's attention, how far might he use forms that had
some pagan association without thereby expressing veneration for pagan deities and ideas ?-at what point must he
draw the line and cease to use those forms and ideas? The
answer was often most perplexing.
For example, take the mere question of names. Was it
permissible for Christians to bear names connected with
heathen gods ? If a Christian answered to the name
Demetrios, Dionysodoros, Menopbantos, did he thereby
profess respect for Demeter, Dionysos, or Men? The
answer here was comparatively easy, and yet it was not
uniform. It was not necessary to proscribe such names.
Yet many of them passed-some quickly, some slowly-out
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of Christian use, while some acquired new associations :
Dionysios and Demetrios ceased to suggest the pagan gods,
and only reminded Christians of the saints so named. 1\'Iany
new and purely Christian names were introduced, e.g.
Anastasios, Agape, Renatus, Kyriakos, etc. ; others, which
were rare or not extremely common among the pagans,
such as Elpis, Eirene, Sozomenos and Sozomene, became
fashionable among the Christians. 1
But that is one of the simplest questions that were daily
presented to the Corinthians for decision. Amid these difficulties they would long for the presence of an authorized
teacher; and we can well understand that they mentioned
in their letter to Paul how much, after his departure, they
appreciated Apollos's work among them, and how they
were eager for his return to them (xvi. 12).
Prof. l!'indlay has well expressed in his restoration of
their letter the feeling of the Oorinthians on this subject; 2
and he has rightly apprehended the bearing of Acts xviii.
27 f. on the situation in Corinth. Apollos's work in Corinth
"helped them much which had believed." As usual,
Luke's history placards before us, as it were in big letters, 3
the one most critical fact : Apollos came in rather to help
1 See Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, ii. p. 491 ff.
Agape may yet be discovered in a pagan inscription, as Sozomene has been at Blaundos, see
Buresch, Aus Lydien, p. 120.
2 "Apollos
• • • rendered us welcome and fruitful service after thy
departure • • • Happily at thy request he will come again to Corinth and
resume his work among us : this we earnestly desire and entreat."-EXPOSIToR,
June, p. 403.
3
As Mr. C. F. Andrews, Pembroke College, Cambridge, points out, Gal. iii. 1
and vi. 11 show the same thought burning in Paul's mind and guiding his expression. F!Jrmerly he had "placarded" Christ before their eyes. Now he
takes the pen, at the end of the letter, to placard before them in "big striking
letters" the main thoughts of the preceding chapters. In a sense he was not
above " advertising" his Gospel : he chooses that word to express his method :
7rprryp&.pw is literally to advertise, 7rpo-ypa<f>~ an advertisement, and they are
used,:e.g., of advertising a sale, a meeting, the business of a public assembly, etc.,
and in ancient times advertisement by multiplication of small copies was not
possible, only by announcements posted in a prominent place where they would
be readily seen by many people.
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the existing converts in their need than to make new
converts.
We need not therefore wonder that the Corinthians
philosophized, and suggested to St. Paul plans for regenerating society. They were bound to do so. Nor need we
wonder if they were just a little too well pleased with their
own plans. The young philosopher is generally pleased
with his new scheme of life; and the young reformer is
generally confident that he is on the point of restoring
purity, and with it happiness, to mankind. Still less
should we sneer at the mistakes that they made, even the
backslidings and crimes that they did not succeed in avoiding, as if these showed that their new religion had failed to
affect them. The greatest miracle in history is the way in
which the lofty simplicity of Christianity entered the heart of
such a world as that of Corinth in spite of the deadening
power of society and education ; those who most study contemporary life in the Grroco-Roman world will most wonder
at the miracle.

XXVIII.

MEAT OF SACRIFICED ANIMALS.

One of the difficulties constantly besetting the new
converts in a city like Corinth was whether they ought
to eat the flesh of animals that had been offered in sacrifice
to a pagan deity. The ordinary sacrifice among the Greeks
was not burned : only the uneatable parts of the animal
were given to the gods, while the useful meat was eaten.
Much of the flesh that was set on the table in private
houses, or that was exposed for sale in the market, had
been cut from the sacrificial victims. Had it thereby
become polluted? Could the person who ate it be considered to be assisting, as a sort of accessory after the
fact, in sacrificing to an idol ?
The Apostolic Decree, Acts xv. 29, had ordered the
converts in the province of Syria-Cilicia to abstain from
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such meat; and Paul himself had impressed this duty also
on his Galatian Churches, Acts xvi. 4. Considering how
emphatically he speaks in this Epistle of the uniformity of
his teaching in all the Churches/ one can hardly avoid
the conclusion that he had delivered also to the Corinthian
Church " the Decrees for to keep."
But when this order came to be carried out, it involved
many difficulties. Was the Christian bound to enquire
carefully and find out whether every piece of meat offered
for sale in a shop was sacrificial? If he omitted to ask,
and bought and ate such meat, had he been guilty of sin ?
If he asked, and received false information, which led him
to eat such meat, was he guilty of sin ? It he were
eating in the house of a non-Christian friend or relative,
was he bound to ask about the previous history of every
dish on the table, outraging all courtesy thereby, and
often putting questions which the host would be really
unable to answer? Such practical difficulties would meet
the Corinthian Christians frequently, unless they went out
of the world, and lived entirely separate from surrounding
society, thereby losing all opportunity of influencing their
neighbours.
Evidently the Corinthians put these and similar difficulties before Paul, and indicated their answer. They
could not accept the Apostolic Decree as right in this
point. It was contrary to the knowledge, the discernment of moral truth (ryvwtT£>), which they felt in their own
heart and conscience. 2 They all perceived with inevitable
and overpowering certainty that an idol was naught. How
1

vii. 17.
I regret to see Prof. Findlay, in his new edition of 1 Corinthians, rejects
the translation of viii. 2, "we know that we all have knowledge," as tautologous, and renders '' we know, because we all have knowledge." The tautology
lies only in the wrong use of one English term, know and knowledge, to translate two very distinct Greek terms, oioa. and "(vwrns. The meaning really is,
" we know that we all possess the power of discerning truth." See Evans.
2
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could a piece of meat become unclean through the influence
of that which was naught. The idol had neither existence
nor power, and could not affect the meat. It would therefore be absurd and irrational to act as if the idol could
harm the meat. Nay, it would even be wrong so to act,
for it would be a practical teaching of the false doctrine,
that these false gods possess real existence and power
whereas we know that no idol is anything in the world,
and that there is no God but one.
In answer Paul, of course, did not quote the Apostolic
Decree. They knew it, and their knowledge had only led
them to controvert its orders. In fact the Decree formed
the text of the present discussion.
Moreover, it would be worse than useless to refer those
young philosophers-bent on thinking for themselves and
understanding all things, proud of their own capacity
for discerning moral truth-to a formal Decree. They
must feel the truth spring from their own mind, not have
it given to them by external authority.
And so Paul proceeds to expound the philosophic basis
on which that prohibition in the Apostolic Decree rested.
The Christian society must be built up upon mutual
sympathy and courtesy. The brother must not merely
be courteous to his pagan host. He must also be courteous
to his hesitating, doubtful, scrupulous, not very strong or
discerning Christian brother. This true courtesy comes
only through sympathy and love. The pure intellectual
discernment of trt~th might only make them self-confident
and unsympathetic towards their brethren.
After the preceding remarks were in print I observed how
admirably Professor Knowling has expressed the same
thought in his recent edition of Acts : 1 " St. Paul's language in 1 Oorinthians viii. 1-13, x. 14-22, Roman8 xiv.,
may fairly be said to possess the spirit of the Decree, and to
1

Expositor's Greek Testament, ii. p. 336.
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mark the discriminating wisdom of one eager to lead his
disciples behind the rule to the principle."
Formerly, the Apostolic Decree seemed to me a compromise; 1 and, from a certain point of view, it may be
called a compromise; but that point of view is external
and unintelligent. 'l'he Decree was really the brief practical expression of the sympathetic fellow-feeling which
ought to bind together the two elements in the Christian
Church, Gentile and Jew; but it stated only the result,
and St. Paul now explains to the Corinthians the moral
grounds on which it was based.
I might here reproduce almost entirely the excellent
paper of Prof. W. Lock on this chapter (EXPOSITOR, July,
1897, p. 66 .ff.) ; but it is the shorter way to ask the reader
to turn to those pages. Only on one serious point might a
modification be desired in his exposition. He says that
" the reason why St. Paul does not quote the Decree" is
that "the circumstances had changed." I think we have
seen a more satisfactory reason : the Decree is not quoted,
because it is the topic under discussion. It is exactly as in
the Epistle to the Galatians. Scholars have argued that,
since the Apostolic Council and Decree are not mentioned
elsewhere in that Epistle, they must be meant in ii. 1-10.
But they are not mentioned, because they are the main
topic of controversy : they are burning in the minds of all
parties, and hence they are not formally appealed to.
XXIX. OFFICIALS IN THE CoRINTHIAN CHURCH.
In view of the situation described in § XXVII. the provision of permanent officers and guides among the Corinthians was also urgently necessary. In Acts nothing is
recorded of any such provision as regards Corinth. But it
has been pointed out 2 that when the author of Acts mentions the institution of officials by Paul in his :first Churches,
1

St. Paul the Traveller, p. 172.

2

Ibid., p. 121 f.
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and when the existence of officials is elsewhere implied in
many of the later Churches, Ephesus, Philippi, Thessalonica, though their appointment is not mentioned in Acts,
all who appreciate the methodical expression of Luke must
infer that the first case is intended to be typical of the
appointments made in all later cases. Paul directed that
officials should be appointed in every Church, and prescribed a method which involved voting of the congregation
under the direction and presidence of some apostolic representative, who had considerable powers to instruct the
body of voters as to method and probably to reject unsuitable names. See Titus i. 5-7, 1 Tim. iii.
Some scholars, indeed, consider that the absence of any
reference to Prcsbyteroi in this Epistle is a sufficient proof
that none were instituted in Corinth. The silence is, perhaps, a sufficient proof that the institution had in Corinth
failed in its purpose; and the ill-success may be traced in
such passages as xi. 21, xiv. 26 ff. ; but it cannot prove that
no officers had been appointed, in view of two passages.
(1) In ix. 28 "helpings, governings," must be taken as
an expression equivalent to "officers to help the poor, and
direct the business of the congregation," and it is clear
that all the kinds of personages there enumerated, from
"Apostles" to "tongues," were known in the Corinthian
Church. There were therefore in that Church officers
charged with certain administrative duties.
(2) In ix. 12 it is clearly implied that there were persons
receiving salaries or maintenance from the Church in
Corinth ;1 and Paul claims an equal right to receive
maintenance: "if others partake of this right over you,
do not we yet more? " It seems impossible to suppose
1 This is fully conceded by Prof. Findlay, in his recent edition of 1 Corinthians in the Expositor's Greek Testament, ii. p. 849; and he is one of the
scholars who maintain most positively that Paul had refrained from appointing
·
any office~ at Corinth (pp. 732, 950). .
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that the right was conceded to unauthorized and merely
volunteer teachers and speakers. The right of maintenance
by the Church involves formal recognition and appointment
of those persons by the Church.
The inference from those passages is plain. There were
in the Corinthian Church paid officials charged with administrative duties. These can hardly have been chosen
except from among the seniors and men of experience ;
but the name Presbyteroi, "elders," does not seem to have
been applied to them in Corinth. Titles were, at first,
determined in the Church more by loGal usage and language than by a formal and universal rule. Now the word
presbyteroi, as a title, was not much used in Greece, but it
was common in Asia Minor.
The inscriptions are clear on that point. Presbyteroi are
mentioned in many parts of Asia Minor as members of a
body possessed of a high social standing and something
of an official character. That body was commonly
called the Gerousia, but its members were spoken
of at Chios, Cos, Iasos, Ephesus, Smyrna, Philadelphia,
Magnesia. ad MaJandrum, and many other places, as the
Presbyteroi ; in Eumeneia and Hieropolis as the Geraioi, 1
and the entire body was occasionally mentioned as the
Synedrion or Systema of the Presbyteroi. Thus the Christians of that country were accustomed to regard the name
Presbyteros as a noun, implying something of rank, standing,
age, and even official position; and it was readily applied to
the body of persons selected as Elders, experienced and trusty,
to manage the business of the congregation. But in Greece
proper and in Macedonia the word presbyteros was hardly
1
See the following note. There has been much dispute as to the character of
the Gerousia in cities of Asia Minor; it varied to some extent, in some places
having more of an official character, in others being more purely social; see
Levy, in Revue des Et. Gr., 1895, p. 231 ff.; Kiihn, Stadteverw. in1 rom. Kaiserr.,
565; Hogarth in Journal of Philology, xix. 70 ff.; Ramsay, Cities and Bish.
of Phr., i. p. 111.
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used except as an adjective, "older," and conveyed none of
the meaning that people in Asia Minor associated with it
as a noun. 1
A parallel variation is seen in early Christian usage.
Clement ad Oor. 1 and 21 distinguishes Presbyteroi as
" elderly men " from the officials Hegoumenoi, in Corinth,
and from Proegoumenoi in Rome. In Thessalonica Paul
mentions the Pro"istamenoi, in Philippi the Episkopoi. In
the cities of Lycaonia and Eastern Phrygia (i.e. South
Galatia), Luke mentions Presbyteroi, as he does also in
Jerusalem. In E.phesus the names Episkopoi and Presbyteroi are both used. 2 Prostamenos is used in'a Phrygian
early Christian inscription (of the fourth century, probably) ;
and_the term Geraioi was perhaps used in Eumeneia, Proedroi
in Hierapolis. 3 Thus even in districts where the term Presbyteros was known it was not uncommon for persons who
paid some attention to style and accuracy of Greek to use
a more correct Greek word. Presbyteros as a title was felt
to be a little slangy, and was tabooed by purists.
The most correct Greek usage evidently was a participle,
such as Hegoumenoi or Pro'istamenoi, " the leading men,"
1 The relation of the Christian usage of p1·esby teras to local expression has
not escaped Prof. Deissmann, who treats it at some length in his Bibelstudien, p. 153 f., and Neue Bibelstudien, p. 61 f. He points out that official
Presbyteroi are often mentioned in Egypt and in Asia Minor. One desiderates
in his remarks (as often throughout his admirable and suggestive studies) a
livelier sense of the quality of Greek expression, and a perception of the fact
that persons who wrote and spoke Greek of a higher and more cultured style
would avoid the term. He also points out, what I have omitted above, that
the term proi!goumenos was applied to the president of the presbyteroi or geraioi
in some parts of Asia Minor.
2 See Acts xx. 17, 28, confirmed by 1 Tim. iii.17.
There can be no reasonable doubt that Timothy was addressed as being in a kind of charge over the
Asian Churches.
s See Cities and B ish. of Phrygia, ii. pp. 520, 5!8. Geraios in Eumeneia has
as yet been found only in Christian inscriptions, but may possibly denote only
the members of the city Gerousia. The inscription of Hierapolis mentioning
the Proedria still seems to me Jewish-Christian; but I was wrong in making
the Porphyrabaphoi a Christian guild. They were a Jewish society, and hence
Christianity had a strong footing among them.
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"the prominent ones." Luke never uses these words, but
only Presbyteroi, 1 for he employed the popular language of
Asia Minor and the .mgean coasts, and elsewhere his tendency to a less polished tone in matters of name and title
than Paul has been pointed out. 2
Thus we find everywhere in the Pauline Churches officials
of the same general type, but not always called by the same
title. They were chosen and paid by the Church.
It is therefore highly probable that there were in Corinth
such officials, called afterwards, apparently, Hegoumenoi. 3
Paul himself mentions them only under the very general
and abstract title "governings," probably because the title
was not as yet fixed, and usage varied so widely.
Yet there is nowhere even the faintest sign in Paul's
reply that the Corinthians had referred to them in their
letter. This is all the more remarkable inasmuch as a
different class of persons were prominently mentioned in
that letter, viz., the volunteer speakers in the assembly,
the prophets and speakers with tongues, who rose as the
Spirit prompted them.
In his reconstruction Prof. Findlay brings out well
that the ·Corinthians laid much stress on the services and
the .work of those volunteers in their Church, and that they
congratulated themselves much on the forwardness and
zeal shown by so many of their members in guiding and
instructing the congregation, so that the " difficulty is to
1

In Acts xv. 22 Ilegoumenoi occurs, but it is evidently merely quoted.
St. Paul the Tmv., p. 267 f.
Clement, Ep. ad Cor. 1 uses the term about the Corinthian officers (while
he mentions Presbyteroi only as elderly and reverend men), and the name
was also used at Jerusalem, Acts xv. 22. The term used in the Roman
Church was Proiigoumenoi (Clement 21, and Hermas,. Vis. 2, 2; 3, 9: for
Hegoumenoi in Clement 37 refers to imperial government officials). It is
therefore quite marvellous that the occurrence of Hegoumenoi in Hebrews
should be appealed to by Harnack and others as a proof that that Epistle was
addressed, not to Jerusalem, but to Rome. So far as it proves anything, it
proves the very opposite.
2
3
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find a hearing for all whom the Spirit prompts (xiv. 26 ff.)"
It is all very nai:ve, very interesting, so characteristic of
a young community, and, above all, of a community consisting mainly of Greeks, who are never eager to obey the
constituted authority, but always forward to govern themselves and to direct their neighbours.
But, certainly, the silence of Paul about the influence of
those officials in Corinth is noteworthy. He nowhere bids
the Corinthians obey them; yet it is plain that one of the
most serious faults which Paul saw among the Corinthians
was insubordination, and that there was hardly any advice
which they stood more in need of than " obey them that
are in authority among you." Must we not infer that the
existing officials in Corinth had been unsuccessful, that they
had given way to the same faults as the congregation generally, that they were in some degree responsible for fomenting the spirit of argument and criticism and partisanship,
which was such a dangerous factor in Corinthian life, that
it was they who had condoned the conduct of the worst
offender ? It was hardly possible simply to advise the
Corinthians to obey their Hegowmenoi. But a guarded
counsel is given in the concluding paragraph, when Paul
gathers up in brief the most urgent teaching of the Epistle,
and beseeches the Corinthians to "be in subjection unto
such " as Stephanas and his household, who " have set
themselves to minister to the saints"; and further, to be
in subjection " to every one that helpeth in the work and
laboureth." Those who do the work should have the
obedience of the congregation : which, doubtless, implies
that there are some who have failed to do the work.
The question which has sometimes been put, if Presbyteroi
were purely administrative officials, or if they took part in
teaching and preaching, would have seemed meaningless
and absurd to the Christians of that time. The idea that
there could be persons eminent in the congregation who
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did not teach was inconceivable then. Stephen and Philip
were among the seven appointed " to serve tables" ; but
their conspicuous position gave them only greater advantage
to "help in the work and labour."
W. M. RAMSAY.

THE PERIL AND THE COMFORT OF EXPOSURE.
(MARK

4 22 =LUKE 8 17 ;

MATTHEw

10 2 ';

LuKE

12

2

.)

THE difference between the two forms of this sententious
aphorism points to a difference in the channels by which it
has reached the synoptic narratives. One form is obviously
briefer, even abrupt in its pregnant statement :
otJ yap lrrr{ Kpv1TTov
£&v p..~ Zva cpav£pw0fr
otJB£ l.yl.v£ro &:~r6Kpvcpov
&..\A' Zva ~AOv El> cpav£p6v (Mark 4

2 2).

Here we have probably the closest reproduction of the
original Logion as it existed in the Petrine memoirs which
underlie Mark's gospel and, in that or another shape, are
one source • for the first three gospels. Luke also has
preserved the saying in this, its original connection, 1 as one
of a series of counsels which he represents as having been
addressed to the disciples by Jesus after the parable of the
sower and the seeds. But he has omitted the ?va of purpose, introduced his favourite periphrasis with ryivop.at, and
slightly expanded, in his usual manner, the closing words of
the primitive sentence:
otJ yap l.rrrt Kpv1TT6v
8 ov cpav£p/w y£v~rr£rat ·
otJBe &.m5Kpvcpov
8 otJ p..~ yvwrrOfi Kat d> cpav£pov Z>..Oy.

(Luke 817).

The same idea has been embodied in a slightly different
1 Luke omits Mark 4 2s, and generally preserves a smoother argument. Cf. J.

Weiss, in Studien und Kritiken (1891), pp. 310 f.
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form, which is in all likelihood due to the Logia. In
Matthew and Luke this form is practically identical from
the linguistic point of view : the main difference lies in the
setting assigned to it in the course of the narrative.
MATT._l0 26 •
olJo(v yap la'TL K£KaAVJLJL,VOV

3

olJK ti7rOKaAVcj>fJ~O'£TaL'

Kal KpV7rr6v

8 oll

yvw0'0~0'£Tat,

LuKE 12
olJo(v

Of

8 ol!K

2

•

o-vyK£KaAVJLJL,VOV JCTTtV
&.7roKaAvcp0~0'£TaL'

I
Kat' KpV7rTOV

8

oll yvw0'0~0'£Tat.

These minor variations do not affect the common thought
of all the four passages. The point which Jesus is pressing
in these instructions to his adherents is the law of Exposure. His principle is that concealment in religion is
provisional, not final; that any sort of reserve, however
necessary it may be, must prove temporary; that selfexpression is the ultimate phase of life. There is no hope,
and there need be no fear, that things will be entirely
hushed away and covered up. People either dread this
law of utterance in the life they see lived around them and
within themselves, or else they despair of it ever prevailing.
According to their mood, exposure seems a doom or a
reward. But in either aspect, according to this synoptic
Logion, it is sure. Character comes to show itself. Truth
is meant for exhibition, as light for illumination. " The
universe," as Emerson once put it, " protects itself by
pitiless publicity . . . the whole economy of nature is
bent on expression." In fact, it is an ethical conviction
which has always been thought worthy of repeated emphasis, that the tendency, conscious or unconscious, voluntary or involuntary, of men and things is for them to come
to the surface. Motives may be misunderstood or concealed for a time, and aims dissembled or obscure; but
exposure prevails in the long run, whether exposure is a
matter for congratulation or for dread. InJhe older phrase
of Menander, &rye£ 7rpo'> cpw'> r~v &:;..,1}8etav x.povM.
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The law of self-disclosure, then, applied as a threat or as
an encouragement, seems to have been rather a favourite
topic in the teaching of Jesus. On three separate occasions
he is reported to have used it, once in private to his disciples (Mark 4 22 =Luke 8 17), once at a later period in his
charge and commission to the twelve (Matt. 10 26), and,
finally, in a speech to his disciples before a vast crowd (Luke
12 2). In each case the saying has a special nuance. It is an
apt word for the situation, semi-proverbial and intelligible;
and there is no reason apriori why Jesus should not have
repeated a sentence like this more than once, presenting
the idea in one aspect after another. He must have
frequently had occasion, as he travelled and taught, to
reiterate such a maxim [in various localities and under
different circumstances. It was not a case of once said, said
for ever. The more characteristic and luminous, indeed,
the idea, the greater would be the likelihood of its recurrence. It would be employed for different purposes, and
modified more or less, as it came to be adapted to varied
audiences. Such a procedure 1 would be entirely natural, and
in keeping with the character of Jesus' ministry and situation; nor is there any reason to dispute its reality. But
even when this is granted, the question remains, How far do
the reduplicated sayings in the gospels reflect this procedure ?
In the present instance, at any rate, they seem to give only
a partial reflection. Certainly in the third occurrence
(Luke 12 2), and probably in the second (Matt. 10 26 ), one
can feel the editorial faculty of the evangelists, who freely
transpose and rearrange their materials, placing old sayings
in new connections and exhibiting a given idea or narrative
of Jesus in fresh applications. The general comparative
criticism of the synoptic tradition vindicates literary manipulation as quite a legitimate hypothesis in the attempt to
1 Mr. T. G. Selby has some sensible remarks on this point in The Ministry oJ
the Lord Jesus (1896), pp. 14-17.
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account for the second and third instances of this saying.
The setting and circumstances of Mark 4 22 (=Luke 8 17) are
intrinsically probable. They bear the stamp of an original
situation. Time, place, and purpose are all homogeneous.
The later (Matt. 10 26 , Luke 12 2) occurrences, however, do
not afford anything like the same measure of historical certainty. Yet even they possess admirable appropriateness,
when viewed from the standpoint of the conception which
the authors held of Jesus and his life. Each has a definite
place and right of its own, and all three together can be
woven into a consistent description of the mind and
methods of Jesus, as these were present to the later consciousness of the apostolic age.
(a) In its earliest occurrence, chronologically, the saying
is a pendant to the word upon the lamp and the lampstand: "Is the lamp brought" (J.t;i]T£, expecting a negative
answer) " to be put under the bushel, or under the bed,
and not to be put upon the stand? For "-Jesus proceeds,
passing from illustration to principleThere is nothing hid,
Except to be manifested ;
Nor was anything made secret,
But that it should come to light.
(Mark 4

21

2

~).

Luke (8 16- 17 ) preserves the same order of the sayings, though
in his version they become slightly flattened and expanded.
In both gospels the inner connection of the words may be
either " the lamp is meant to take its proper and conspicuous place : so faith has to avow itself in order to discharge its real functions" ; or, "the lamp is intended to
illuminate everything within the range of its light : similarly
faith serves to expose and elucidate matters hitherto concealed." Luke's version points to the former interpretation,
if the phrase 7va a[ elu7Topev6,_,evot fJ'JI.e7Twutv To <f>w~ is to be
pressed. But in either case the sense remains pretty
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much the same. Christ's point is the divine necessity of
frankness. His appeal and encouragement make for openness. In this early address during the Galilean ministry
Jesus was evidently trying to stir among his companions
and adherents (Mark 4 10, ot 7T'€p'l. avTOV CTVV TOL') OWO€/Ca :
Luke has merely an audience of p,a81JTa'i. avTov, 8 9 ) the spirit
and habit of confession. His need was for men who should
take their place modestly but firmly, not afraid to show
what they were and where they stood in relation to God
and the kingdom. Manifestation of this kind, Christ
urged, is a role of faith. For religion comes under the
common government of life; there, as in the ordinary
world, openness is a condition of effectiveness. To diffuse
itself, to make its influence felt, to expand from its own
life, to assume a public, practical attitude-all this constitutes from the outset a natural law for the Christian
spirit. Truth, like light, is given for ends beyond itself.
Through experience, and through a tangible, legible experience, faith is to be spread in widest commonalty ; so
that it is not merely permissible, but healthy, to desire
utterance for one's convictions, or some channel of expression for one's ideas. "It is necessary to me," George
Eliot once wrote to Mr. Sibree, "not simply to be, but
to utter, and I require utterance of my friends."
The original situation made the counsel specially apposite.
Christ's hearers at the moment formed an inner circle. 1
They stood by themselves apart from the larger crowd.
But, as the saying implies, it was not to be imagined that
1 i.e. if the whole passage 4 1o f. hangs together. Certainly vv. 21-22 cohere
(cf. Luke 8 16-17, where the same sayings are grouped), and the connection of the
saying with the preceding parable and its explanation is probably intended to
be significant. (i.) The explanation given to them is not meant entirely for
themselves: it must be passed on to others. (ii.) The inner working of God in
life is bidden, but man's duty is to express it in outer results of helpfulness:
seed must come to grain, light to illumination. (iii.) Christ's method of
making his parable widely intelligible by means of an explanation is an objectlesson: so ought his disciples to make their faith and knowledge clear to all.
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such private and privileged intercourse with himself
formed the be-all and end-all of life. The exclusiveness,
secrecy, and enigmatic character which apparently were
bound up in his present method of teaching, no less than
the limited extent of his activities during the provincial
and obscure Galilean mission (preaching "great verse unto
a little clan"), were necessary indeed, but only for a time.
This element of privacy merely constituted one stage in
his method ; its end was a wide and open disclosure. The
Law of Exposure forbade any parochial and indolent interpretation of the Christian spirit, or any attempt to rest
content with it as the luxury of a coterie.
It also encouraged men who were practically beginners,
tempted to distrust their new powers, requiring to be
made conscious of their capacities and to be warned against
the neglect of them. Exposure in the outside world, as
Christ indicated, answers to the frank assumption of one's
place and responsibilities in the moral sphere. Why
shrink from coming forward? It is absolutely natural,
a thing to be expected, and you can rely upon its practicability. Such a conviction is the best help in rallying
from the false modesty, the hesitancy of inexperience and
the subtler forms of cowardice which beset the threshold
of all enterprise. Christ's word is wise and apt: manifestation, self-expression, is reasonable and inevitable. Grasp
that natural law, and you understand how modesty and
courage can be leagued to win success.
The saying is strongly put. 1 The L'va of purpose and the
1 The brevity of the genuine text corresponds to the abruptness and difficulty
which occasionally characterize the sayings in Mark as compared·with their
form in the later gospels. A list of similarly obscure or harsh expressions is
given in Hawkins' HorOJ SynopticOJ, pp.l06f. From the standpoint of grammar,
the context alone can decide whether the future tense is aoristic or progressive ;
in this case even the data afforded by the context fail to establish either interpretation as unquestionably right. But the tense might conceivably be
regarded as an instance of the gnomic future, denoting a matter that will take
place from time to time (Burton: Moods and Tenses, p. 36).
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aphoristic parallelism, possibly with a double reference to
sight (arroKa)wcj>B~<Tem~) and hearing (drroKpvcpov), contribute
to the emphasis; as Calvin ·pointed out, the words even
have some appearance of being a proverb. -:A rroKpvcpov
(" secret ") is the technical term for esoteric teaching
among the Essenes and the later Gnostics. Here, however,
it might be taken quite as probably in its companion and
informal sense of "precious," after the metaphor of hidden
treasure (Isa. 45 3 LXX.= Matt. 13 44) which is concealed
on account of its value. At any rate, the bearing of the
Logion upon practical Christianity remains unaffected ; the
outcome of a religious faith is to be neither concealed nor
ambiguous in the Christian sphere. The main point nowadays, as Rothe wittily remarked, is to be pious in the
open air ; and that applies to the avowal as well as to the
naturalness of religion, to those who are tempted to be
backward as well as to those whose danger is artificiality.
(b) Some months later, probably during a journey
through the villages in the district of Nazareth, the saying
is repeated (according to Matthew's version)/ followed by
the word upon "the housetop."
For there is nothing covered,
That shall not be revealed ;
And hid,
That shall not be known.
What I tell you in the darkness,
Speak in the light :
And what you hear in the ear,
Proclaim upon the housetops.
(10 2 s.-~7 , K'Jpv~an; a word of authority and frank avowal.)

The situation is reflected in the preceding and the following words, "Fear them (the unnamed opponents of v. 25)
not therefore ,
and be not afraid of them," etc. In
directing the twelve for their mission, Jesus met by anticipation what would in all · likelihood prove their chief
1

Wendt, Lehre Jesu, i. pp. 113 f.
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cause of hesitation, viz., the dread of outside opposition.
Hard resistance would be encountered, probably persecution. But, he is represented to have argued, it is against
nature to suppose that these will avail to finally stifle the
new Spirit of God, or to crush into silence his messengers.
Gradually, by the sheer power of self-disclosure, the gospel
would unfold itself in and through their labours. They
need not have the slightest fear or scruple about engaging in
the active proclamation of the truth, for the private teaching of Christ was meant to secure, as its issue and final expression, public and free avowal ("on the housetop ").
The saying in this form is very naturally interpreted as a
programme of the evangelists' experience within the
apostolic church. It is tempting to regard the whole
passage with most critics as in the main a reflection of the
oldest Palestinian mission, when the good news of Jesus
was carried from house to house with vigour and independence, and the enterprise spread gradually into prominence
(e.g. Acts 8 l-4f.). Many details in the commission suit this
period, as do several of the directions in their extant form. 1
In this event the saying is a direction adopted by the evangelist from the contemporary activities of the apostolic
age. If, on the other hand, the maxim is considered as a
fit counsel for the disciples within the actual lifetime of
1 This is rightly urged by Weizsacker (Apostolic Age, E. Tr., i. pp. 28 f., ii. pp.
48 f.), who traces in Matt. 10, and even in Mark 6 and Luke 9, instructions which
could only have been understood by the disciples in reference to their independent vocation, as that existed for them subsequently to the death of Jesus.
But it is impossible to detect any such change as he imagines in the conception of this Logion upon exposure, under the influence of success and publicity.
The earliest application of the Logion, so far as the records show, does not
mean that the disciples were to work on contentedly in the darkness, confident
that their message would become conspicuous despite the limitations and
narrowness of their career. The original point of the saying is preserved
throughout all its extant uses in the tradition, viz., that secrecy was always
to be regarded as a provisional expedient, and that the disciples were deliberately to work out of it, sure that in doing so they had the Law of Exposure on their side.
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Jesus/ its place might be justified by a sense of his originality and searching insight, as well as by the admirably fit
setting of the word in question. The best comment, at
any rate, upon the words is the apostolic confession : ov
'Dvvap,eOa f}p,e'i~ a e~8ap,ev ICal- ~/Covuap,ev p,~ Aa)l.e'iv (Acts
4 20). And behind this courage lies the sense of urgency
and inevitableness in the proclamation. "It is a great
encouragement," says Matthew Henry, "to those who are
doing Christ's work, that it is a work which shall certainly
be done
Whatever hazards you run, go on with
your work, publishing {Lnd proclaiming the everlasting
gospel to all the world ; that is your business, mind that."
In stating the Christian facts there is no need for men to
employ reserve or ambiguity in order to advance the
interests of their mission. To be open is their destiny :
to be unflinching, their true safety. If there is historical
evidence to show that the early disciples undertook independent missions during the lifetime of their Master upon
so extended and elaborate a scale as is implied in Matthew
10, then the background of a saying like this upon the duty
and success of frank confession is furnished without further ado.
With Chrysostom, one might also read into the words
here the companion and darker side of the law, exposure
being threatened as well as promised. In this case the
1
"Darkness," then, is simply a strong expression for the comparative
privacy and limited range of Christ's teaching (€7retor, JJ.6vo•s avro!s o•eXE-yero Ka!
iv fJ.tKp~ 'Ywvlq. ri)s Ila"Aat<rrlv?)s, o.Ct rovro Ei7rev, " l!v rfi <TKorlq. ": Chrysostom).
A. Reville (Je3us de Nazareth, ii. pp. 128-130) strangely takes the similar passage in Matt. 5 13- 16 as addressed by Jesus to the Jewish people represented by
the surrounding crowd, a call issued by him to his fellow-countrymen to be
worthy of their religious superiority and faithful to their high vocation in the
world. He thinks the original followers of Jesus lacked any such notoriety.
But surely the adherents of Jesus, even during his earthly career, possessed
enough distinctiveness through their belief in him as the agent of the Divine
kingdom and through their own position as heralds of that kingdom. Such a
role must have marked them off, if it was prosecuted with any seriousness;
and the primitive synoptic tradition shows that words like these were really
applicable to the disciples. (Holtzmann: Neutest. Theologie, I. p. 209 f.)
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sense of the passage would be: " Fear not your opponents ;
they have their day indeed, but evil will be shown up before
long. Hypocrisy is futile." This would be quite in the
manner, e.g., of Paul, who refers the exposure of evil to the
actual coming and judgment of the Lord (1 Cor. 4 5 ), and
Bengal finds this application even in the Mark-passage
with its twofold structure. Prior sententia potest de malo,
altera de bono accipi. Id axioma valet de rebus natu,rm ;
de sensibus et actionibus hominum malis et bonis. But this
interpretation introduces too subtle an idea, certainly in
Mark 4 16 f., and probably here; although it must be admitted
that the thought of v. 26 connects itself with the preceding
no less than with the following verse. This under side of
exposure, however, is definitely preserved in
(c) the narrative of a much later experience during the
Perm a circuit (Luke 12 1· 3). Here the saying is used at
once to reassure and to warn the disciples. As the crowds
thronged round him, Jesus " began to tell his disciples
first of all," 1 " Beware of the leaven of the Pharisees
[leaven, a symbol for insidiousness and masked activity],
which is hypocrisy.
"Nothing is covered up, that shall not be revealed:
And hid, that shall not be knowri."

Then follows, as in Matthew 10, the saying upon the
" housetop " (slightly altered) ; this time, however, put not
as a direct imperative, but as the statement of a law. The
principle of exposure, by means of which hypocrisy is to be
1 Primarily, the speech taking a wider range at v. 15 (13).
Such, at any
rate, is the idea upon which the author of the third gospel has compiled the
narrative. But lb-12 probably represent an insertion, taken from the Logia
and introduced in the story of the popular movement (la, 13-21) round Jesus
(so J. Weiss in Meyer ad loc.). It is characteristic of Luke that in editing the
sayings of Jesus which reached him in the Logia, he usually tried to furnish
them with historical introductions, or to set them in a more living context than
they secure in Matthew. Instances in Wernle's Synoptische Frage, pp. 82-83.
8 17 and 12 2 form one of about a dozen doublets in the third gospel : there are
twice the number in Matthew.
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detected, is the very principle by which the gospel is openly
declared.
It is needless to regard this rigorously, with Keim, as "a
Pauline and anti-J ewish application " of the Logion. The
use of it by Jesus at the close of the Galilean mission is
not impossible; for, by this time, the conflict between the
Pharisees and himself had passed into quite an acute and
well-defined form. Antagonism, in fact, is the background
against which the whole passage becomes intelligible, and
the words of the Logion are a warning against the insidious
influence of the Jewish authorities, by which the disciples
might naturally be affected. So read, the terms of v. 3
are an indirect threat. Anything in the nature of concealment is doomed, Jesus argues. It is unnatural; its term
of power is very limited. Keep clear of inr/)f,punr;; : for as
time goes on it will become more difficult than ever to
avert exposure. V. 2 thus states the principle upon which
the previous warning depends for its reasonableness. Even
if the o€ be genuine (and it is omitted by ~~ 81), it is not
adversative but metabatic. It merely connects the following statement with the preceding imperative, and thus
serves to deepen the emphasis.
At the same time the words are undoubtedly thrown
into sharper relief when they are regarded, as the editor
possibly felt they would be regarded by some of his readers,
against the background of the apostolic age 1 with its conflicts
and perils-especially in view of an incident like the famous
dispute at Antioch, where the Jewish Christians, with Peter
and even Barnabas, had been carried away by tJ7T'C)f,punr;; (Gal.
2 13). The moral danger of {nr6"ptutr;; is that convictions
may be suppressed, or a course of action altered out of deference to some powerful interest-in this case the Pharisaic
prejudices of the nationalist party in the church. Conceal1 The change of "What I said to you " (Matt.) into " What you have said"
(Luke) inplies a further stage of activity upon the part of the disciples
among Jewish circles.
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ment of some kind or another is the result. People are
deterred from being straightforward and open by the regard
they are led to pay to the authority and influence of others.
Their better judgment is warped, their own convictions are
rendered ineffective. Hence Jesus is represented in the
third gospel as insisting, not merely on the futility of such
dissimulation, but on the corresponding duty and law of bold
confession. It is practically immaterial whether av8' iJJV be
rendered" wherefore" (so Holtzmann and Blass), or, as is
more probable," because" (cf.1 20, 19 44 , Acts 12 23 ). The
point of the passage is that while activity in the dark, or in
the inner chambers of the house, is necessary, it is merely
a preliminary stage. It leads to open and unchecked
proclamation. Persecution at the hands of the Jews may
drive Christian preaching into house-to-house propaganda
for a while, or into methods of private intercourse (see
Renan's Vie de Jesus, chap. xviii.). But these are not final:
a law of exposure is at work on your behalf, therefore do
not lose heart or hope. You may be tempted to dissemble
or conceal your convictions, to use compromise or to stoop
to false opportunism, under stress of circumstances and the
fear of man ; but that device, again, merely avails for a
time. The Law of Exposure is working against it. Your
message is to be widely _and bravely uttered; so to utter it
is your duty, so to be uttered is its nature. Such is the
double course of Jesus' thought. " Never suppose about
anything," his great contemporary Hillel is reported to have
said, " that it will not readily be heard ; in the end it must
be heard." 1
·
1 Compare this passage from a modern mystic.
"Already, it would seem,
the soul is enwrapped in fewer veils. Is it quite clear to you (this is a strange
and disquieting truth), is it quite clear to you that if you are not good, your
mere presence will probably proclaim that fact to-day a hundred times more
clearly than would have been the case two or three centuries ago? Look like a
saint, a martyr, a hero; but the eye of a child that meets you will not greet you
with the same glance, if you bear an evil thought within your heart, an
injustice or a brother's tears. A hundred years ago its soul might perhaps have
passed by yours unobservant." (From M. Maeterlinck's Le 1'resor des Humbles,
pp. 42-43: "Le reveil de l'ame."
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The idea. of a. genera.l disclosure of things good and evil
appears to have formed a characteristic note of Messianic
expectation, both Jewish and Christian. 1 But the method
of Jesus in employing this saying upon the peril and comfort of exposure stands by itself. For one thing, it is
remarkable that he does not here associate the unveiling
with his own person or work. At a later stage in the
Christian teaching the fuller idea does occur, viz., that the
real nature of men is detected by the critical and searching
influence of his personality ; but it is a mark of genuineness
in this synoptic Logion that it does not present the more
developed conception. Here Jesus states a common law,
and uses what is a general principle of existence. He is
also silent upon the collateral expectations of the Messiah
and his mission, a silence which may be fairly taken as a
tacit repudiation of the fantastic and crude hopes that
gathered round the idea ainong many of his contemporaries.
His thought upon this subject is natural and simple. The
sphere of the unveiling is the character of man (cf. John 4 2 "
with 4 29 and Luke 2 35), and his object in mentioning it is
to advance the interests of truth and courage, not to
gratify an idle curiosity. It is not quite clear how far
Jesus held the belief that this exposure would occur once
1 For the Jewish cf. 4 Esdras 14 S5, 1 Co. 3 1s f., Luke 2 s5 ("that thoughts out
<>f many hearts may be revealed," d'lroKa."!!.vrpOwrrw); for the Samaritan, John
4 25 ("I know that when Messiah cometh, he will declare all things to us").
According to the genuine Samaritan doctrine, as Mr. Cowley has pointed out
{ExPoSITOR, fifth series, vol. i. pp.161 f.), when the Taheb does come, there shall
be nothing hid any longer, above or below, i.e., "primarily things connected
with worship and the true religion."
The under side of exposure forms the dominating idea in Hawthome's
Scarlet Letter, where it is analyzed and elaborated with a gloomy care. But it
is interesting to notice how he makes the idea cover more than the ordinary
passage of guilty secrets into the daylight, or the inability of hypocrisy and
~rime to elude the probing searoh of investigation. In chap. x. he puts an argument into the mouth of Mr. Dimmesdale to the effect that the final disclosure
of human thoughts and deeds is not intended as retribution. It is an
.lntellectual necessity. The dark problem of life cannot be understood apart
from an intimate knowledge of men's hearts, and therefore this knowledge will
be yielded up to all intelligent beings who will stand waiting to be satisfied on
that day by a solution of life's strange mystery.
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and for all at the final judgment. Historical evidence upon
this point is rather conflicting and ambiguous. But certainly the impression left upon the mind by the Exposure
sayings, applied either to the secrets of an individual life, or
to the processes by which truth is to be manifested and
propagated, is that the disclosure was to be a process, not
a shock ; the gradual result of action and experience rather
than a paroxysm of unmasking. Even in the Matthrean
form (10 26 f.), where v. 28 has an apocalyptic ring, the
saying on "the housetop" implies .not so much ·a crisis
as a career. And to interpret the Logion in this light is
neither to read back a fine modern idea into the gospel,
nor to attribute proleptically to Jesus a phase of thought
which was entirely alien to his experience and outlook.
JAMES MoFFATT.

TWO IMPORTANT GLOSSES IN THE
CODEX BEZlE.
I HAVE recently been reviewing with some care the text of
the Codex Bezre and its allies (which pass comprehensively
under the name of the Western Text of the New Testament), as well as a part of the multitudinous books and
pamphlets which have essayed to explain the peculiarities
of that text with a view either to justify or to condemn it.
Amongst these peculiar variations from received or authorized forms, it is well known that the most conspicuous are
to be found in the text of the Acts of the Apostles ; so
that the critic who meddles with the difficult problem of
New Testament origins is sure to find himself, sooner or
later, in the Slough of Despond which these readings furnish, where there is no sure foothold for the investigator,
and which, like the original swamp in the Pilgrim's Progress, does not appear to have been made much better by
the multitude of attempts that have been made to construct
a causeway over it. Or, to use a more classical figure, the
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HISTORICAL COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLES
TO THE CORINTHIANS. 1
XXX.

EATING IN AN IDOL TEMPLE

(VIII. 10).

§ XXVIII. we described some of the difficulties which
were caused to all the early Christians by the question
whether meats sacrificed to false gods had become polluted
thereby and so rendered unfit for Christian use. Before
completing the subject, however, it was necessary to examine whether the widely accepted view that no officials
had as yet been appointed in the Corinthian Church was
correct ; and we found reason to think (1) that there were
officials at Corinth corresponding to the Presbyteroi in the
Galatian Churches (Acts xiv. 20}, but not called by that
name ; 2 (2) that some of those officials had been guilty of
practices which Paul disapproved of, and that therefore
he refrained from recommending the congregation to be
obedient to them in 1 Corinthians xvi. Our view is that
the Hegoumenoi (to use the descriptive participle, " leading
[men]," which was probably the nearest approach to a
title yet in use for the Corinthian officials) had taken a.

IN

261, 575; ii., Appendix, p. 92, col. 2. Holtzmann, in Hand-Oommentar zum
Neuen Testament, "Apostelgeschichte," ad loc., and Meyer-Wendt, Die
Apostelgeschichte (8te Aufl., 1899), pp. 162-63, would have done well to consult.
at least Wellhausen and Nowack, as well as Bohl, Alttestamentliche Oitate im
Neuen Testament (1878), pp. 133-38, and especially Prof. Toy's Quotations
in the New Testament (1884), pp. 112-114, where they would have found much
useful information. Eugen Huhn, Die Alttestamentlichen Oitate und Reminiscenzen im Neuen Testament (Tiibingen, Mohr, 1900), pp. 104-5, is even more
meagre than Meyer-Wendt.
1 At Dr. Knowling's request I mention that, in the quotation made from his
Acts in the last instalment of this article, p. 374 f., the words "eager to
lead . . . the principle" should be marked as quoted from Dr. Hort.
They were inadvertently not so indicated in his Edition of Acts; but the
reference to Dr. Hort is given at the end of the note. This does not detract
from the use made of the passage in our review, p. 321.
2
In a note on §XXIX. p. 377, a reference should be added to Ziebarth, da~,
griech. Vereinswesen, p. 131.
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course which Paul strongly disapproved of by continuing
to be members of Pagan clubs or societies in Corinth.
We may take it for granted that the letter of the Corinthians to Paul had been drawn up by a small number of
persons, and not by the whole congregation. It may have
been-and we think that it was-submitted to the whole
body of the congregation after it was composed; but a
letter could hardly be composed except by one or a few
persons. Doubtless the composers were the leading officials,
for the writing of letters on behalf of the congregation,
which was probably entrusted at an early date to the
bishop/ was an important duty in the early times of the
Church (since the unity and solidarity of the parts scattered
over different lands and cities could be maintained only
through visits and correspondence), and such an important
part of the Church's life would naturally be put in the
hands of the officials selected by the Church.
The Hegoumenoi, in drawing up the letter, had included
under the general title of" eating meats offered to idols"
certain connected practices ; and while they defended their
right to eat such meats, they evidently intended that their
defence should be taken as carrying with it the right to
another far more serious kind of action. 2 We do not mean
that the Hegoumenoi consciously smuggled in the more
serious action under the guise of mere eating of sacrificial
meat. But they were ·evidently in the letter defending
their own action, and they did so on the ground that the
essential fact in it was merely the eating of meat which had
been sacrificed, and, if they proved the latter to be permissible, they established their right in the more serious
matter. Paul finds it necessary to distinguish mere eating of
sacrificial meats from that more serious action, pronouncing the one to be allowable (except in so far as sympathy
I

' Vjz.,

The Church in the Roman Empire before 170, chap. xvi. § 3.
part i,IJ. so!li!lties united by common rites and meals, see § XXXI.

takin~
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for the feelings of other Christians made it right to abstain),
while showing that the other is actual idolatry.
The real nature of the Corinthians' action first appears
in viii. 10 : " If a man see thee which hast knowledge
sitting at meat in a place of an idol" (elSwA.tov). These
words of v. 10 arrest our attention : some of the Christians
were to be seen sitting at meat in an idol place, that is,
taking part in a feast or banquet in some place, a temple or
other building, consecrated to a Pagan deity. What is the
precise meaning of this ?
The form of statement in viii. 10 is remarkable: "thee
which hast knowledge sitting in an idol place." The way
in which one person is apostrophized suggests that some
one of those who had written to him is singled out as the
guilty party, or rather that several such persons are
appealed to one by one. That implies that one or more
of the Hegoumenoi had been seen in an idol's temple and
been talked about in the congregation.
The feast must necessarily have had the form of a ceremony connected with the worship of the deity to whom the
locality was consecrated. On this there can be no question.
A feast in such a locality could not be a purely secular and
non-religious function. Yet it seems hardly possible that a
professing Christian could take part in a Pagan ceremony,
ostensibly religious, publicly and before the eyes of the
world, while still remaining a professed member of the
Church. Even if he desired to remain so, it is inconceivable that he should have been permitted by the brethren to
remain among them unquestioned.
We cannot accept the suggestion that the action of those
who sat in an idol's temple was due to bravado, as "a thing
done to show their 'knowledge' and freedom from superstition about the idol." We have been led to form a different
conception of the character of the Corinthians (see especially
§XXVII.), which makes it clear to us that the nature of
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the ceremony must have been such that the religious
aspect could easily be regarded by them as secondary and
comparatively unimportant. The nature of ancient Greek
religion and its relation to ordinary social institutions and
associations explains the difficulty.

XXXI.

THE CoRINTHIAN CLUBS oR AssoCIATIONS.

Associations or clubs of private individuals were very
common in the Greek cities. They often were constituted
for some non-religious purpose. They were sometimes
benefit societies or burial societies. They might be intended
for some useful municipal end : for example, the body of 150
firemen, which, as Pliny reports to Trajan in Ep. 33, it was
proposed to form at Nicomedia in Bithynia, would certainly
have taken the form of an association bound together by the
common worship of a divinity; and they would have held
their meetings in a place consecrated to that divinity, and
feasts in the form of ceremonies of their cult would have
been celebrated. Hence Trajan refused to permit the
formation of the body of firemen. He knew that they must
be a society, and he knew how liable such societies were
in Greek cities to be turned into political clubs, or to be
diverted to the purpose of vieing with, and ultimately
quarrelling with, other clubs; and as Bithynian cities had
suffered much from such internal quarrels, he was afraid
that even a body of firemen would turn into a cause of
disorder.
The attitude which an emperor of such fair and practical
mind and lofty views as Trajan, who governed his action on
general principles, took up towards a proposed association
of firemen is eminently instructive in view of the Corinthian
situation. Pliny, who knew well what Trajan's general
principle was, pleaded for an exception in this case : only
real workmen should be admitted, and the number should
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be limited to 150. But Trajan replied that the body of
workmen would soon turn into a Hetairia, a body of
Hetairai or pledged comrades, who would feel their bond
to one another stronger than their obedience to the law.
Again, in Corinth there were many strangers, resident for
purposes of business. The strangers who belonged by
origin to any one country or large city would form a society
for purposes of mutual help and intercourse and enjoyment ; and this society would be constituted as a religious
association for worshipping some deity, generally the patron
of their country or city. So at Puteoli the Syrians from
Bery~us met in the worship of a god whom they called in
Latin Jupiter, but who was undoubtedly a Syrian god,
called in a Latin inscription by a Latin name. 1 There
must have been many such societies at Corinth ; and they
would greatly conduce to the pleasure and comfort of their
members.
A work by Dr. E. Ziebarth 2 may be consulted by those
who desire to gain some clearer conception of the extent
and variety of such associations in Greek cities. The descendants of some ancient family might form themselves
into a society with a common cult. Companies for trading
purposes or for farming taxes, groups of traders engaged in
the same line of business, groups of persons occupied in the
pursuit of knowledge, companies of artists and actors or
men of letters, political clubs, and a host of other associations can be traced in the cities of the eastern provinces.
Many of these can be proved to have met in the performance of a common worship ; many others are too
obscure to admit of positive assertion; but probably all
relied on a similar religious bond. It is highly probable
that many societies, which Dr. Ziebarth classes as formed
purely for religious ends, served also some purpose of ordinary
1
2
·

He is called Jupiter Heliopolitanus, i.e. the Baal of Heliopolis (Baalbec).
Das griechische Vereinswese~:t, Lllipzig, 1896.
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life, 1 though we have no evidence 2 of that side of their character. In the names of some societies, whose main purpose
was non-religious, the religious character was so strongly expressed that their real character might easily escape notice.
Owing, doubtless, to the want of epigraphic memorials of
Corinth, Dr. Ziebarth has found no reference to any club in
that city, except in a passage of Suidas, which seems to
describe a Corinthian Society of Kotys, of the worst character. It was apparently a purely religious society, and was
called by the characteristic title etauo<;.
But there can be no doubt that Corinth was a favourable
soil for the growth of associations and clubs of every kind.
Where the population was homogeneous and simple in
character, such societies were less numerous and flourishing.
It was in great centres of international life and commercial
intercourse, such as the harbours of Pirreus and Rhodes, that
societies flourished most :3 and Corinth, after its restoration by
J ulius Cresar, was the greatest international centre of Greece.
Incidentally we observe in this characteristic a proof that the
societies were an influence hostile to the unity of the state,
and therefore to patriotism and national order; and we understand why patriots and lawgivers disliked and condemned
them. The more united the state, the weaker the societies
in it ; the more mixed the state, the stronger the clubs.
The more we study Greek city life the more obvious
becomes the extreme importance of the question, whether
Christians might join in the common meals which constituted a leading feature in the ceremonial binding each of
those clubs into a unity. If they joined in those meals,
t~ey must eat meat which they had seen sacrificed to idols.
1 For my own part I regard this as practically certain; and Dr. Ziebarth,
op. cit., p. 211, points out that many of them became of a character not unlike
"clubs" in modem English life.
I The evidence about most of them is confined to one or two references in
each case. In many cases we know nothing except the name.
s See Zieb!lrth, op. cit., P· 196,
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But, as society was constituted in the cities of the GrrecoRoman world, they must either join in those meals or leave
the societies, excellent and useful as many of them were.
Doubtless some, and even many, of the Christians had
belonged in their Pagan days to such societies. Doubtless
some of the Hegoumenoi were active members and even
leading spirits in them. They had paid the subscriptions
(which were a regular feature of such associations) : were
they to lose all benefit therefrom ? Worse than that, were
they to retire from those in which the objects were really
praiseworthy and beneficial ? If so, then, as they said in
their letter to Paul, they could find no place for themselves
in the world and must go out of it. 1
There can be no doubt what view the Corinthian officials
were, as a body, disposed to take on this subject. They
would remain in the ordinary associations which had
mainly a non-religious purpose. They would partake of
the common meals made on the flesh of victims sacrificed
to the god in whose worship the association met, and
served in his holy place ; and they justified this on the
ground that the idol was naught. They, doubtless, reminded Paul that he himself had often declared to them
that an idol was naught, a mere stock or stone, devoid of
all life and power, having no real existence; and they drew
the conclusion that meat offered to naught could not derive
any pollution therefrom. The meat intended to be eaten
remained after the sacrifice exactly the same as before.
This was probably the most serious matter in the present
situation of the Corinthians, and Paul's method of dealing
1 Prof. Findlay in his reconstruction of their letter puts it thus (ExPOSITOR,
June, 1900, p. 403): "We must depart from Corinth: nay, we doubt whether
in the whole world we should find any spot where men dwell that is clear of defilement." One would only wish that he had not restricted this by his context
to the one department of personal chastity. Probably the Corinthians either
meant it in a much wider sense, or used a similar expression more than once,
explaining that they could hardly avoid intercourse with idolaters unless they
were to" go out of the world." See v. 10.
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with it is instructive and beautiful. The right to be members of Pagan clubs had not been directly submitted to him;
and he does not treat it as if it had. He refrains from
imposing any absolute prohibition, or stating any dogmatic rule, which might be like a law constraining the
free action of the individual Christian. Especially, in
dealing . with the Corinthian philosophers, it would be
worse than useless to impose a prohibition on them. It
was necessary to lead them to place on themselves a
prohibitory law.
This was not a case like the crime alluded to in chap. v.,
in regard to which an absolute law must be stated. It was
a case where something-and even a good deal-must be
left to the individual conscience. And so Paul tries to lead
up his correspondents to a higher plane of thought, on
which they can see more clearly all that was involved in
the question, and may judge for themselves. That higher
plane of thought, on which alone they could see clearly
and judge rightly, required among them a far better appreciation of the common bond that united the brethren.
Hence he diverges from the topic for a time, while be tries
to work up his readers to appreciate some sides of the situation which were as yet hid from them, and then returns to
it in chap. x.
XXXII. THE CoMMON MEAL (x. 14-21).
The central point in the ceremonial that bound together
the members of those Greek associations or clubs was the
common meal; and especially the common cup. " I have
eaten out of the holy dish, I have drunk from the sacred
·cup " was the sacred formula pronounced by each participator in the Mysteries/ which may be taken as typical of
the whole class of associations.
1 iK -rvp:trdvov fU~pwKa,, lK Kvp.~d'Xov '!l'brwKa, : Firmicus Mat. and Clem. Alex.
Protr. 2: literally, the holy drum and cymbal of the goddess. The authorities differ a little as to the words. Firmious finishes -yf-yova, p.U<rr1Js ''A-rnws.
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It is important to notice the analogy between the great
Mysteries and the associations. The religious associations
were simply private societies of Mystai, celebrating the rites
and mysteries of a special deity. Even the associations for
a non-religious purpose also tended towards a similar close
fellowship-to become bodies of Hetairai, as Trajan saidand modelled their religious ritual (so far as evidence goes)
after the Mysteries, so that the members became Symmystai,
i.e. persons initiated in the same mystic ritual. In one
case, in a club at Smyrna, the members are styled both
Symbiotai (i.e. associates) 1 and Symmystai. 2
It is hardly possible to use too strong language in describing the strength and closeness of the tie which bound
together those Pagan societies ; it was a power often
stronger than the tie of country or of blood, and was considered by the . wiser Pagans to be a real danger to the
healthy and free life of society. (See also p. 441.)
Prudent lawgivers recognised in the common meal of the
societies the special bond of union which might make them
dangerous to the state by leading the members to regard
their unity and fellowship in the society as more binding
than their unity and patriotism in the nation ; and it is a
well-known fact that it was the common meal (the Agape)
of the early Christians which most of all roused the suspicion of the imperial Roman governor, and that this was
probably the reason why the Agape was soon generally given
up by the Church.
All those persons, then, who participated in the common
meal of the Pagan society are initiated into the mystic bond
of union, and enter into communion with one another
through the power, not divine but dremonic, which consti1
The term Symbiosis described the club on its non-religious side, but was also
applicable to a religious association. The religious and non-religious sides of
the clubs melted into one another, and cannot be distinguished sharply.
2
Ziebarth, op cit., pp. 52, 206; oi UVJ-'fJ<wral Kal UVJ-'J-'VUra<, under the
common article.
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tutes and gives strength to that mystic bond. Behind the
idol to which the Pagan society sacrifices is a certain
doomonic power; and those who participate in the sacrificial feast become united in a. mystic union with that power
and with one another.
In this opinion as to the importance of the sacrificial
meal Paul was stating what was at that time generally
accepted. The meal was regarded not merely as the eating
of food in common, but as an act involving real conveyance
of power. To take an illustrative example, the belief has
always been widespread and strong in the East that the
stranger who succeeds in entering (even by craft and stealth)
within the circle of the family religion and partaking of the
family meal, becomes to such a degree part of the family
that his person is sacred to all its members. He must not
.be injured by them ; and though he may have slain one of
their number previously, yet revenge must give way to the
bond which now unites him to the family.
Evidently Paul's view is that membership in those Pagan
societies, beneficial and excellent as some of them were, was
irreconcilable with the Christian spirit, and the reason lay
in the common meal and the power it exerted on the mind
and nature of the participants, making them all into
brothers (Ziebarth, p. 211).
But, while the sacrificial meal becomes a force in the
mind of those who share in it, it is also clear that the force
arises through the surrounding circumstances and ceases
when it is divorced from them. The power behind the idol
is not a self-existent devil, as Justin and Tertullia.n and the
early Church in general crudely imagined. It is a power
relative to the human mind, and conditioned by the whole
series of facts that play upon the mind. If the same meat
is carried to another place, a butcher's shop or a private
house, and eaten in different surroundings, apart from the
company which uses that rite to cement its fellowship,
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then it is no longer affected by the doomonic power ; it has
suffered naught, but remains clean.
Must we not conclude, then, that the danger which Paul
dreads in the Pagan societies was the formation of a tie of
brotherhood inconsistent with and opposed to the tie of
Christian union? Intercourse with Pagans is not forbidden;
one may mix in ordinary society, even though one knows
that the Pagan does not obey those principles of pure life
which the Christians must comply with. One may do
business with Pagans, accept their invitations, eat and drink
with them ; but one should not bind oneself to them by the
tie of a common solemn ritual, which exercises a strong
constraining force on the will and nature of man, and
prevents him from real devotion to Christ.
:XXXIII.-THE PAGAN CLUBS AND THE CHRISTIAN
CHURCH.

If we are to estimate the importance attached to a topic

in Paul's mind, as he was writing, by the comparative frequency with which the words connected with it occur in
his letter, then it is beyond question that "idolatry" was a
topic that occupied much of his thought as he wrote this
letter to the Corinthians.
The words "idol," "idolatry," etc. (et~ruA.ov and its connexions, el~wA.tov, el~ruA.60uTor;, el~ruA.oA.aTp'T}r;, -A.aTpeta), occur
15 times in 1 Corinthians, 6 times in the remaining letters,
and 11 times in the rest of the New Testament. Contrast
this with the word 7r6pv'TJ and its connexions ; these occur
12 times in 1 Corinthians, 7 times in the remaining letters,
and 35 times in the rest of the New Testament. Now we
have pointed out that the common view of commentatorswho describe impurity as the great enemy and danger in
Corinth-is mistaken,! and that the danger on that side
1

See§ XX.
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was common to all ancient society and rose from the low
ideas prevalent on the subject among even the most enlightened and orderly class of society. The danger that
bulked most largely in Paul's mind as he wrote to the
Corinthians was not impurity (though of course that was
everywhere a danger in the Pagan world), but idolatry.
They were still a very young congregation ; the prime
need was to raise them quite out of their idolatrous upbringing and surroundings ; and the most serious danger
was lest they should unwittingly and unconsciously fall back
into the practices connected with idolatry. But observe:
the danger was not that they should directly return to the
worship of the gods whom they had abandoned; in that
case they would have been hopeless, and their "last state
would be worse than the first." The danger was lest,
while they thought they were still leading the Christian life,
they should be attempting to combine with it practices and
acts which were irreconcilable with it and must destroy
their Christian spirit.
Now Paul tends to connect together the thought of
idolatry and the thought of the Holy Sacrament. They
must be related to one another as the evil and the antidote : between them there could be no other connexion.
If we glance at the sequence of thought in x. 14-21, the
close connexion of the two ideas in the Apostle's mind is
unmistakable : " the cup of the Lord and the cup of
Daimonia," "the table of the Lord and the table of
Daimonia," are side by side in his mind and words. When
he begins the paragraph, "My beloved, flee from idols,"
he continues at once, "I speak as to men who can understand: judge ye what I say. The cup of blessing which
we bless, is it not a communion and fellowship in the
blood of Christ ? " And throughout the paragraph he
balances the one idea against the other, and passes back
and forward between the two.
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It is impossible to read that paragraph without being
impressed by Paul's obvious intention to set these two
facts, the Eucharistic Meal and the Common Meal of the
Pagan societies, before the minds of the Corinthians as
two hostile. ideas, two irreconcilable and mutually destructive forces : "Ye cannot drink the cup of the Lord
and the cup of Dmmonic Powers : ye cannot partake of
the table of the Lord and the table of Dmmonic Powers."
The word "communion" or "fellowship," I€O£vrovla,
determines the sense of this passage. It does not simply
indicate that the celebrants of the sacrificial feast each eat
some of the food that has been consecrated by sacrifice.
Its fundamental force is to express " fellowship " and
"close union with each other": the fellowship is cemented
in virtue of the common meal, not through the dividing
of the food among the participants, but through the
common enjoyment by them of the same meal with all
that is implicated in the meal, viz., the dmmonic power
communicated by its having been offered in sacrifice amid
certain impressive surroundings.
The word tcotvrov[a is often applied to the close mystic
union between husband and wife, and the first formation
of that union was guaranteed and sanctioned by the
common partaking of the mystic cup, as has been shown
elsewhere ; and the ceremony was in various respects
adopted from the ritual of the Mysteries. 1 The uniting
bond in the religiously constituted Pagan societies was
conceived as similar in strength and character.
The force of Paul's assertion here is not fully realized
until one takes it in conjunction with what he is denying.
As we have seen, the Corinthian philosophers argued that
the sacrifice, being offered to a thing of naught, could not
suffer any pollution or come under any influence from that
naught ; and that they who possessed insight might as
1

His!. Comm. on GaZatians, p. 89 f.
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freely partake of sacrificial meat as of similar meat which
had not been sacrificed. Paul accepts part, and denies part
of their assertion. Such meat of a sacrifice may be freely
eaten, when it has been bought as exposed for sale in a
butcher's shop (x. 25). The meat in itself suffers nothing
from the thing of naught, the idol. But the evil lies in the
fellowship and communion with others in virtue of the common meal forming the climax of the common performance
of the idolatrous ritual ; for in those surroundings the
participator binds and pledges himself to his fellows in
association with Dmmonic Powers.
Further, even the eating of that sacrificial meat is harmless when it is offered to a guest in a private house (even
the house of the sacrificer 1 is evidently included). The
meat in itself is not unclean or polluted ; and the circumstances are no longer such as to give any ritnal force to
the participating in it. In fact, the eater now simply takes
his part of the meat ; and in the act of eating he does not
enter into communion with the other participators.
Still, even in such a situation the sympathy and love
of the guest will lead him to refrain, if another of the
brethren, less robust in conscience and penetrating in insight, points out to him-in horror and deprecation (as is
implied)-that the meat before him has been part of a
sacrifice. But in this case, it is only sympathy for his
brother, and not the nature of the case in itself that leads
him to refrain.

XXXIV.

THE EucHARIST IN ST. PAUL's GosPEL.

We cannot fail to observe the extreme importance attached to the Sacrament in this letter. It is the leading
thought rising to the writer's lips and pen time after time
1 Understanding that he sacrificed at a temple, and brought away the meat
to his own house.
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in the most diverse surroundings (v. 7 f., vi. 17,1 x. 16-21,
xi. 20-34).
It is sometimes said that the unusual number of these
references is due to the fact that the Epistle was written at
the time of the Passover; and an argument for dating the
composition has been sought from this. We cannot, however, accept this explanation. We are unable to admit that
the process and evolution of thought in the letter was .
determined by such an accidental coincidence. In the
Sacrament Paul saw the antidote which the Corinthians
needed to the great evil ; and the greatness of the danger
leads him to dwell on the antidote.
Moreover, this argument as to the date has no force
unless the Christian Sacrament was in that age confined
to the time of Passover, which we cannot admit, and
which very few are likely now to maintain. The Sacrament might be suggested to Paul at any season of the
year, for it clearly was frequently celebrated. In v. 7 f.
the Passover is mentioned (though not in such a way as
to imply that it was occurring when Paul wrote) : in the
other places only the Sacrament, not the Passover, is referred to.
Must we not infer from the Epistle that special importance was attached by Paul to that rite in the building up of
a Church in a Pagan city and in the Pagan world ? It was
to him not merely a symbolic action. The Sacrament was
a real force, exerting a strong influence over the will and
nature of those who shared in it : it was the one power
which might counteract the constraining force of the Pagan
fellowships, which, as he saw, were a dangerous allurement
to the leading men in the Corinthian congregation.
It was more difficult to rouse in the mind of the Pagans
a strong feeling of Christian brotherhood and unity than
1
That the Communion of the Sacrament is in Paul's mind in vi. 17 is clear
from what has been said in § XXXII. f.
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among the Jews. In the latter the feeling already existed
in virtue of their own religion, which united them together
and separated them from the rest of the world by its character and by its common Passover. Among the Jews all
that was needed was to modify the direction of that strong
feeling which they already had. But among the Pagans
there was no such feeling. It was strange to them, except
in regard to their clubs ; and therefore the Christians would
find the religious unity of the club a dangerous antagonist
to the proper realizing of the Church unity and brotherhood.
From v. 7 f. it seems an unavoidable inference that St.
Paul conceived the death of Christ to be the Paschal sacrifice: "Our Passover also hath been sacrificed, Christ."
The common cup and bread constitute the pledging of the
participating brotherhood to their fellowship in virtue of
their common relation to the sacrifice of Christ. The
power of the Saviour is imparted to them in the Sacrament; and they become a brotherhood and a fellowship in
virtue of their common relation to Him : " The cup of
Christ's blessing over which we bless God, does it not
constitute a fellowship of the blood of Christ ? "
It lies entirely outside of our purpose and province to
seek to investigate the philosophic and theological ideas
involved in St. Paul's conception, or to touch on later
theories as to the me!J,ning of the rite. We are satisfied
to recognise that he considered that a certain force and
power to move the minds and nature or the participators
was communicated in the Sacrament. But it is part of
our task to investigate the historical origin of St. Paul's
conception. That, however, must be left for a new section.
W. M. RAMSAY.
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XXXV.

THE IMPERIAL PoLICY AND THE PAGAN CLUBS.

IN order to complete the subject, it is necessary to notice
certain difficulties and objections which may perhaps be
suggested in reference to the interpretation advocated in
§§ XXXI.-XXXIII.; 1 and the consideration of these will at
the same time bring out more clearly the nature of the question involved and its great importance in early Christian
history.
We have seen in the case of Trajan (p. 432) that
Augustus in particular, and the Imperial policy generally,
were opposed to the associations : how then could these be
so numerous and so strong as we have represented? Considering how much stress we have laid on the analogy
between the Pauline and the Imperial attitude towards the
associations, this objection must be examined.
The Imperial Government might regard the clubs with
disfavour; it might forbid or restrict the formation of new
associations, when the proposal was formally laid before it
(as in the case quoted under Trajan's reign); but it was
out of its power to destroy all associations, nor was the
attempt ever made.
J ulius Cresar and August us had seen in the great Civil
Wars that the centres of disturbance and the chief causes
of disorder lay in the political clubs. Hence they discouraged them, and dissolved many in Rome, examining
all, and allowing those only to continue that rested on
positive enactments by the State or on prescriptive right.
Th/most recently formed had been the most dangerous;
,~d the Imperial policy watched jealously over the institution of new clubs. The Senate scrutinized each case for a
1 By a mistake in order § XXXIV. was placed too early.
§XXXVIII.

It ought to follow
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new club, and gave permission only after receiving Imperial
authorization. 1 The necessary condition was that the new
society must serve some useful purpose in the State. As all
clubs had a religious character, each being bound together
in the rites of a common worship, the Senate, as holding
the control over the public religion, had to be consulted.
Moreover, the tendency to form associations was far too
deep-rooted in Grreco-Roman society to be eradicated by
even the Imperial power. No government can change the
engrained customs and ways of living among a people.
The spread of Grreco-Roman civilization, which was the
unvarying aim of the Imperial policy, carried with it the
institution of the clubs. It was where that civilization
was least influential, where rusticity and ignorance and
Orientalism were supreme, that the clubs were least important. Grreco-Roman society was hardly possible without clubs. A revolution in the customs, of society was
needed before clubs could be abolished. Augustus, therefore, preferred to take this essential feature of society into
the service of the State : it was a powerful element in
society, and might be used to serve his purposes. Now,
one of his aims was to renovate and strengthen the religious
spirit in the State. This he could not achieve, as ancient
society was constituted, except through the clubs : the
spread of an ancient religion always proceeded through
the institution of clubs to practise the worship in new
places. Thus Augustus sprea4 his new State religion-the
worship of Rome and the Emperor as the God incarnate
in human form on the earth. He founded associations
which met in the practice of the State religion, and in that
way he enlisted them in the support of his policy. So, for
example, he formed those clubs in the Italian towns called
A ugustales, or Oultores Augusti.
In the same way the religions of the East spread over the
1

.Auctoritas .Augusti.
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Greek and Roman world under the form of religious clubs
or associations (collegia). The synagogues of the Jews
and the congregations of the early Christians were inevitably regarded by the Pagans as clubs for the practice of
religion. Lucian calls a Christian congregation (Peregr. 11)
a ()tarro<> or religious association; and Celsus termed the
Christians ()tarrwrat, members of a religious club (see
Origen c. Gels., iii. 23).
The early Emperors regarded religious clubs with varying
mind. . August us kept Isis outside of Rome : the reason
was obviously political: Egypt and Egypt's queen were
the great public enemy in the earlier part. of his reign :
therefore the religion of Egypt must be kept out. But
he permitted the Jews to flourish, and did not exile other
religions from Rome. Tiberius was hostile to the Jews
and to foreign religions generally, while Caligula was more
friendly. Claudius founded the first society of Dendrophori
in the religion of Cybele; but in his later years he was
opposed to the Jews. N ero, under the influence of Poppooa.,
favoured the Jews, and his action against the Christians
was due to an accidental and personal cause, not to any
objection in principle to that class ofreligious associations. 1
The opinion was formerly entertained, also, that he founded
those loyal clubs called collegia iuvenum, which afterwards
became so important, connecting the Imperial religion with
the physical training of young men and the strong human
interest involved therein. 2 This institution, however, was
in the strictest spirit of the Aug!lstan policy, and older
than Nero; but he encouraged such clubs.
The whole system of Roman benefit societies, called
1 See Maue's treatise, Praejectus Fab1'um, p. 27 : most of this paragraph
is simply abbreviated from him.
2 Maue, ~oc. cit., repeats that wrong statement.
See Rostovtsew in Revue
Numismatique, 1898, p. 282 f. Nero dissolved certain clubs in Pompeii, but
that was because they had misdirected their fellowship and. aims and had
fostered disorder: Tacitus, A.nna~s, xiv. 17.
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collegia tenuiorum, may perhaps be as old as Augustus.
They were permitted to hold monthly meetings for the
purpose of a monthly subscription, and such other meetings
as they needed for religious purposes. Tertullian says,
Apologet. 39, that the Christian congregations also collected
monthly subscriptions, not, however, fixed in amount, nor
obligatory like those in Pagan collegia, but purely voluntary;
and he contrasts the Christian use of the money for
charitable purposes with its employment for feasting and
•
sensuality in the Pagan clubs. 1
This sketch brings out clearly how far removed the
Imperial policy was from abolishing clubs, though Trajan
enforced so strictly in Bithynia the general principle that
no club dangerous to public peace and order could be permitted, and regarded any new club as an evil or likely to
become so. But Bithynia then had been in an exceptional
and disturbed condition, and exceptional strictness was
needed in preventing or removing all possible causes of
disorder.
Yet even in that province Trajan recognised the right of
Amisus to maintain its collegia, so long as they did not
produce dangerous or disorderly results, because Amisus
was a free city and enjoyed its own laws. That introduces
us to another principle of the Imperial policy. In the eastern provinces the Emperors did not press the Roman law
so strictly as in the west. They allowed the Greek laws
great scope. 2 Especially was this the case in the senatorial
provinces, such as Asia and Achaia, in which the government was conducted not by the Emperor's own representatives, but by officials sent by the Senate.
Only in the case of soldiers was the Imperial policy
resolute against clubs. No military clubs were permitted.
The soldier must not be allowed to come under any bond
1
2

See Mane, op. cit., p. 31.
Hist. Oomm. Galatians, §§ XVII. ff. and XXIII. ff.
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except that to the Emperor, nor to belong to any associa.
tion except his regiment; and the regiment had its own
religious bond, the religion of the Emperors and the regi·
mental Gods.
In fact, while the membership of the clubs was not re·
stricted to the upper classes in society, yet, beyond all doubt,
the institution was far more important among those who
were at least moderately well off, who made some pre·
tensions to education, good breeding, and knowledge of
the world.
The spirit of ancient society was represented in its most
concentrated form in the associations. To hold aloof from
the clubs was to stamp oneself as a low·class person, as a
curmudgeon, almost an enemy of society, alien to every
generous impulse and friendly feeling towards neighbours.
The question, then, before St. Paul was whether Chris·
tianity could be permitted to grow up in the forms accepted
by ancient society, whether it could adapt itself safely to
those forms, and let them guide 1 its outward social develop·
ment, or whether it must reject the prevailing forms abso·
lutely. The latter alternative meant, with an energetic and
progressive body like the Christians, that they must re·
create ancient society after new forms.
In this statement we have the answer to an objection
which might be taken to St. Paul's judgment. It might
perhaps seem that he was led too far by the analogy which
he evidently makes between the Common Meal of the
Pagan clubs and the Sacrament of the Christians, and that,
from an exaggerated and almost superstitious regard for
the sanctity of the Sacrament, he discouraged any partici·
pation in a ceremony which had a strong superficial resem·
blance to it. But we now see that in this subject there was
involved the momentous issue, whether or not it was pos·
sible to clothe Christianity in the robes of existing society.
1

This guidance was what Paul feared (1 Cor. xi. 21; below, § XXXVIII.).
VOL. III.
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If I may venture on such a subject to state personal impressions, I must confess, on the one hand, that no reconciliation was possible at that time between Christian principles
and present social forms. No dispassionate student of history, who refuses to be misled by the glamour and charm of
ancient civilization, who studies society as it existed in its
reality, can come to any other conclusion.
But, on the other hand, I must also confess that a
strong inclination attracts me to the side of those who
were trying to effect the reconciliation, and to combine
Christian spirit with the existing institutions of society
and civilization. That this was impossible we may allow,
and yet sympathize with those who were bent on the
attempt, and who soon became almost a definite and recognised sect, spread widely among the cities of the .lEgean
lands, under the title of Nicolaitans. 1
In another work 2 I have described a similar attempt,
made at a later time, when success was not so impossible
amid the changed circumstances of the third century. In
the scanty evidence the probability seems to be that the
first Christian city, the Phrygian Eumeneia, had effected
successfully such a reconciliation ; and that the auspicious
result was destroyed in the blood and fire of Diocletian's
persecution. But the strength of the Christian feeling
among that people, who had gone to considerable lengths
in the direction of the old Nicolaitans, was proved by the
facts: they all chose death, and were burned with their
church, "appealing to the God over all."
1 The origin of this name is unknown : its connotation is clear : the Nicolai.
tans claimed the right to 1·emain in ordinary Pagan society and to continue to
be members of the clubs.
2 Cities ana Bishoprics of Phrygia, ii. pp. 502-508; see also Contemporary
Reviell', September, 1896, p. 435 lf.
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XXXVI.

DD

IMPORTANCE OF THE QUESTION IN THE EARLY
GENTILE CHURCHES.

The subject treated in §§ XXX.-XXXV. was a most
serious question in the development of Christian society
and religion. It is of such importance for the New Testament writings and the early Christian times generally that
we may profitably follow it further, and notice some other
-references to it.
It may, perhaps, have seemed that on p. 431 f. we were
too hasty, when we set aside the theory which explained
"sitting in an idol's temple " (1 Cor. viii. 10) as referring
to participation by Christians in the ordinary regular celebration of the public and recognised Pagan ritual. There
were afterwards, of course, certain sects which went to
great lengths in their attendance upon Pagan religious
ceremonies; and it might be, and has been, maintained
that we have here in germ the principle which was carried
out by those later sects. We have, however, been convinced that there was no such fully developed tendency in
Corinth to false principle. There was thorough good intention to abide by Paul's teaching in the great principles ;
and that was absolutely inconsistent with overt participation in idolatrous worship for its own sake.
But, apart from the question whether that interpretation
of viii. 10 offers a. sufficient explanation of the words there
used and the situation there described, it can hardly be
doubted that that interpretation does not suit the paragraph
x. 14-22, which obviously alludes to the .game acts of
Corinthian Christians. Let us consider that paragraph
fairly in its context.
An explanatory paragraph (x. 1-11) leads up to it. The
experiences of the Jews our fathers are intended to be an
example, so that we Christians may learn wisuom.
x. 1-4: Just as you are now all brought out of Paganism,
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and become members of the Christian Church, sharing in
all the opportunities and privileges which it offers, so the
whole body of our fathers the Jews were brought out of
Egypt and equally favoured. They were baptized in sea
and cloud, as you have been baptized. They all were fed
with spiritual food : they all were given to drink of spiritual
drink : as you receive the spiritual food and drink of the
Sacrament. 5-11: But some of them slipped back into the
idolatrous practices of the Pagans, and into the impure life
of the tribes around them; and were punished with death
on that account. Their action and its results are typical
for us Christians.
x. 12, 13 : Take warning from that example. Be not
over-confident. You are now tempted, as our fathers were
tempted. But God does not permit the temptation to be
too strong for you ; with the evil and the danger He has
given the antidote and preservative ; but you must be careful, for the temptation is pressing hard on you .
. 14: Be careful, then, always to avoid and keep far away
from idolatry. 15: I put the case to you as reasoning, prudent men, that you judge for yourselves as to what you
should do. 16: The Cup of the Blessing/ over which we
say the word of blessing and thanks every time we celebrate
the rite-does it not constitute our fellowship in the blood
of the Christ? The Bread which we break-is it not our
fellowship in the body of the Christ ? 17 : Because the
Bread (which we share, and break, and divide) is one, we,
the many members, are one body and one brotherhood.
18: Look (you who are the spiritual Israel) at the nation of
the Jews (the natural, fleshly Israel): does not their common ritual bind them together in a fellowship whose close
cohesion is the marvel of the Greek and Roman world? is
not that intimate union due to their taking part in the
common sacrifice ?
1 "

The Bleesing" from the first institution still accompanies it.
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19 : But what is my meaning (you may here object) ? Do
I mean that an idol is a real thing, or that idol-sacrificed
meat is a real category (i.e. different in character from
meat not so sacrificed) ? 20 : Certainly not; but I mean
that what the Pagans sacrifice, they sacrifice to Dmmonic
Powers and not to God, and I do not wish that you should
enter into a fellowship cemented in and through Dmmonic
Powers. 21: It is impossible and contradictory to drink
the Cup of the Lord and the Cup of Dmmonic Powers, or
to partake in the Table of the Lord and the Table of
Dmmonic Powers (you must choose one or other). 22: (If
we try to combine these two mutually contradictory rites),
we merely provoke the Lord, who refuses to share with
Dmmonic Powers in your devotion; and that, of course, we
are resolved not to do, are we not? We do not imaginedo we ?-that we are stronger than He.
It is peculiarly unfortunate that the critical expression in
v. 20, though fully explained in 21, is mistranslated, in both
the Authorized and the Revised Version, " communion
with devils" (" dmmons," in margin). Canon Evans's notes
ought to be carefully read. It follows beyond question
from what he says, that a Pagan ceremony i~ meant, which
was not merely a performance of a religious rite, but was
felt to be the cementing of a fellowship or communion in
and through a ritual meal. No other explanation of this
passage seems possible except that which we have proposed.1 .
Further, our explanation restores consistency, coherence,
and reason to Paul's opinions about the eating of sacrificial
meat. It 'is not possible without it to gather any clear
1 I had the advantage of discussing 1 Corinthians viii. and x. for several
days with my friend Prof. Sayee, in the end of October. The run of the
thought long puzzled us. With his usual insight he pointed out that the heart
of the question lay in the "communion of daimonia, x. 20." When at last the
suggestion was made that the sacrificial meal of the Thiasoi was meant, every·
thing seemed to us to become clear forthwith.
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conception of what was his position on that question: after
apparently protesting in the most vehement and impassioned terms against eating it in x. 20-22, he proceeds,
in 23 ff., to discuss it in a cool and almost indifferent tone,
as an act which might be done without hesitation, except
that kindly feeling towards some weak and rather painfully
scrupulous Christian impels one to abstain from an act
which in one's own judgment is quite indifferent. But
now we see that Paul is distinguishing two radically different acts : (1) he is resolutely bent against the partaking of
the ritual meal of a Pagan society : (2) he regards as a
trivial matter the mere eating in ordinary life of the meat
of an animal which at a previous time and in different circumstances had been offered to an idol.
As a third argument, we observe that, on our explanation,
the disagreement, which has often been commented on
with astonishment, between St. Paul's teaching and the
attitude of Revelation on this subject entirely disappears.
It has been sometimes thought that the horror of idolothyta
-meats offered to idols-expressed in Revelation by John is
in the sharpest contrast to the easy and almost indifferent
tone of Paul ; and no satisfactory explanation of the contrast seems possible on the ordinary explanation of his
judgment. But on our interpretation John and Paul will
be found in perfect harmony on this subject.
As it chanced, I began to write the present section immediately after writing on Sardis, Smyrna and Thyatira,
as the result of a careful study of the seven messages in
Revelation ii., iii.; and the atmosphere and spirit of those
messages brought out the meaning of Paul's words far
more perfectly than I had conceived them when writing
the preceding sections of this Commentary. The messages to Pergamus and Thyatira seemed to spring out of
and to develop logically the opinions expressed by Paul.
Thie demands a special paragraph.
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AND IDOLOTHYTA.

Like Paul, so John points his treatment of the subject
by an example taken from Hebrew history. Revelation
ii. 14 corresponds to 1 Oorinthians x. 1-11, but a marked
interval has occurred ; the method has become familiar and
customary; and what would have been to Paul a type and
an example becomes in John's mouth a designation and a
category.
Paul might have said, "As Balaam taught how to seduce
Israel from the right path, so you are being led astray by
false teachers towards the same kind of practices." But
John says, " Some of you hold the teaching of Balaam."
Further, we saw that there is the strongest contrast
between the first 23 and the following 10 verses of 1 Oorinthians x. : in 1-23 Paul treats with horror the eating of the
ritual Pagan meal ; in 24-33 he treats certain other forms
of eating sacrificial meats with comparative indifference.
Now the tone of vv. 1-23 is exactly the tone of John in the
Revelation. Surely we must infer from this that the question with regard to the actions discussed in 1 Oorinthia.ns
x. 24-33 was closed for ever. Paul's decision was final.
The case was no longer up for judgment when the Revelation was written.
But the other class of acts, the sharing in the ritual
meals, was still a serious danger. It had to be inveighed
against, and denounced in the most uncompromising terms.
Ephesus had been well taught, and " hated the works of
the Nicohiitans."
Smyrna was the most free from fault
(thanks greatly to the persecution and poverty which were
its lot) of all the Churches. But the distant Pergamus and
Thyatira, farthest away from St. Paul's teaching, were still
in the same danger as Corinth had been when Paul was
writing this letter. In both Pergamus and Thyatira some
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of the Christians still clung to their membership of the
Pagan associations and shared in the fellowship of the ritual
meal; and, if that evil were not burned out, the whole
loose spirit of Pagan society, its impurity and its idolatry,
would continue to rule in the congregation.
The question, however, continued to be treated and
named from the point of view adopted by the Corinthian
officials at the first. It was called the question of Idolothyta, things offered to idols. But the most serious and
grave matter involved in it was whether the Christians
might continue to take part in those societies which were
united in a fellowship of Pagan ritual. A common ritual is
a great power over the minds of men ; and the three great
Apostles 1 were unanimous in refusing to permit Paganism to
exercise that power over the minds of the young converts.
Perhaps a new light is thrown by our theory on the
words of Revelation ii. 22 : " Behold I do cast her [J ezebel] into a bed, and them that commit adultery with her
into great tribulation." It is usual to take " into a bed "
and " into great tribulation " as parallel to one another :
the " tribulation " is the lot of her partners ; her punishment and that of her children is different. Adultery and
1ropveta here mean " Idolatry and the low tone of morals
which is inseparable from it."
There seems a distinct awkwardness in this; and the
whole sentence (though susceptible of defence) fails to
satisfy one's feeling for symmetry and completeness in
thought.
A different interpretation seems to spring
naturally from our view of the action meant. The expression is full of bitter, almost savage irony: " See what a feast
I will give them! I set her on a couch [i.e. the couch on
which a guest at a banquet 2 reclined], and with her her
See the following section.
The vase paintings, with their frequent scenes of revel at such banquets,
will occur to every reader's mind.
1

2
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idolatrous partners ; and the fare provided for them istribulation." t
That places us in the midst of the scene in Thyatira.
One section of the Christian Church clings to the social life
of the city: they cannot resolve to cut themselves off
entirely from the bright and joyous customs of society:
they take them with their idolatrous accompaniments and
their sacrificial meals. "But I will give them their festal
meal : I throw their mistress and prophetess on a couch at
their table, and them along with her, to enjoy-the punishment that I have in store for them."
It is true that the word K">..{v'TJ (used in Revelation) has
only the sense of" bed" elsewhere in the New Testament;
but there is little opportunity for mentioning a couch at
a feast. The custom of reclining at supper was adopted
from the Greek and Roman fashion, and became usual in
Palestine. People sat in meetings and in the temple, etc.,
but reclined at meat. The Last Supper was eaten reclining,
not sitting, as is clear from the words of Matthew, Mark
and Luke, 2 though even the Revised Version maintains the
false translation, and uses "sit" (but in the margin the
proper term is given). The couch at supper must therefore
have been well known; and, without doubt, the ordinary
Greek name K">..iv'TJ wao used, and the author of Revelation,
therefore, bad to employ it if he wished to speak of the
couch.
Moreover the question may be asked whether we ought
not to take K">..£v'TJ as a "couch" in Luke xvii. 3!: "There
shall be two men on one couch (at supper); there shall be
two women grinding together."
1 els 8XIY,tv does not correspond to els KAlvrw : els has a different but quite
usual sense in each case. I throw her on a couch and her partners beside
her [on their couches], with a view to (give them) much suffering.
2 avbr<<T<v, Luke xxii. 14 ; avlKHro, Matt. xxvi. 20 ; and so in Luke xxii, 27,
&.va.Kelp.evos (compare Mark xiv. 18, xvi. 14). John uses both words freely.
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XXXVIII.

ST.

PETER,

ST.

JoHN

AND

ST. PAUL

ON

THE SACRIFICIAL FEASTS.

The description of the false teachers in 2 Peter ii. 1 ff.
contains many traits recalling the doctrine of the Nicolaitans and the followers of Balaam and Jezebel in the Revelation, and also the arguments advanced by the Corinthian
officials who wrote to Paul. A glance at that chapter will
illuminate the nature of the issues on which Paul had to
pronounce judgment in 1 Corinthia,ns x.
Peter 1 speaks of those teachers in the future tense :
" There shall be among you also false teachers." But the
whole character of the chapter shows that he is describing
a class of teaching which was already powerful among the
Christians, while it was likely to grow even more dangerous.
Just as Paul in the opening of 1 Corinthians x., so Peter
begins chapter ii. by quoting as an example and warning
the history of the Jews : " There were false prophets also
among the people (of Israel)."
The greed and ambition of our false teachers stimulates
their teaching : they have personal ends to gain by making
themselves the leaders of the congregation and imposing
their policy and ways of living on all. But they will be destroyed like the fallen angels, like the ancient world at the
flood, like Sodom and Gomorrah,-for God can punish the
guilty, and especially vicious and unruly persons like them.
lOb: [They have the qualities characteristic of the richer
classes in a Greek city, where there was no real aristocracy,
no class ennobled by the public services or the abilities of
their ancestors, and preserving a certain tradition of
1 The name is used for brevity's sake, without implying a theory.
As in
the Church in the Roman Empi1·e, p. 492 (in later editions), I still think that
the Epistle was written by a follower of St. Peter (even more full of Roman
ideas than the author of 1 Peter), who considered that he was expressing Peter's
opinions. It is not impossible that this may have been done under Peter's own
instructions. I am disposed to think that the Epistle is earlier than I formerly
allowed ; see below.
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nobility-for such a class had almost wholly perished from
the "progressive" Greek cities]. They are audacious,
obstinately self-willed, they have no respect for authorities 1
in their ribald talk, where even angels would shrink from
expressing a defamatory opinion if they were bringing a
charge before God. They pride themselves on living the
free life of nature, like the wild beasts, ignorant of moral
law and restraint, born to perish. And they shall perish. 2
13b: Finding their pleasure in luxurious revelling during
the day, 8 blots upon life/ indulging in luxury at their lovefeasts (Agapre) as they revel in your company, the vicious
soul gleaming in their eyes : they bring into Christian
rites the Pagan licence (1 Oar. xi. 21 f.). [The scathing
picture of a Komos, a drunken revel, as it is shown in
Greek vase pictures and in literature, cannot be mistaken ;
see Hist. Oomm. Galatians, p. 453 f.].
15 : They have forsaken the right path and have gone
astray, following the path of Balaam, who loved the pay of
wrong-doing (though even the ass corrected him). [The
allusion to Balaam, bribed to teach vice and luxury to the
Israelites, has become stereotyped.]
17 : They are untrustworthy ; they merely cheat the
dupes among the young converts, whom they mislead with
their boastful, self-confident language, promising them
liberty while they are themselves slaves to their vices.
It seems beyond question that this description is drawn
1 We take oo~as as a rendering of honores, offices, positions of authority and
trust, i.e. in the Church.
2 In the following phrase, if we read with the great MSS. douwuJ.tEVOL J.I.LirO/w
<iO!Klas, the only reasonable sense seems to be " deprived (after all) of the pay
of their wrong-doing." They bargained for certain pay, and are cheated of it.
The Revised Version," suffering wrong as the hire of their wrong-doing," seems
self-contradictory, for they are not said to suffer wrong, but to suffer right.
~ The practice of beginning to feast in the daytime is often alluded to by
Roman writers either as the extreme of unprincipled luxury (see J uvenal, i. 103,
ab octava Mar ius bibit [hora] ), or as a pardonable stretch of liberty on a holiday
(Horace, Od. iii. 3, partem solido dem~re de di,).
4 <T7ri"Aos, like Latin macttla.
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from the same class of persons who are alluded to in the
messages to Pergamus and Thyatira, and whose action in
Corinth prompted Paul's allusions in viii. 10, xi. 22, and
produced the evils at the Agapre which he denounces in xi.
20 ff. The method of treatment of the subject has been
fixed by Paul; the temptations of Israel are taken as
typical of the temptations that beset the new Christians.
Balaam (as he is described in Numbers xxxi. 16, and Josephus, Ant. Jud., iv. 6, 6) gave the advice to tempt the
Hebrews by means of the Midianite women; and a mere
allusion to " the way of Balaam" in 2 Peter ii. 15, " the
error of Balaam" in Jude 11, is sufficient to recall the
familiar illustration. In both those places the allusion is
evidently a current and stereotyped formula.
In Revelation ii. 14 the allusion is introduced with greater
appearance of originality and is fully explained. But one
cannot, from that single case, argue that Revelation ii. is
earlier than 2 Peter ii. ; for it lies in the nature of all moral
exhortations sometimes to state in explanatory detail a
traditional type. On the whole the tone of the messages to
Pergamus and Thyatira in Revelation ii. perhaps suggests a
more developed stage than 2 Peter ii., after that special
temptation or tendency had become a recognised form of
thought and life, but still within the Church.
We observe a steadily growing body of accepted principles. The judgments of Paul are assumed as fundamental
by the authors of 2 Peter and Revelation. A question that
has come before him and been decided is not permitted to
come up again for discussion. What has been permitted
by him is a part of ordinary Christian life. What has been
denounced by him becomes a curse to those who practise
it; and the teachers who permit it are teachers of falsehood
for whom destruction is gaping.
It is true that a distinct difference of spirit is perceptible
between the attitude of St. Paul and that of St. John
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towards the Roman State. The former does not despair of,
in fact he hopes for and strives after, peaceful development
of the Church under the protection which the existing
government gives to all orderly and contented citizens:
"the Christians should avoid, so far as is consistent with
religion, the appearance of interfering with the present
social order: the proper rule of life is to accept the world's
facts, not as in themselves right, but as indifferent, and to
waste no time and thought on them" : 1 only religious duty
must not be violated, i.e. there must be no complicity with
idolatry.
On the other hand, John has become convinced of " the
absolute and irreconcilable opposition between the Church
and the Empire" : he has "no thought of the possibility of
bringing the State to a milder policy by convincing it of
the harmlessness of Christianity." 2
But in the same pages where that difference was pointed
out it was also shown that the change of spirit was due, not
to any real difference in the principles of the Christian
leaders, but to the change of policy on the part of the
State. Paul wrote while the early policy of N ero, i.e. the
policy of Seneca, guided the action of the Government.
John wrote after that policy had been abandoned, and the
Government had resolved to regard all Christians as outlaws and enemies.
We now see that Paul, even while he was instructing his
converts to respect, so far as possible, the existing facts of
society, was as firmly persuaded as John that the Christians
must keep t~emselves apart from the present fabric of
society : there was no possible place for them in the most
characteristic and universal social institutions. The necessary inference was that these must all be destroyed, and
society must be re-established on a Christian basis.
1 From the Church in the Roman Empire, p. 246, where the context states
2 Op. cit., p. 296 f.
the principle more fully,
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Paul was neither bigoted nor intolerant. He appreciated
the value of education. "He advised his pupils to learn
from the surrounding world everything that was worthy in
it." 1 He did not think that they must go out of the world;
they may and should continue in the world. 2 But his
opinion was unhesitating that Pagan society was so leavened
and impregnated by idolatry that it must be broken up
before it could be reconstituted in a form reconcilable with
Christian principles. Christians may remain in the world,
use its teaching, profit by its opportunities. But they must
not be of the world, as a part of its society.
The more closely we scrutinize the words and acts of
the leading Apostles, the more clearly does their perfect
harmony in all essential points appear-amid some slight
and purely superficial differences-and the better do we
understand what is implied in Galatians ii. 2 and 9: Paul
laid before J ames and Cephas and John the Gospel for the
Gentiles, and they perceived the grace that was given him,
and gave him the right hand of fellowship. This implies
that they were all from the beginning in complete agree·
ment as to what should be the position of the Gentiles in
the Church and in the State.
W. M. RAMSAY.

BIBLICAL DIFFICULTIES.
I.
THE title of this short series of papers is designedly vague.
The writer thought, in the first place, of problems arising
out of the Massoretic text; all our elaborate historical con·
clusions are based upon that text, and yet no adequate,
thorough examination of it has been made. Textual
criticism, as has been said already in the ExPOSITOR
(March, 1899), is passing into a new phase, and since it
may be some time before commentators, hampered by the
1

St. Paul the Tr""'eller, p. 149.

•

2

1 Cor. v. 10.
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:XXXIX.

THE EPISTLE AND ITS PARTS.

As we have seen, Paul in this Epistle often recurs to a
former topic after an interposed discussion of another topic.
Thus, in order to understand chap. viii., we have had to
discuss chap. x. along with it, so closely are they connected.
Chap. ix. rises out of chap. vii. The Eucharist is the topic
in x. 14-22 and xi. 17-34. This characteristic is so marked,
that we must seek some explanation ; and we shall find it
in the way in which the letter was written.
It is obvious that this letter was not composed continuously
at a sitting (and the same remark applies to 2 Corinthians).
It is much too long for that; and, moreover, as we read it
and compare it with the Epistle to the Galatians, we feel
that, whereas the Galatian letter was thrown forth, as it
were, in one single effort from the volcano of his mind, this
letter to the Corinthians was written in a succession of
shorter efforts, separated by intervals of thought and meditation.1 Thus the same topic is ta.ken up again after an
interval, when reflection showed Paul that he had not
exhausted what ought to be said about it.
In observing the nature of these intervals, and the signs
of them in the thought and style, we must, of course, bear
in mind the nature of the document. It is not a treatise,
where continuity of style is a law of the work. It is a
1 This remark also applies to the second Corintb.ian Epistle, in which these
halts and fresh starts are so obvious that they have attracted much attention;
and some scholars have been led to the erroneous idea that the parts have been
put together in the wrong order; or rather, that the Epistle is not a single
letter written in parts at intervals, but contains two or more distinct letters, of
which the one now placed last was written first. Against this theory we shall
attempt to prove that 2 Corinthians was a letter, sent to Corinth as it has come
down to us, but that considerable intervals elapsed between the composition of
the parts,
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letter, where frank, unfettered utterance of the momentary
tone of mind and spirit is right. A letter ceases to be a
letter, if the laws of correct style that govern a formal
treatise are applied to it. The perfect naturalness and
spontaneousness of Paul's letters is among their most
marked characteristics. The thoughts in his mind seem to
crystallize in words, almost unbidden, according to the
mood of the moment : pleasure, grief, thankfulness, horror,
gratitude, mould the style by turns.
When we speak of intervals, we need not, of course,
maintain that these are necessarily al ways intervals of time.
Sometimes they may only be changes of emotion ; but
doubtless they often corresponded to breaks of time. On
the other hand, we need not maintain that Galatian& was
written actually without a moment's interruption; but it
was written in an absolutely unbroken sweep of emotion,
and we may be quite certain that the vehemence of emotion
prevented any noticeable interval of time from intervening
between the beginning and the end.
We shall, therefore, speak of the intervals between the
parts of the Corinthian Epistle without insisting that they
all necessarily imply appreciably long lapses of time. But
some of them, at any rate, correspond to real intervals of
time, during which much thought and meditation occurred;
and also we may be quite confident that the composition of
this Epistle lasted over some considerable number of weeks,
possibly some months. We cannot suppose that Paul withdrew ~imself for a time from his work in Ephesus in order
to devote himself entirely to Corinth. His Ephesian work
was heavy, continuous, exacting. He could only snatch
from it short intervals for other work. Yet, at the same
time, the care of Corinth lay al ways in his mind. Even
while he was teaching and preaching in Ephesus, the
thought about Corinthian needs was incubating and maturing in his heart. But the Epistle was composed by parts-
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not in one volcanic eruption like Galatians-and it was
dictated in parts, so that certain topics were ·treated, set
aside, and recalled again for completion, as we see in the
Epistle which lies before us.
We do not mean that, whenever any thought recurs after
the lapse of a certain number of verses or chapters, one
of those intervals (as they have been defined in the last two
or three paragraphs) must have intervened between the two
occurrences of the thought. On the contrary, there are
what we have already described as dominant thoughts,
which tend constantly to recur. Those dominant thoughts
spring out of the most pressing dangers to which the
Corinthians were exposed. Such, for example, was idolatry,
with the inevitable low standard of life and thought connected with it. 1 The pressure of pagan surroundings and
pagan habits was a continuous force tending to lower the
Corinthian standard of conduct; it allied itself with everything else that was hostile to truth ; and therefore the
thought of this danger recurs in the Epistle very often, and
is sometimes latent even where it is not clearly expressed.
We must, then, think of the Epistle to the Corinthians as
lying for some considerable period beside Paul, and receiving
additions from time to time, before it was sent away.
It may be regarded as rather a series of letters than a
single letter, though it was sent to Corinth as one. Its
parts sprang separately from his mind, as the thoughts of
his anxious and provident spirit demanded instant expression.
The proof of this view lies in the demonstration of the
parts, and of their significance when regarded separately.
This is contained in the following sections, in which, particularly, the formal proof is given that an interval of time
occurred between the first and the second part.
But, first, the question arises why he did not send away
1

Thus the thoughts of 1TopvElo. and ElowX.oXo.rpElo. tend to pass into one another.
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each part as it was written. If his care for Corinth forced
him to write a few pages, would it not also force him to
send off the letter immediately, that the remedy might be
applied as quickly as possible? We must, for example,
think that the Galatian letter, when written, was despatched immediately. We cannot imagine Paul waiting
a day needlessly after writing it. Some parts of the
Corinthian letter are also extremely urgent and impassioned.
Why should they be written and laid aside for weeks before
being sent away?
The circumstances of Pauline epistolography furnish a
ready explanation.

XL.

LETTER-WRITING IN EPHESUS.

Several excellent contributions have been made in recent
years to the better understanding of the New Testament
Epistles through a comparison with the ordinary epistolary
customs of the time. The writings of Prof. Deissmann and
Prof. Rendel Harris deserve special recognition in this
respect. We shall try to build on their foundation.
The want of a regular postal service seems to have
exerted some influence on both the Epistles to the Corinthians. Letters could not be sent to a distance, except
when the writer found some chance of safe conveyance.
As to the frequency of such opportunities, we are apt to get
an erroneous impression from Cicero's correspondenceespecially with Atticus, which was sometimes carried on by
daily letters. Atticus, as a great business man and financier,
engaged in large provincial operations requiring constant
communication, had at his command a considerable body
of regular letter-bearers, tabellarii. Cicero also maintained
a large establishment of slaves. When they were resident
in different parts of central Italy, they could easily keep up
a daily system of messengers. Moreover, Cicero, from bis
high position, could often avail himself of the public couriers,
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who were constantly going back and forward on government service; and he seems to have done so a good deal,
as, for example, when he was in his Cilician province.
Paul was in an entirely different position. He had no
slaves in Ephesus to act as letter-carriers. Moreover, it is
highly probable that he never entrusted his letters to any
but confidential messengers, Christians, often his own
subordinates and coadjutors in mission work, who could
supplement the letter by verbal instructions, and might
bring back to Paul reports of what they had seen. In the
winter and spring of A.D. 55-56, 1 within which period
1 Corinthians must have been written, not many opportunities can have presented themselves for sending letters
to Corinth from Ephesus. The season was unfavourable to
direct voyages across the open sea, where the rocky .lEgean
islands offered few harbours and generally dangerous coasts.
It is not to be understood that the direct passage between
Corinth and Ephesus was entirely closed during the winter
season. The Greeks were not such timid sailors as that
would imply. But regular communication and ordinary
trade were broken off, though, undoubtedly, some government vessels and occasional trading vessels watched a
favourable wind and ran across. In the scarcity of vessels
offering a passage-for government vessels would not be at
his service-and the rarity of suitable messengers, Paul
might have to wait a long time in the winter for an opportunity of sending a letter.
Now, how are we to conceive Paul to have acted? Would
he wait until a suitable messenger was found ready to start,
and then write a letter to be sent off with him the moment
it was written? Such is apparently the general view, for
the date when this Epistle was written is discussed commonly with the tacit assumption that the c~mposition
1 Some say a. year or two earlier or later.
All a.re a.greed that the sea.son of
the year lay within those limits.
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was a matter of a few days at most. For example, many
modern scholars say that it must have been written at
Passover - an assertion against which we have already
protested on other grounds, and against which we now
raise this new objection. We have seen that the composition of the letter must have lasted over a considerable
time.
Paul wrote as his heart prompted, but had to wait until
an opportunity occurred of sending the letter. In the
meantime, new thoughts demanded expression. Thus 1
Corinthians was a series of shorter letters ; and soon after
it was despatched, 2 Corinthians was begun and continued
in the same way.
Examples occur even in Cicero, with his abundant postal
opportunities, of this kind of composite letter. In letters
to his ordinary correspondents they can rarely occur, for
he was not so much interested in them as to find relief in
expressing his mind to them. But occasionally, in writing
to Atticus, he keeps a letter beside him, and adds to it as
the humour prompts him.

XLI.

INTERVALS AND PAUSES IN THE EPISTLE.

The following intervals, marked by change in emotion
and change in style, have come before us in the Epistle, so
far as we have yet proceeded.
The first four chapters have all the appearance of perfect
continuity, with an unbroken sweep of emotion. It will be
shown in the following sections that Paul had actually
brought his letter to an end here and arranged for its transmission, when his plans were interrupted.
Chaps. v., vi. were written immediately on receipt of
some disastrous and unexpected news from Corinth. The
emotion is in marked contrast with the preceding and the
following chapters. The contrast is most sharply expressed
VOL. III.
1.5
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in vi. 5, "I say this to move you to shame," as compared
with iv. 14, "I write not these things to shame you."
A feeling of horror pervades these two chapters, v., vi.
In chap. v. this feeling rises naturally out of the subject ;
but it continues through vi., where the first fault rebuked is
rather an error of judgment than a crime ; and it soon
draws back the writer's thought to the repulsive side of
life, on which he was dwelling in chap. v.
Throughout these two chapters those sentences which
are expressed in the first person singular are sharp and
imperative in tone. They are a command.
On the other hand, in chaps. vii., viii., error of judgment, lack of sympathy and brotherliness, are implied
among the Corinthians ; but quiet, dispassionate reasoning
and argument is Paul's method of treating their case.
Where the first person singular comes in, it is either to
mention Paul's own example and opinion, confidently
reckoned on as likely to influence their minds, or it is an
appeal to the universality of custom and law in the
Churches. It states a deliberate opinion, but rarely issues
a command. Even where the subject requires that a rule
be laid down, it is done in a less imperative tone than in
chaps. v., vi.; and the manner quickly returns to argument and statement of opinion. The two main topics of
vii. and viii. are treated in a similar spirit, and end on the
same note, viz., Paul's opinion and example.
Then comes a marked interval; and in ix., x., in a warm
emotional tone, Paul takes up again the two topics which
be has just treated.
The interval between chaps. v.-vi. and chaps vii.-viii. is
marked as clearly in style as in emotion. In the latter,
Paul seems to have begun with the intention of taking up
and discussing one by one the points on which the Corinthians had consulted him. Hence the orderly method, as
if he were counting them one by one on his fingers.
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vii. I. 7repl 8£ ©v lyp&.ifare.
8. A.€yw 8£ rol:s &.y&.µ,ois.
10. rol:s 8£ yeyaµ,YJK6rn 7rapayy€A.A.w, ovK lyw.
12. ro'Ls 8£ A.ot7ro'ts A.€yw lyw.
25. 7repl 8£ rwv 7rap(Uvwv.
viii. I. 7repl 8£ rwv eiawA.oOvrwv.

Now contrast that manner with the paragraphic connexion in the preceding chapters. Notice the abrupt, excited question with which chap. vi. begins,Dare any of you?

and the sharp, astonished expression m the opening of
chap. v.,It is actually reported that - -

It is difficult to think that the person who dictated
chaps. v.-vi. to his secretary proceeded immediately to the
sober, orderly enumeration of chaps. vii.-viii. An interval
of time, bringing with it greater calmness of feeling, must
have occurred.
But an interval is equally well marked between chaps.
viii. and ix. The style changes, and the emotion becomes
far more vehement. The orderly progress of the reasoning
ceases, to be resumed again in chap. xii. But in chap. ix.
Paul opens with a series of questions, " Am I not free ?
Am I not an Apostle ? " and so on. He considers that he
is being examined, that he is making his defence, and that
the judges who are examining him have little right to be
assuming that position (ix. 3); and then his defence again
turns into a further series of almost indignant questions.
We notice, too, that the sequence of thought is broken
by chap. ix. The views about sacrificial meats, begun in
chap. viii., are not continued till we come to chap. x.; and
then the subject is taken up afresh, and treated in a far
deeper way, and also in a more emotional tone. I cannot
think that, if Paul had already had chap. x. in his mind, he
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would have written chap. viii. as it is. In fact, x. 23 ff.
repeats in a more precise way what is already said in rather
confused fashion in chap. viii.
As we notice the superior clearness of x. 23 ff., we remember that chaps. vii. and. viii. as a whole never strike a clear
and penetrating note. 1 They lack the sure insight of the
prophet and lawgiver who goes to the heart of the question.
They show much good sense, taste, sympathy ; but they
are rather uncertain in their treatment, and leave a blurred
image on the reader's mind. It is as if Paul had begun to
answer the Corinthian questions before he had fully thought
out the situation, and then, leaving off for a time, had
returned, in chaps. ix.-x., to the same topics, with a clearer
conception of the Corinthian intention in putting the
questions.
That is most patent, as we compare chap. x. with chap.
vm. Some may think that chap. ix. does not stand in a
similar relation to vii. But our view is that, even here,
the same relation holds good, though it is less clear. 2 As
Paul thought over the Corinthians' questions, he became
more clearly conscious that their suggested cure for society
-viz., the urging of marriage as a duty on all Christianswas personal to himself, making the first stage, which must
culminate in open questioning of his authority over them
and his apostolic rights. Hence arises the personal character of chap. ix. An emphatic statement of his authoritative position towards the Corinthians was necessary.
The strength and personality 3 of Paul's repeated claims
to authority in this Epistle, his repeated injunctions that
the Corinthians should imitate him, may easily offend the
modern reader. In truth, it needs some effort before one
See§ XXI., p. 284; § XXIV., p. 387; § XXV., p. 294f.
See § XXV., p. 293.
s iii. 10; iv. 15, 16, 21; vii. 7, 8, 40; viii. 13; ix. 1 ff.; x. 33; xi. 1, 2, 34;
xiv.18; xv. 1 ff., 31, etc.: also the frequent "I order, I give my judgmen~,'' etc.
t
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can reconcile them with the ordinary humility, candour, and
freedom from egotism or self-assertion of Paul's character.
'l'hey give the occasion for the accusation which some
scholars make against him, that he was excitable, irritable
under opposition, unable to endure any difference of opinion
or independence of judgment in those with whom he was
brought into relation, surrounding himself with creatures of
moderate abilities, who would obey him without questioning
and follow him without murmur. 1
The reason and the need for the assertiveness of this
Epistle lies in that failing of the Corinthian character (and
of the Greeks generally), which we have often had to
mention-their incapacity to obey, and their weakness in
recognising and acting on general, moral, and legal principles. We have pointed out why Paul could not counsel
the Corinthians to obey their constituted officials ; but
repeatedly he impresses on them the duty of obedience
to their spiritual father. He felt strongly that this was
a prime necessity in the present state of the Corinthian
Church; and in urging it on them he is unconscious of the
seeming egotism. That appearance of egotism was a minor
consideration ; and Paul al ways sacrificed all minor aims
in the effort to attain the great end. On this subject, see
further § XLIII.
Yet he gives a full explanation of this apparent egotism.
They are to obey and imitate him, not for himself. He
came to them not trusting in eloquence or in philosophy, but
in the power of God, which spoke through him, ii. 1, 4 f.
Personally, he had been weak, anxious, fearful. But they
can safely follow implicitly what he said, and imitate what
he did, because it was not his own power and skill that
spoke to them.
The frequent repetition of the order " to imitate me "
1 See, for example, Mr. Baring Gould's Study of St. Paul, passim (pp. 206,
263, etc.).
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implies that it was much needed. This may seem inconsistent with the emphatic declaration in xi. 2, "I praise you
that ye remember me in all things, and hold fast the
traditions, even as I delivered them unto you." But it
has been rightly recognised (e.g. by Prof. Findlay in
EXPOSITOR, June, 1900, p. 402) that this really contains
a quotation from the Corinthians' letter to himself: it
means, " I am glad to hear from you that ye remember me
in a.11 things."
XLII.

THE FIRST LETTER CONTAINED IN FIRST
CORINTHIANS.

As we have seen, the first four chapters of the Epistle are
written in one sustained, continuous tone and emotion.
They were dictated at one time-or, at least, at very brief
intervals-under the influence of the same overmastering
thought and purpose, and form as perfect a unity as the
Galatian Epistle. They come to a. distinct climax and
conclusion. The paragraph iv. 14-21 reviews and sums up
the purpose of the short letter in a pointed, emphatic wayas was Paul's custom-and states his intentions for the
future. He is sending Timothy at the present moment. 1
Soon he will himself come. They should so act, as not
to need rebuke when he reaches them. At this point the
:final greetings, which commonly lead up to the benediction, might come in with perfect propriety. ·
We have in these chapters a perfect little letter, a model
of a religious and hortatory, warning and friendly Epistle.
The occasion of that letter was evidently the news received from the agents of Chloe (i. 11: see§ IX., p. 104). It
is filled with the thought that the Corinthian Christians are
spending their time and energy in discussing the merits
of rival preachers, backing their favourites in the true
1 freµ,if;a. epistolary: I am sending Timothy, who will recall me to your
memory when he reaches you.
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Greek spirit,1 and thus tending to fall into rival parties
wearing, as it were, the badges of their respective favourites.
It explains his method of teaching, stage by stage, according
to the progress of his pupils.
At the same time, the letter speaks not for himself alone,
but for all the Apostles. All are agreed. All stand or fall
together. To balance one against another is to miss utterly
the true and perfect unity that reigns among them all.
Their other teachers and favourites also adapt their teaching to the stage at which they find their pupils. But
all are aiming at the same result: all would try to prevent
the Corinthians from this folly of pitting one teacher
against the other (iv. 6).
The remedy lies in faithfulness to the first and effectual
teaching, through which they had been converted.

XLIII.

THE

SINGLE STANDARD AND THE MONARCHICAL
BISHOP.

The stress which Paul lays on the necessity of a single
standard for the congregation deserves special note. Many
teachers have come, and many will come, for one teacher
at the beginning was not sufficient. But all are not to
be trusted. There must, therefore, be some standard by
which to test them.
That standard should be sought in the original teaching,
viz., the teaching of the Founder of the congregation. His
teaching was the true, Divine message; for it came in
power (ii. 4 f. ; iv. 20; ix. 2). The existence of a Church in
Corinth is the proof that Paul's message was the right and
the standard teaching. Paul had laid the foundation,
" which is Christ " (iii. 10 f.).
Other teachers do well when they try to build on that
foundation ; but their superstructure will be tried and
tested by fire, whether it is vital and true. The proof
'See§ V., p. 28ff.
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of their teaching will be the same as the proof of Paul's.
The power to last is the ultimate test.
In iii. 11-15 Paul is saying anew what he said to the
Galatians (Gal. i. 6-9) : "If any one else, if even I myself,
should preach unto you any other gospel than that which
I and Barnabas preached unto you, let him be anathema."
But in that place Paul was looking from the opposite point
of view. He was thinking of teachers who were building on
his foundation a building inconsistent therewith. Here he
is thinking of teachers who are building on his foundation
what is in harmony therewith.
But the congregation needs to try the new teachers at
the present moment ; and it finds a standard in the first
teaching, which has proved itself to be vital and enduring.
The congregation itself is the living proof that the first
teaching was true ; and it must reject all that does not
agree with that standard. To the Galatians and the Corinthians alike that is the principle which Paul urges. Even
if he himself came giving a second and different message,
they must reject him. His first, effectual message is the
only true one.
Their standard, then, must be single. They must look to
one guide alone; and that guide is their father. Many
teachers will come to them ; many servants will keep
watch over them in their childhood: 1 but they can have
only one father, Paul .himself. Him they should look to
and imitate.
Lookhig to the creative sense, the feeling for precedent in
law and organization, which are evident in the growth of the
early Church, we can hardly hesitate to say that here we
have the germinating idea out of which grew the monarchical bishops of the following century.
1 7rOAAOVS 71atilayc.ryovs (iv. 15) : see Hist. Comm. Gal., § xxxrx., p. 381 ff.:
the sentence on p. 385, which (as is there said) "may perhaps be fanciful,"
seems now to me to be so.
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The difficulty was how this principle should be carried
out after the Apostles had passed away. Paul was succeeded by the author of First Peter, and he by the author
of Revelation i.-iii. But who should succeed later? Elsewhere I have attempted 1 to show the external ea.uses under
pressure of which one of the Episkopoi or Presbyteroi was
obliged to become a president and representative of the
congregation. That president-Episkopos was, among other
things, charged with the duty of communicating with other
congregations, with which is closely connected the duty of
entertaining visitors and messengers from other congregations. Now from the beginning the idea is clearly
discernible that the general opinion of the whole Church is
Divine and right. Obviously, the person in each congregation who could best learn what the Church as a whole
thought was tp.e official charged with communication. He
was the link connecting the congregation with other congregations : the sum of the scattered congregations, separated
in space, makes up the Church universal : the letters, visits,
and other communications are the device whereby space
is annihihilated, and unity attained. Thus communication
between the scattered parts was the life of the Church, and
the official charged with communication was obviously presented as the heir to the authority of the Apostles. So far
the argument has been already stated; but we ask when
and how this development was first recognised as a
necessity.
Paul undoubtedly had the idea that the single authority,
necessary for his Churches, must not perish with himself.
In his first letter to Timothy there is latent the idea that
Timothy is his delegate and representative in Asia. From
the idea of delegation to that of succession the development
is natural and necessary. How far Paul had foreseen that
development we are denied any information. But, in fact,
1

The Church in the Roman Empire before 170, p. 429 ff.
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it seems beyond doubt that the president-Episkopos became
the heir to the monarchical authority; and all reasonable
probability is in favour of that inheritance having been
contemplated by some of the Apostles themselves.
The Third Epistle of John takes us into the time before
that inheritance was settled. It is addressed to Gaius, who
was evidently charged with the duties of hospitality in his
own congregation (v. 5). His congregation was situated
on one of the great lines of communication along which
Christianity spread towards the Gentiles. 1 To his care
Demetrius is recommended in this letter of introduction.
But a certain Diotrephes discourages and opposes that
welcoming of visitors from other congregations, which
Gaius extends to them ; and he also resists the authority of
the writer, who evidently claims the same general authority
which Paul and Peter had exercised. Diotrephes, who
"casteth them out of the Church," is evidently understood
to be an official ; and the situation implied is one of
division and contention between rival influences in a congregation, such as showed the urgent need of a single
standard of authority in it. He was one of those " headstrong and self-willed persons" who "kindled sedition"
in Corinth 2 (Clem. i. 1), and beyond doubt in many other
congregations.

XLII.

PLANS FOR A SECOND VISIT TO CORINTH.

The fact that the composition of the Epistle extended
over a considerable period affords a complete explanation
of the variation between Paul's statements about his second
visit to Corinth; and, at the same time, a comparison between his different statements proves conclusively that one
1 It is needless to point out how well all this would suit the Gaius of Rom.
xvi. 23,-" mine host and (host) of the whole Church" in Corinth, on the great
route between the East and Rome. The name, however, was a common one.
2 See the preceding note.
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of the intervals in the composition of 1 Corinthians must
lie between chap. iv. and chap. v.
When Paul wrote the concluding paragraph of this short
letter (iv. 14-21), he was sending Timothy to Corinth, and
was intending to come himself shortly. 17: "For this cause
have I sent 1 unto you Timothy, who shall put you in remembrance of my ways. . . . 19 : But I will come to you
shortly, if the Lord will." Now, if we compare this passage with the similar ones in Philipp. ii. 25, Coloss. iv. 7-9,
Eph. vi. 21, it becomes clear that Timothy is here commissioned as a special envoy to Corinth. The four passages
correspond exactly to one another. Timothy is to go direct
from Ephesus to Corinth, carrying instructions and a.
letter. Epaphroditus is sent from Rome to Philippi with
a letter, 2 "that when ye see him again, ye may rejoice."
Tychicus (with Onesimus) was sent from Rome to Colossre
and Ephesus bearing two letters, " that ye may know our
estate, and that he may comfort your hearts." The same
word and tense is used in all four cases (e7reµ.ya, 7reµ.yai).
The parallel between 1 Corinthians iv. 17-19 and Philippians ii. 19-25 is even closer. In both cases Paul intimates
an ulterior plan, using the same word" shortly" (wxero~).
He sends Timothy now, and
himself come shortly. He
sends Epaphroditus now, and will send Timothy shortly.
But these intentions, as mentioned here, were partly
frustrated, and were carried out in a different way from
what is here intimated. Timothy did not go direct to
Corinth ; and hence Paul says in xvi. 10, " If Timothy
come," in a tone of uncertainty, 3 which contrasts markedly
with the assured " I have sent Timothy to you" of iv. 17.
The facts are left obscure for us in the Epistle, while the

will

Epistolary tense : in English it ought to be expressed by a present.
See Prof. Rendel Harris's paper on Epaphroditus, Scribe and Courier, in
the ExPos1roR, Dec., 1898, p. 401 ff.
s lav O.IJ-y, not El (pxero.•.
1

2
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march of events had made them clear to the Corinthians ;
but Luke explains them in A.cts xix. 22. Timothy was,
after all, not sent directly to Corinth, but went round by
way of Macedonia.
The reason for the change remains µncertain ; but
probably it was due, in part at least, to the winter season,
and the difficulty of getting a passage direct across the open
JEgean, Macedonia needed Timothy at the moment ; and
it was resolved that he should go there first, and afterwards, if circumstances were suitable, go on to Corinth. 1
Then Paul kept the letter which he had intended to send
by Timothy, and reserved it for another opportunity and
another messenger.
Nor did Paul carry out exactly his intention, here announced, of shortly going himself to Corinth. He alludes
to his change of intention in 2 Corinthians i. 15 ff. : " I
was minded to come before unto you for a second visit to
confirm you, and thereafter to visit Macedonia and return
to you again, so as to be ready to start from Corinth for
Jerusalem in time for the Passover of the coming year '' .
{i.e. March, A.D. 57) : he apologises for the change of plan,
and explains that the change was not due to fickleness and
wavering uncertainty of mind on his part, but was made in
kindness to the Corinthians themselves. Paul did not
wish to come to bring them sorrow. He wished to come
to bring them happiness. He preferred to send a letter
conveying his severity and reproofs, and to come later in
more pleasant circumstances.
Surely, then, the reasonable interpretation of this passage
must be, that Paul had intended to go direct to Corinth
from Ephesus, and bad intimated bis intention. But bad
news came. He learned that the conduct of the Corin1 See preceding note.
Timothy did not go on to Corinth until he accompanied Paul thither. Paul found him still in Macedonia (St. Paul the Trav.,
Jl· 276).
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thians required severe reproof. He resolved to reprove
them by letter, to postpone his visit, and to go first into
Macedonia.
Such is the sequence of events, as we gather it from
2 Corinthians i. 15 ff. It agrees precisely with what we
see in 1 Corinthians iv. ff. Paul intimates his intention of
soon going direct to Corinth. The visit is intimated in a
kind, not in a severe tone. Paul anticipates that it will be
a pleasant visit: there is not a trace of sternness or severity
in the short letter i.-iv., though, of course, there is that
admonition which young human converts always need" not to shame you, but to admonish you as my beloved
children." But the tone of chap. v. is completely changed.
This new chapter is full of horror and stern rebuke. Evidently here begins the letter of severe reproof. Paul has
heard the terrible news. He at once abandons all thought
of an early visit to Corinth, and instead writes the letter
which begins with chap. v.
But he had still beside him the letter of chaps. i.-iv.,
which he had intended to send by Timothy, but had retained when Timothy had to go by way of Macedonia.
Paul did not destroy that letter. He sent it, but first he
lengthened it by adding a long and outspoken expression of
his horror and astonishment at the laxity of moral feeling
in the Corinthian Church.
The lengthened Epistle had to wait for a suitable messenger and an occasion. The visit of Stephanas and Fortunatus and Achaicus, who brought the letter from the
Corinthians, probably lasted some time, as they either had
come on some business purpose or took the opportunity of
combining business with their duty as envoys. 1 Paul
1 One sees numerous oases in which the envoys of cities (7rpfo{3m) in this
period did the same. Persons were often selected as Presbeis either in order to
give them the opportunity of visiting Rome, or because they were going to Rome
on their own business.
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worked on the letter at intervals, until some time in the
spring; and in chap. xvi. 3-8 he states his final intention,
regardless of the discrepancy with iv. 19. He will wait in
Ephesus till Pentecost, 9th May, A.D. 56. Then he will go
to Macedonia, and thereafter he will visit Corinth, whence
he will either go to Jerusalem (in spring of 57) or send
envoys thither.
He makes in this Epistle no explanation of, or apology
for, the change of plan. Probably he, at the moment of
writing, did not think of the ineonsistency between iv. 19
and xvi. 3 ff. He was so absorbed in serious topics that
minor discrepancies did not affect him. But soon afterwards
he remembered, and, as he was now beginning to compose
2 Corinthians, he apologised in the opening paragraphs for
the change and the discrepancy. In the interval, however,
other changes had occurred. He was unable to remain in
Ephesus till Pentecost. The riot of Demetrius compelled him
to retire for the time, as freedom to speak was no longer in
his power. Probably he had not waited till the three messengers were ready to return to Corinth ; but had sent
Titus as his envoy, 1 with instructions as to how he should
address the erring Corinthians and orders to bring back
a report to Paul. Titus, aware that Paul was to travel
from Ephesus by way of Troas and Macedonia, returned
that way ; and in the coasting system of ancient travel
there was no danger that the two should miss one another,
inasmuch as each was on the outlook for the other. They
met in Macedonia (2 Cor. vi. 6 f.).
It seems strange that, considering the obviously close
connexion between the latter part of First Corinthians and
the early chapters of Second Corinthians, many commentators attempt to interpose a long interval between them.
It is obvious that the beginning of the Second Epistle was
1 St. Paul the TJ'aveller, p. 284 (at the foot of the page read "winter or
spring" instead of "autumn").
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written before Titus returned, 1 and there is every reason to
think that he would not stay long in Corinth or linger
on the road, considering Paul's extreme anxiety about the
state of that Church. The Second Epistle was continued
after Titus met Paul and relieved his mind.
The first part was evidently written in Troas, 1 the second
in Macedonia (probably Philippi).
It is remarkable how many erroneous statements have
been made by modern scholars about this simple matterall due to the inveterate habit (a legacy from the "Tiibingen
School ") of beginning by framing an ingenious and tempting theory, and then squeezing Paul's words to suit it.
For example, one writer 2 infers rightly from 2 Cor. ii. 3
that Paul had written to the Corinthians that he was not
coming to them, and proceeds, " he did not write this in
any extant letter. In the First Epistle he still declared
categorically that he would come. It can only be inferred
that he wrote it in a letter subsequent to the First Epistle,
and that must have been the letter carried by Titus."
This argument fails to catch the point of Paul's statements.
The contradictory intentions which Paul in 2 Cor. i., ii.,
implies that he had intimated to the Corinthians were not
"I will come to you," and "I will not come to you" :
they were " I will come direct to you before I go to
Macedonia " and " I will go to Macedonia first, postponing
you to a later time." Both these intentions are intimated
in the First Epistle (iv. 17 and xvi. 5); and the direct
contradiction between them is not there explained or
apologized for. Thus, as Paul feels, he has sent the Corinthians a word (i.e., a letter) that is at once "Yea" and
"Nay"; and he apologizes and explains.
1 2 Corinthians ii. 12, the perfects &.v•'l"YµlP71s and frx71Ka., " though a door has
been opened unto me, I have found no relief," prove this. The epistolary tense,
<fl)Mov &.7rora~d.µ<vos, is used of his departure from Troas.
2 In the Commentary on the Bible, edited by Rev. F. C. Cook, 1881.
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It would, however, be endless to go over all the difficulties
that have been needlessly and unjustifiably invented, and
the incorrect inferences that have been drawn from the
passages bearing on Paul's intended and postponed visit.
One alone must be briefly noticed, inasmuch as it is
especially unreasonable, viz., the theory which would place
the composition of the latter chapters of the ·Second Epistle
before the early chapters. It is clear that in 2 Corinthians
i. 15 Paul explains why he had not paid a second visit
to Corinth as he had once intended, and that in 2 Corinthians xii. 14, xiii. 1, he is looking back over two visits and
forward to a third. The full explanation of this difference
must be left to the Commentary on the Second Epistle.
But, at least, the difference proves clearly that the final
chapter of the Second Epistle was written later than the
opening chapter.

W. M.

RAMSAY.
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